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Autism dossier claims leave
State open to privacy lawsuits
Shane Phelan

LEGAL AFFAIRS EDITOR

THE State has been left open
to lawsuits over claims the
Department of Health covertly gathered confidential
information about children
with special needs who sued
to gain access to educational
supports.
Solicitors representing autistic children and their families
say there could now be lawsuits against the Department
of Health and the Department
of Education for breach of
privacy rights.
Doctors employed by the
HSE could also face legal
actions if it is shown they
breached
doctor-patient
confidentiality.
The warning came after
Shane Corr, a civil servant in
the department, went public
last week about the alleged
practice. In an RTÉ Investi-

gates programme, he said confidential
medical
and
educational information had
been gathered by the department about children with special needs who took legal
actions to get appropriate
educational supports.
Dossiers were claimed to
have been compiled in more
than 40 dormant cases as part
of a strategy to defend the
lawsuits.
According to the whistleblower, sensitive information
on their siblings and their parents was also gathered.
A template letter for doctors,
psychiatrists and social workers indicates they were explicitly told not to contact the
plaintiffs about requests for
information.
Solicitor Ernest Cantillon,
who represents several families who battled the State for
educational supports in the
late 1990s and 2000s, said:

Robert Watt says sensitive
information of children was
not held unlawfully
“The families are pretty cross
about the whole thing and are
very annoyed about it. They
just see it as heavy tactics.”
He said several clients had
contacted his office since the
programme trying to find out
if they were among those
affected.
“What we are saying to them
is we don’t know but we can
find out by making a GDPR
request for whatever data the
department has in respect of

them and probe it further in
that way,” he said. Mr Cantillon
said that if what the whistleblower was saying was correct,
the families would have a “cast
iron” case for breach of their
confidentiality rights.
“It is hard to say what damages would be awarded. But I
don’t think they would be trifling damages,” he said.
“If this was done in the context of litigation, it may well
amount to an abuse of process.
I think there would be a fairly
stern view taken of it [by the
courts].”
Solicitor Roger Murray SC, of
Callan Tansey, who also represents families potentially
affected, said privacy actions
were now a possibility.
“Doctor-patient confidentiality and the right to have your
private health information
kept to yourself has always
been part of Irish law and has
always been part of the doc-

tor-patient relationship,” he
said.
“Let’s be clear – if you see a
doctor and they are employed
by the HSE and are not your
doctor, they still have a duty of
confidentiality.”
Department of Health acting
secretary general Robert Watt
insisted last week the department had never unlawfully
held sensitive medical and
educational information of
children involved in dormant
court cases.
However, Taoiseach Micheál
Martin ordered the setting up
of a multi-disciplinary team to
consider the issues raised.
A review conducted by a senior counsel following a protected disclosure by Mr Corr
found the department’s practices to be entirely lawful,
proper and appropriate. No
breach of data protection laws
was identified by the senior
counsel, the department said.

Sinn Féin confirms two party supporters based
in Serbia help to manage its Facebook accounts
Philip Ryan
SINN FÉIN has confirmed two
party supporters based in Serbia are involved in managing
its Facebook accounts.
The party said its Facebook
accounts are managed in Ireland but admitted two supporters based in Eastern
Europe “help out” on its social
media team.
It also confirmed a member
of its social media team is
based in Germany and is
involved in managing its
Facebook accounts.
Sinn Féin did not provide any
details on what work its overseas supporters do.
The admission came after
Fine Gael Senator John Cummins called on the party to
explain why Sinn Féin’s Facebook accounts were being
managed by people abroad.
The account of Sinn Féin
leader Mary Lou McDonald,
along with those of several
senior TDs, are being managed by people outside the
island of Ireland, according to
political transparency information on Facebook.
Facebook ad library data
shows Sinn Féin’s main
account has been managed by
people in Ireland, the UK, Germany and Serbia. Meanwhile,
Ms McDonald’s account has
been operated by people in Ireland, the UK and Germany.
Other Sinn Féin members
whose accounts have been
managed from Germany

Four to find
out if they
face charges
over Storey
funeral
Allison Morris
THE Northern Ireland Public Prosecution Service is to
announce today if four people,
who were referred by police
for alleged offences committed during the funeral of senior republican Bobby Storey,
are to be charged.
The eight-month investigation into alleged breaches of
the Covid restrictions at the
Belfast funeral considered files
sent last December by the
PSNI in relation to four individuals.
Twenty-four people were
interviewed as part of the
investigation, including Deputy First Minister Michelle
O’Neill.
Around 2,000 people lined
the streets of west Belfast last
June for the funeral of the
Sinn Féin chairman, who died
following a lung operation.
Sinn Féin was criticised at
the time for the attendance by
senior members of the party,
including leader Mary Lou
McDonald, former leader
Gerry Adams, Ms O’Neill and
TD Pearse Doherty, who all
walked in the funeral cortege.
Mourner: Michelle
O’Neill walked in
the funeral cortege

Admission: Accounts of Mary Lou McDonald, Eoin Ó Broin, Pearse Doherty and David Cullinane have been managed overseas
include Eoin Ó Broin, Pearse
Doherty, David Cullinane, Martin Kenny, Padraig Mac
Lochlainn, Matt Carthy and
Donnchadh Ó Laoghaire.
“The main Sinn Féin Ireland
page is managed by numerous
administrators, including two
based in Serbia and one in Germany. Data from Sinn Féin’s
Facebook ad library shows 26
out of 37 of its Dáil representatives have a German-based
Facebook administrator,” Mr
Cummins said.
“Why is it necessary that
party leader, Deputy Mary Lou

McDonald, has a Facebook
account which is managed in
Germany? Why is the page of
Northern leader, Deputy First
Minister Michelle O’Neill, overseen by someone in Serbia?”
Mr Cummins said he plans to
raise the issue with Facebook
when they come before an
Oireachtas Committee.
“The party must also outline
how these services are paid for.
As they are outside the State, it
is impossible for a regulatory
body in Ireland to monitor this
aspect of their digital operation,” the senator said.

“Two key questions are how
long have these connections
with Serbia and Germany been
in place and has this spend
been declared in Sinn Féin’s
exchequer and/or election
returns? If not, this represents
a potentially significant breach.
It also begs the question of
where the funding comes from
to sustain this operation.
“The party’s attempts to fundraise outside of the State and
take out expensive adverts to
further its political cause have
already been exposed – and
this latest revelation raises a

number of questions.”
A Sinn Féin spokesperson
said: “Sinn Féin advertising on
Facebook is managed in Ireland, in full compliance with
Facebook’s advertising policies.
“A party supporter who is now
based in Germany works for
our social media team. In Serbia, we have two party supporters who occasionally help out
our social media team. This
information is publicly listed
on Facebook.
“There is no issue here –
despite Fine Gael’s petty
attempt at spin.”

The fallout resulted in the
DUP refusing to stand on a
podium with Sinn Féin at the
weekly Executive Covid press
briefing for almost three
months.
Ms O’Neill later acknowledged Stormont’s public
health messaging was “undermined” by the controversy.
She said she regretted what
happened after large numbers
attended the funeral, saying
she wanted to “rebuild trust”
with the public.
The PSNI brought in the
Deputy Chief Constable of
Cumbria, Mark Webster, to
oversee and direct the investigation.
The result of a separate independent report into how Belfast City Council organised the
cremation of Mr Storey was
published in February.
It found Sinn Féin did not
pressure the council to give
his family special treatment.
It also rejected suggestions
there had been a “takeover” of
Roselawn crematorium.
But the investigation did
look into why Mr Storey’s
relatives were said to have
been
treated
differently
to eight other families who
also had cremations on the
same date.
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Former Facebook manager based in Dublin and
Serbia runs Sinn Féin social media here and US
Party leader:
Sinn Féin’s
Mary Lou
McDonald.

Philip
Ryan

PHOTO: FRANK
MCGRATH

:: Ardent fan of
paid political
advertisements

S

INN FÉIN has hired
a former Facebook
manager whose digital consultancy business has operations
in Ireland and Serbia to provide social support to the party
on both sides of the Atlantic.
ODV Digital has bases in
Stoneybatter in Dublin and
Belgrade in Serbia.
The owner of the social
media consultancy firm is
Clare O’Donoghue Velikić,
a former Facebook government and politics client partner .
Ms O’Donoghue Velikić has
been providing social media
services to Sinn Féin in Ireland and Friends of Sinn Féin
USA.
Sinn Féin said the services
provided by ODV Digital were
“entirely separate” to consultancy work Ms O’Donoghue
Velikić had been paid for by
Friends of Sinn Féin USA.
The Dublin-based digital
consultant worked for Facebook for almost a decade and
founded the controversial tech
company’s Government and
Politics Marketing Solutions
team.
According to her LinkedIn
profile during her time in

lish details of the party’s links
to Serbia. At first, Sinn Féin
refused to answer questions
about how those who manage
their social media from abroad
were paid for their work.
Ms O’Donoghue Velikić told
the Irish Independent she regularly travelled to Serbia with
her partner before the Covid19 pandemic.
She said her sister and her
friend were currently based in
Serbia and help her with the
social media side of her business. They were not paid for
their work and she described
them as Sinn Féin supporters.
She refused to say whether
she was working directly with
Sinn Féin in Ireland, saying
she would not discuss current clients and had signed
a non-disclosure agreement
with Mary Lou McDonald’s
party.

Contract

Facebook, she “established
and maintained trusting relationships with political parties
and Government stakeholders
in Downing Street”.
She is an ardent supporter of
paid-for political advertising
on social media.
Ms
O’Donoghue
Velikić described the impact
of the Cambridge Analytica
Facebook data scandal that
emerged after the Brexit
referendum as “overstated”
in an article she wrote for
The Guardian newspaper in
Britain.

In it, she also criticised Twitter’s decision to ban political
ads, saying that if political
advertising was banned on
all social media platforms “it
would push campaigning back
into the shadows” and result in
parties finding “more underhand ways to reach voters”.
She also worked as ‘head of
paid social’ for the Together
for Yes campaign during the
Eighth Amendment of the
Constitution campaign.
Details of Ms O’Donoghue
Velikić’s links with Sinn Féin
emerged after Fine Gael Sena-

tor John Cummins questioned
why the party’s Facebook
account was being managed
from Serbia.
Facebook ad library information showed the party’s
account was managed by two
people from Serbia and several
Sinn Féin TDs accounts were
being operated from Germany.
Mr Cummins questioned why
this was happening and called
on Sinn Féin to explain.
In a statement, the party said
its “advertising on Facebook
is managed in Ireland, in full
compliance with Facebook’s

advertising policies”.
“A party supporter who is
now based in Germany works
for our social media team. In
Serbia, we have two party supporters who occasionally help
out our social media team.
This information is publicly
listed on Facebook,” a spokesperson added.
When Sinn Féin’s comments
were published, the party’s
online supporters, including
current and former members
of their communications team,
flooded social media with criticisms of the decision to pub-

However, a Sinn Féin spokesperson confirmed ODV Digital
“provides digital services to
the party on a contract basis”.
Ms O’Donoghue Velikić confirmed she provided consultancy services to Friends of
Sinn Féin USA.
Publicly filed documents in
the US show she was hired on
two occasions by the US-based
fundraising organisation.
The former Facebook manager said she was helping the
organisation with its social
media output in the US.
“I am 100pc clear that any
payment received for work
with Friends of Sinn Féin was
100pc for work within the US,”
she said.
A Sinn Féin spokesperson said: “Services provided
to Friends of Sinn Féin are
entirely separate to services
provided to Sinn Féin.”
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Big surge in
air travel
ahead of
quarantine
regulations
Continued from page 1
happened for last Tuesday’s flight, so it
is unclear if the change for this week’s
flight is directly related to the expected
increase in passenger numbers.
Aer Lingus declined to comment
last night.
Nonetheless, the surge in bookings
will represent a significant jump in
daily arrivals into the State from the
US in recent weeks. Aviation sources
signalled last night that similar patterns are likely on other flights from
the US and the other countries which
are being added to the mandatory
quarantine list.
Department of Transport data shows
the average weekly number of arrivals
from the US in March was 475 passengers — although in the seven-day period up to last Sunday, 735 passengers
arrived from the US.
It comes as a confidential government memo warns of “considerable
uncertainty” around the capacity of
the existing hotel quarantine system
to cope with the addition of the 16
new countries.
The memo says the hotel quarantine operator, Tifco, currently has 654
rooms across four hotels, but will in the
coming weeks be increasing capacity
to 1,147 through the addition of two
more hotels, with capacity of 305 and
188 rooms respectively.
However, the memo warns that the
capacity of the system to cope with
the addition of the 16 new countries
is contingent on a fall of between 80pc
and 90pc in the numbers of passengers arriving from these countries,
compared to the numbers in March.
A fall of only 70pc would leave the
State short around 360 rooms for arriving passengers, but the memo states
the possibility of adding a seventh
hotel — located in the southeast in
reasonable proximity to Rosslare, Co
Wexford — is being explored.
Of the available figures from the
Department of Transport, the average
number of weekly arrivals from the 16
countries that are being added to the
quarantine list was 2,405.
However, in the week up to last Sunday, a total of 3,345 people arrived from
these countries, including 1,300 from
France and 905 from Turkey.
The increase in passenger bookings
from the US this weekend is likely to be
partly as a result of some rearranged

Helen McAlinden
is honest with her
customers about what
really works. Picture by
Johnny McMillan

● Taoiseach Micheál Martin
bookings for flights originally scheduled for after Thursday.
But there is no significant change
in the numbers of arrivals into Dublin
Airport after Thursday when the hotel
quarantine comes into effect — which
therefore means that it is likely that
most of the increase is due to newly
booked passengers, who may be anxious to get into Ireland before they
are forced to spend up to two weeks
in a hotel room.
Meanwhile, Taoiseach Micheál
Martin said yesterday that public
health advice was the “fundamental
rationale” for the 16 countries being
added to the list, and it would add “a
greater degree of protection at this
point in time”.
He said the overall Covid-19 situation had stabilised and that the vaccination programme offered hope for
the summer.
“We should take hope from what has
been happening over the last while,
thanks to the efforts of the Irish people. We have kept the pressure on the
virus, we have stabilised the situation,”
he told RTÉ in Cork.
“The vaccination programme is
working, in terms of its impact on
mortality and infection and severe
illness amongst those who have been
vaccinated — and that gives us great
hope for the coming period, and for
the summer period.”
Yesterday, the Department of Health
was notified of 14 additional deaths
and 455 new Covid-19 cases.
There has been a total of 4,783 Covid-related deaths in Ireland. The median
age of those who died was 72.5 years.
With today’s new cases, there have
now been a total of 240,643 confirmed
cases of Covid-19 in Ireland.

ARE VACCINE CERTS THE ANSWER?
LUKE O’NEILL PAGE 14
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The Irish tend to overdress,
says designer McAlinden
● Designer Helen
McAlinden believes
we will reassess our
idea of glamour
when lockdown
is lifted

Niamh Horan

L

eading Irish fashion designer Helen McAlinden believes the
Irish will be forced to get in-step
with our “chic” European neighbours
when lockdown lifts.
Speaking to the Sunday Independent, she said: “I think the way we are
dressing [in lockdown] is making us
more honest, it’s making us demand
more comfort and it might ultimately
improve the way we look.”
If she could change one thing about
the Irish dress sense? “I would be
very happy to see people wear clothes
that fit, instead of clothes that are too
tight, which we are very good at doing
in Ireland,” she said. “People actually look slimmer if they wear clothes
which are a bit over-sized, but a lot of
people think, ‘No, no I’m really a size
10’, when they’re really not.”
Looking at fashion in countries
such as France, she said: “They don’t
wear things too small.”
Asked whether Irish shoppers could

IT Crowd’s O’Dowd
sees the big picture
with ‘Tony 10’ book
WAYNE O’CONNOR

T

he story of a gambling addict
postal worker who stole €1.75m
from a Wexford post office could
be turned into a film, after The IT Crowd
star Chris O’Dowd took an option on
his book.
Carlowman Tony O’Reilly became
front page news 10 years ago after stealing money from the An Post branch he
ran in Gorey, Co Wexford, to fund his
addiction. He was later sentenced to
four years in prison.
His book Tony 10: The Astonishing
Story of the Postman Who Gambled
€10m and Lost it All, co-authored by
Sunday Independent columnist Declan
Lynch, recounts how O’Reilly racked
up a €10m turnover in his Paddy Power
online account.
O’Reilly, using ‘Tony10’ as his online
gambling name, began with a €1 bet
before his addiction grew out of control.
He used the stolen money to feed a
habit that led to the loss of his family,
home and job. The book was a best-seller and received huge plaudits for addressing gambling and addiction issues.
Roscommon actor Chris O’Dowd
and Treasure Entertainment, with
producers Rob Walpole and Rebecca
O’Flanagan, have taken an option on
the book, giving them rights to make a
Tony 10 movie. Writer and director John
Butler is also involved in the project.

rants at night, we won’t get quite as
dressed-up, we will be more relaxed,
flats will be OK and strappy sandals
won’t have to have a huge stiletto. And then of course we are going
to have to have something to wrap
around us when we eat outside for the
year.”
On how ‘lazy glam’ will be the
trend-du-jour, she said: “I don’t think
we are going to be burning our trainers any time soon. I think when we
get out we will want to dress up a bit
more and in terms of our normal dayto-day wardrobe people are looking
for elegant but comfortable clothes.
The athleisure trend wont go away, it
will be modified. Casual wear will get
more elegant and more luxurious.”
McAlinden was speaking as she
prepared to launch her Spring/Summer 2021 collection of clothes and accessories, which she says is “designed
for how we live now”.
The collection, which is available
online at www.helenmcalinden.com,
Arnotts.ie & JohnLewis.com, is far
more relaxed and fluid than previous
years.
“We never had sweatshirts before.
We are big into bodies [body tops] at
the moment too and we have more
leggings in than we normally would
have,” she said, adding that her store
is also predicting women’s changing
tastes with a more elegant “faux suede
leggings”.
In February, one of the world’s most

Quiz Facebook users to gain
votes, Sinn Féin officials told
PHILIP RYAN

S

Declan Lynch said the story was made
for the big screen: “One of the strange
things about writing the book was that
so much of it felt like something out of
a movie — so much drama in it, and
yet it all really happened.
“It’s a movie I’d love to see myself.
The story is completely Irish and also
completely universal, so we couldn’t ask
for more brilliant people than Chris,
John, Rebecca and Rob to be doing it.”
Mr Lynch and Mr O’Reilly said they
hope bringing the story to a greater
audience will help highlight the dangers and toll of a gambling addiction.
Mr O’Reilly, who has qualified as an
addiction counsellor, said the issue
had grown bigger in recent years. He
hopes the book, and eventually a film,
will make audiences aware of problem
gambling.
“Chris O’Dowd said he wanted to
bring it to a wider audience because
it is an important story to tell. Declan
had a similar view, and this will bring
the story to a totally different audience
and highlight what is a huge problem
in Ireland and abroad,” he said.
“It was always my hope in telling the
story through the book, that we could
create awareness around how a €1 bet
can end up with my story.
“Online gambling has become more
prevalent because of the times we live
in, and that was a huge part of my story.

be led astray by flattering mirrors designed to slim down their appearance,
she said: “Even supermarkets place
nice lights overhead in order to sell
fruit. The retailers try to sell, but it’s
up to the consumer to be savvy and to
make the right decision.
“My staff are always honest with
customers because my view is
that when an outfit really works for a
customer, they will come back.”
On whether the Irish have a tendency to get “over-dressed” McAlinden
said: “Oh, totally, absolutely. We are
not great at understanding ‘laid-back
elegance’.”
She described the French and Italians as “chic in a casual kind of way”
and added: “They have a way of dressing with wonderful quality clothes
that are slightly over-sized and slightly slouchy and they look great.”
Whereas in Ireland,“we tend to definitely over-dress and freeze at night
in a strappy top, bare legs and short
skirts with goose pimples and it’s not
a great look”.
She also noted how our European
neighbours “have great skin tone, but
we think we can replicate that by using loads of slightly orange fake tan,
which doesn’t usually work”.
The pandemic will “revolutionise
our attitude to clothes”, she predicted.
“I think we will reassess and there
will be a new way to be ‘glam’, which
won’t be as ‘tarted up’ as we had previously been.
“I think, even to go out to restau-

influential fashion designers, Victoria
Beckham, shocked fans when she said
that, despite a year in lockdown, “I
refuse to wear elasticated waistbands.
The only time you’ll see me in jogging
pants is in the gym”.
“Good luck Victoria!” said McAlinden with a laugh.
“A year ago I would have said that
I hate elasticated wasitbands but not
any more. I have spent the year in
sweatpants and leggings. I am surrounded by clothes and I have not
added many pieces to my collection.
“I have bought cashmere sweaters, which we would like to produce
as part of that elegant luxury, but my
purchases this year have been minuscule.
“For spring, I will purchase wide
trousers to wear with a sweatshirt
and a sandal heel. I also think we will
want jersey and knit dresses.”
The designer, who has a store on
South William Street in Dublin, said
“it will take time” for people to return
to the city centre once lockdown lifts.
However, she added: “I hope the high
street will be able to reinvent itself.
It will be good for younger designers
and there will be an appetite for the
individual, not for mass market.”
Meanwhile, McAlinden, who grew
up during the Troubles in Belfast, was
dismayed to see the news of renewed
violence and rioting.
“It was all so bad, you choose to forget it,” she said.
“I’m looking at the news this week
and thinking, ‘Oh, God, is this all coming back again?’ I feel terrible watching it. I just don’t want to see that
happening again.”
Describing her childhood, she
added: “The army would be behind
the hedges when we were going to
school. We thought getting searched
before we went into a shop was absolutely normal. You just become inured
to it.
“The most frightening part was
that it did become so normal.”

● Co-authors Declan Lynch, left,
and Tony O’Reilly (top), and Chris
O’Dowd (above), who has taken an
option on their ‘Tony 10’ book
Looking at America, sports betting is
starting to be legalised in a lot of the
states over there, so we are going to see
far more people everywhere impacted
by gambling addiction.”
Meanwhile, Mr O’Reilly is to appear
on a BBC Radio 4 programme this
week to tell broadcaster Jane Garvey
his story. The Life Changing series she
presents showcases people who have
come through some earth-shattering
event. It airs at 9am on Wednesday and
is repeated on the same day at 8pm.

inn Féin ‘has questions to answer’
after it emerged that party officials have been told to use personal
information posted online by Facebook
users to identify their home addresses.
An internal digital training seminar
for party organisers shows they were
told to “engage” with Facebook users to
“elicit more specific information” which
can then be utilised to “pinpoint them
in the real-world”.
In the presentation, Sinn Féin members were told “Facebook is KING” and
instructed to use it as a means of identifying supporters they can “engage with”.
The 16-page document said Facebook
shows a person’s name and “roughly
where they live” but members were then
told to get more information from users
of the online platform so they could “tag
them as a social media engaged and follow up with a canvass on their doorstep”.
They were told they can cross-reference information glean ed online with
the party’s searchable electoral database,
the Abú system, to find the home addresses of potential voters. The Abú system
is a canvassing database developed by
Sinn Féin which allows local organisers
to rank individual voters based on their
likelihood to vote for the party.
The online street-by-street database is
searchable and is described as a “powerful tool” for canvassing in the training manual. People are listed as ‘hard’
or ‘soft’ supporters of the party if they
are seen as potential voters. There are

● Junior Minister Peter Burke called
on Sinn Féin to answer questions
also categories for “legacy” voters whose
support may be wavering.
The ‘Digital Media Training’ presentation is dated September 2020, and
party members were told to focus their
social media efforts on Facebook rather
than Twitter.
“It’s the only social media platform
that helps you build your base in your
constituency, grow your support and
get out the vote on election day,” it said.
“It provides extensive analytics on the
people who are viewing and engaging
with your posts, including gender, age
and location.
“It also has a highly sophisticated targeted advertising tool that is an essential
element to reaching your voters as part

of an effective digital market strategy.”
The presentation said the party’s headquarters operation is “heavily engaged”
in running Facebook ads to ensure their
“messages get seen and heard” and encouraged TDs to also take out paid-for
advertising on the platform.
“Facebook allows you run ads and
micro-target and pinpoint them to very
specific areas within your constituencies and to different audience within
those areas.
“You can target a specific message to
different demographics,” the presentation added. It also noted ads can be targeted at voter s who support Sinn Féin
but “still need to be persuaded”.
A Sinn Féín spokesperson said the
only information their representatives
hold “is information they are given by
constituents”. “The party fully complies
with Facebook’s terms of service. We are
also fully compliant with regulations
concerning the use of the electoral register for exclusively electoral purposes.
“The electoral register is made available for use to all elected representatives,” he added.
Minister of State Peter Burke called
on Sinn Féin to answer why they are
telling members to elicit information
from Facebook users to identify their
home addresses. “Why should a social
media user be targeted online to have
a follow-up visit at their home in this
manner?” he said.
“Who is asking for their home addresses online? What is their background?
“This all seems very strange,” he added.

C
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Law to stop social media management abroad
:: Legislation on donations and
electoral reform being expanded
Philip Ryan
NEW election laws will “effectively prohibit” political parties from allowing their social
media accounts to be managed outside of Ireland.
Legislation on political donations and electoral reform are
being expanded to ensure
there is greater transparency around how parties are
funded.

It comes after the Irish Independent revealed Sinn Féin’s
Facebook accounts were being
managed by people based in
Serbia and Germany.
Facebook ad library data
shows Sinn Féin’s main
account has been managed by
people in Ireland, the UK, Germany and Serbia.
Meanwhile, party leader
Mary Lou McDonald’s account
has been operated by people

based in Ireland, the UK and
Germany. A number of other
Sinn Féin members whose
accounts have been managed
from Germany include Eoin Ó
Broin, Pearse Doherty, David
Cullinane, Martin Kenny,
Padraig
Mac
Lochlainn,
Matt Carthy and Donnchadh
Ó Laoghaire.
Housing Minister Darragh
O’Brien will bring a memo to
Cabinet in the coming weeks
seeking to add to the proposed
Electoral Reform Bill 2021,
which is due before the Dáil
this year.
He wants to ban parties
from transferring funding or

The voters on secret
Sinn Féin database
have right to know
who is behind it
Philip
Ryan

I

T WILL not come as
any great surprise to
anyone who follows politics to know Sinn Féin
invests heavily in new
technology and social media.
Its political rivals look on in
envy at its online prowess.
But an unprecedented
glimpse inside Sinn Féin’s
secretive world of digital
campaigning does raise some
questions the party does not
seem willing to answer.
A leaked tranche of
internal party documents
shows party members are
being encouraged to “elicit”
information from users of
Facebook which is then
being fed into a purpose-built
online database to establish
where they live so Sinn Féin
representatives can knock on
their door.
A digital training seminar
given to party organisers
last September stated the
following: “Facebook will
show you the name of the
person and often roughly
where they live. By engaging
with them you may be
able to elicit more specific
information that will help
you pinpoint them in the
real-world.
“You can use the search
function in the Abú system
to find the person you have

engaged with online, tag
them as a social media
engager and follow up with a
canvass on their doorstep,” it
added.
Sinn Féin members are not
told to ask Facebook users
for their home addresses but
rather they are told to “elicit”
or draw out information by
interacting with them online.
This information can then
be used to locate someone
in their electoral database
without the user’s knowledge.
Then, before you know it,
a friendly Sinn Féin TD or
activist is knocking on your
door whether you wanted
them to or not. Or at least this
is what the training manual
says they should do.
Despite members being

SF members encouraged to
elicit information via Facebook

encouraged to elicit personal
details from Facebook
users in the digital training
seminar document, Sinn Féin
says the “only information
that representatives hold is
information they are given
by constituents”. They also
insist they fully comply with
Facebook’s terms of service.
“We are also fully compliant
with regulations concerning
the use of the electoral
register for exclusively
electoral purposes. The
electoral register is made
available for use to all
elected representatives,” a
spokesperson said.
The database referenced
in the presentation, the
Abú system, is a highly
sophisticated canvassing tool
developed specifically for
Sinn Féin. A manual for Abú
describes it as “Sinn Féin’s
new online system for vote
and canvass management
and election analysis”. It feeds
into Sinn Féin’s Green
Register of voters whom they
aim to “republicanise”.
Another internal document
describes the Green Register
as “the foundation on which
all else is built”. It says
activists should try turn
voters into “likely supporters,
to firm supporters and
ultimately republicanise
them”.
“This will be who will vote
for us in any election” and
“will ultimately be a key core
for a unity referendum when
it comes,” it adds. The aim of

resources from branches of
their organisation based outside of Ireland into the State
for electoral purposes.
The new legislation will
mean any transfer of “money
or resources” will be treated
as a political donation that will
limit the amount parties can
transfer between their organisation to €2,500.
A briefing note on the legislative changes says this will
“effectively prohibit” parties
from having staff outside of
Ireland “manage social media
accounts active in this State”.
It is also aimed at banning
politicians from receiving

from commissioning and
paying for political research
outside of the State and transferring the findings to operations in the country.
It will also stop parties from
deploying paid party officials

based in other countries to
campaign during elections in
Ireland.
Foreign political donations
are banned in Ireland but Irish
citizens living abroad can make
donations up to €2,500 a year
to political parties. The Electoral Reform Bill will clarify
that subsidies of parties overseas will have the same law
applied to them.
“The goal of the new sections
is to create a level playing field
and ensure full transparency
in the crucial area of how political parties are financed in the
Republic of Ireland,” a Government source said.

and a digitised version
of the marked electoral
register, which is provided to
politicians only in paper form,
with lines drawn through the
names of people who voted.
The Abú training manual
says the marked register is
based on a “machine reading”
of each document which is
then fed into the system.
“This has been tested and
is highly accurate – however,
there are going to be errors
particularly when the marked
register itself is badly marked,”
it adds.
Members are told the
physical marked register is

available on request to check
any inaccuracies.
Once logged in, Sinn Féin
members can search every
registered voter in the country
by name, address, electoral
area and voting intentions.
The information is updated
from local canvasses.
Voters are marked as having
‘hard support’, ‘soft support’,
‘new soft support’, ‘strong
opposition’ and so forth.
Those who have voted for the
party in the past are marked
as ‘legacy’ supporters.
The information filed from
canvasses can be examined
and analysed to “improve

training or political advice paid
for by units of their party based
outside of the country.
It will also prohibit parties
Proposal: Housing
Minister Darragh
O’Brien wants to
add to Electoral Bill

Sophisticated operation:
Sinn Féin leader Mary Lou
McDonald.
PHOTO: PHIL NOBLE/REUTERS

the Green Register is to hit
the party’s “win number” of
30pc of the electorate.
But back to Abú system – the
online database Sinn Féin
members are encouraged to
use to track down your home
address if you say something
positive about the party
online. The online election
tool can be accessed at Sfabu.
com with a user name and
password. There are also plans
to develop the platform into
an app that members could
download to their phones.
The database comprises
electoral register information
given digitally to all TDs
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Ministers, TDs and
senators spend
€674,000 through
special allowance

for political parties
“This is an important step in
protecting the integrity of our
democracy,” they added.
Mr O’Brien is also introducing an amendment to the electoral reform legislation that
will require all party leaders
to declare all transfer of funds
in cash or in kind between any
operations they have in Ireland and outside of country.
Parties will also be required
to provide full consolidated
financial accounts of their
operations in Ireland, Northern Ireland or anywhere else
in the world where they have
staff or bases.
The Electoral Reform Bill

‘The
goal of
the new
sections
is to
create a
level
playing
field’

political and organisational
decision making”.
The results of canvasses
can then be compared and
contrasted. The website
domain for Abú is registered

Activists should try to turn
voters into supporters ‘and
republicanise them’
by Sinn Féin with an online
hosting company based in
Massachusetts in the US.
The party said all data on
Abú was “stored on servers

will also require parties to give
a detailed breakdown of properties they own in Ireland and
outside the State.
All bank accounts associated with properties owned
by parties will also have to be
disclosed.
Parties will also be required
to show that all properties
have been bought in line with
existing political donation
laws.
If parties cannot or do not
provide detailed evidence of
how properties are purchased,
the soon-to-be formed Electoral Commission will be able
to sanction them.

based in the EU and handled
in accordance with GDPR”.
It would not say where
exactly the data was stored
within the EU or respond
directly to questions
about whether voter
information, including
names and addresses, was
taken outside of Ireland
by those who developed
the online database.
It also would not say who
developed the system.
But given that every single
person registered to vote in
this country is listed in the
secret database, surely we
have a right to know.

Help: Junior
Minister
Anne
Rabbitte
paid writer
Stefanie
Preissner
(left)
€6,154 for PR
advice.

Ken Foxe

News
Children in
Northern
Ireland are
still ‘being
taught to
hate’, says
McAleese
13

MINISTERS, TDs, and senators spent more than €674,000
through a special allowance
they can use for PR advice,
consultancy, or secretarial
assistance.
Among the payments since
the last election were €6,154
to writer and actress Stefanie
Preissner for public-relations advice for Minister of
State Anne Rabbitte.
A number of politicians hired
family members through the
allowance including Fianna
Fáil’s Timmy Dooley, who paid
his wife Emer €10,400 for
secretarial assistance.
Fine Gael TD Aindrias
Moynihan paid his son, also
called Aindrias, a total of
€9,861 for secretarial assistance, according to records
released by the Oireachtas.
The special secretarial allowance is available to ministers,
TDs, and senators to cover the
costs of consultancy, public
relations and IT support.
It can also be used to hire a
secretarial assistant, especially
where TDs or senators are
looking for somebody to work
for them temporarily.
The €674,719 in payments
were made in the period
between June of last year and
this January.
Minister of State Colm
Brophy spent just over
€20,000 through the allowance, including €8,190 for
secretarial
support,
and
€9,900 for PR advice.
He also billed the Oireachtas
€1,996.50 through Realise4
Consultancy, also for public-relations services.
His colleague at the Department of Foreign Affairs Minister of State, Thomas Byrne,
paid out €7,950 through the
special secretarial allowance.
All payments were made
to a firm called Behavioural
Insights Training for what the
minister said was “the provision of public relations and
training services”.
The Fianna Fáil TD Niall Collins spent €41,200 through the
allowance including €21,200
for secretarial assistance and
€20,000 paid to DB Computer
Solutions for ‘IT Training/
Public Relations’ according
to an Oireachtas database of
spending that was released
under Freedom of Information
legislation.
Fine Gael’s Damien English
billed €16,750 through the
scheme, including €1,800 paid
to Consilium Communication
and €2,950 to the well-known
PR firm, The Communications
Clinic.

PHOTO:
PHOTOCALL

Justice Minister Helen
McEntee also used the services of Consilium Communications and paid the firm
€13,600 across two invoices
in November last year and in
January.
One senator, Fine Gael’s Joe
O’Reilly, used that company as
well, with €5,100 in payments
listed from his allowance for
“secretarial assistance”.
Minister of State Robert
Troy billed €12,913 through
the secretarial allowance, all
related to public relations and
IT support.
As part of Mr Troy’s allow-

A number of
politicians hired
family members
ance, a total of €7,986 was paid
to Communiqué International
and €1,400 to SB Media and
Events.
Minister Anne Rabbitte paid
out around €20,000 through
the allowance, including just
over €6,000 to writer of RTÉ
comedy drama Can’t Cope,
Won’t Cope, writer Stefanie
Preissner.
Ms Rabbitte said: “I hired
Stefanie as everyone knows

she’s a great communicator
and I knew it was crucial to
develop these skills for myself
in my new role as Minister for
Disabilities.
“I knew this was work she
has done in the past and I
think it’s helped me become a
better communicator.
“I also think it has helped to
ensure my constituents and
people in the disability community are kept informed of
what I’m doing.”
Ms Preissner said details of
the arrangement were confidential but that the communications services she offers
were available on her website.
Of the two Oireachtas members who hired family members, Timmy Dooley said his
wife Emer was paid for “secretarial work she carries out
at my constituency office in
Ennis, 9.30 to 5, five days a
week”.
Aindrias Moynihan said the
hiring of his son had been a
temporary arrangement.
He said: “Payments relate to
temporary secretarial support
provided in one of my constituency offices by my son for
part of [the] time while I was
hiring new staff.
“The hiring process was
delayed with Covid restrictions and new full-time staff
were in place in autumn.”
Secretarial:
FIanna Fáil
TD Timmy
Dooley said
his wife Emer
was paid
€10,400 for
secretarial
services.
PHOTO: EAMON
WARD
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Sinn Féin under pressure to reveal
location of its secret voter database
Philip Ryan

POLITICAL EDITOR

SINN FÉIN is facing calls to
reveal where it is storing the
personal information of millions of voters who are listed
on an internal party database.
Junior Minister for Local
Government Peter Burke said
the party must reveal where its
‘Abú’ system is located and
state who has access to the
names, addresses and voting
intentions of every registered
voter.
“This is a serious situation
and Sinn Féin can’t remain
silent,” Mr Burke said.
“The public should be aware
they have a database of every
voter in the country, containing details of their names,
addresses and political views,”
he said.
“Who is managing it, is it the
case that people from other
jurisdictions such as the US
and Serbia manage this online
information, in the same way

as
their
social
media
accounts?” he added.
The Abú system is registered
to a domain hosted in the US
and Sinn Féin will only say the
voter information is held in
adherence with General Data
Protection
Regulations
(GDPR) within the European
Union. However, the party will
‘A serious
situation’: Junior
Minister Peter
Burke
not say where within the 27
member state union the personal information of millions
of Irish voters is being held.
The party is also refusing to
say who developed the database or reveal how Sinn Féin
paid for the sophisticated
canvassing system.
It is understood the Data Protection Commissioner is
considering the matter.

Fianna Fáil, Fine Gael and
Labour said they do not have
similar centralised voter databases. Political parties are
given access to a digital version of the electoral register
which can be used for campaigning purposes.
They can also buy paper copies of the marked register
which shows if people voted or
not. An internal Sinn Féin document shows the party
scanned details of the marked
register and party officials are
asked to update the database
with local knowledge.
Voters are ranked in the system as ‘hard’ or ‘soft’ Sinn Féin
voters or as ‘legacy supporters’
if they voted for the party in a
previous elections.
An internal Sinn Féin training seminar also showed
members were encouraged to
“elicit” information from Facebook users which could be
cross-referenced with the Abú
system to identify the home
addresses of a potential voters.

Health chief Watt still faces a
grilling over appointment to role
as well as salary of €292,000
Philip Ryan
ACTING Department of
Health secretary general
Robert Watt still faces being
grilled by the Oireachtas
Finance Committee after
he is appointed to his role
permanently.
Taoiseach Micheál Martin
is also expected to face a
showdown with Finance
Committee chair John
McGuinness after the
appointment is approved by
Cabinet.
It has been reported that
Mr Watt has landed the job,
which comes with a €292,000
salary for the new secretary
general.
The pay is €80,000 more
than Mr Watt’s current salary,
or that of his counterparts
who oversee other
Government departments.
Mr McGuinness said
his committee intends on
pursuing the matter even if
Mr Watt is appointed to the
position on a permanent
basis.
“Regardless of who gets
the permanent appointment,
we still have work to do,” Mr
McGuinness said.
“We want to establish what
happened in this process and
what conversations were had

to reach a figure of €292,000.
“We also want to discuss
why a proper memo was not
brought to Cabinet regarding
Mr Watt’s temporary move
to the Department of Health
ahead of the recruitment
process.
“And we want to know
where all this originated from
– whose idea was all of this in
the first place,” he added.
Mr McGuinness accused

The Taoiseach and
Health Minister were
eager for Mr Watt to
take up the role
the Taoiseach and Mr Watt
of “playing games with the
committee” as they had yet
to send a formal written
statement or respond to
requests for them to appear
before a hearing.
Mr McGuinness said the
Taoiseach also cancelled two
potential appearances before
the committee to discuss the
revised estimates of his party.
The Finance Committee
and the Public Accounts
Committee (PAC) are
both investigating the
appointment.

Meanwhile, Fianna Fáil
TD and PAC member Marc
MacSharry has written to
the Taoiseach and other
Fianna Fáil ministers raising
concerns about Mr Watt’s
appointment.
Mr MacSharry told the
Taoiseach the appointment of
Mr Watt should be blocked at
the current salary.
Details of the €292,000
salary for the Department of
Health job were first revealed
in the Irish Independent.
It was also revealed at the
time that the Taoiseach and
Health Minister Stephen
Donnelly were eager for Mr
Watt to take up the role on a
permanent basis.
The increased salary
for the position has led to
weeks of controversy for the
Government at a time when
student nurses were being
refused pay.
Mr Watt was secretary
general of the Department
of Public Expenditure
and Reform before he was
appointed to the Department
of Health role on an interim
basis.
Cabinet is meeting
tomorrow but it is unclear if
Mr Watt’s appointment will be
signed off on this week or at a
later date.

“You can use the search function in the Abú system to find
the person you have engaged
with online, tag them as a
social media engager and follow up with a canvass on their
doorstep,” party organisers
were told.
Meanwhile, Fine Gael senator John Cummins has welcomed news the Government
is seeking to effectively ban
political parties from having
social media accounts managed outside of the country.
Mr Cummins first raised
concerns about Sinn Féin’s
Facebook accounts being
managed from Serbia and Germany. Housing and Local Government Minister Darragh
O’Brien is now making
amendments to the Electoral
Reform Bill which will ban
parties from transferring
funding or resources from
branches of their organisation
based outside of Ireland into
the State for electoral
purposes.

Abú: the unanswered questions
Where in the EU are the
servers for the Abú system
based?

How was it paid for and
where did the money come
from?

What is the name of the
company operating the
servers holding Irish voter
information?

Where has Sinn Féin publicly
recorded the cost for the
development of the system?
Apart from names, addresses
and voting intentions, what
other information is stored
on the system about voters?

Was personal voter
information from the
electoral register or marked
register moved outside
Ireland when the Abú system
was being developed?

How long has the party
been using the Abú system?

Who developed Abú on
behalf of Sinn Féin? Please
state the name of any and
all companies involved in
designing and developing the
system.

Did the party consult
with the Data Protection
Commissioner or Standards
in Public Office Commission
before creating the Abú
system?

How much did it cost to set
up the Abú system?

Is the Abú system also used
in Northern Ireland?

Job: Robert
Watt is
expected to
be appointed
to the role
of secretary
general at the
Department
of Health,
which would
see his salary
increase by
€80,000.
PHOTO: STEVE
HUMPHREYS
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Sinn Féin closes down website linked to secret election database
Philip Ryan

POLITICAL EDITOR

SINN FÉIN has closed down the
online portal for the party’s secret
voter database as a “precautionary
security measure”.
The decision came as the Data Protection Commissioner (DPC) sent a
series of questions to the party about
the database, which contains the
names and addresses of millions

of Irish voters. The commissioner’s
intervention followed Irish Independent revelations about Sinn Féin’s
Abú system – an internal party database based on the electoral register
that also records people’s voting
intentions and patterns.
Central to the watchdog’s questions
is whether Sinn Féin fully complied
with data protection laws in developing a national voter database.
After days of silence, yesterday

the party issued a statement saying
it was in “full compliance with the
regulations concerning the use of the
electoral register”.
“The domain name – sfabu.com,
which was password protected – is
no longer in use, as a precautionary
security measure, following publication by your newspaper,” a spokesperson said.
The party confirmed that it had
received correspondence from the

DPC and looked forward to “engaging
with them”.
Sinn Féin also said the Abú database “is the electoral register” which
it said is “made available to political
parties and elected representatives
for electoral purposes as a part of the
democratic process”.
A spokesperson added: “It should be
noted that there is similar commercial software available and that the
Houses of the Oireachtas also makes

a constituency database – which utilises the electoral register – available
to all TDs to assist them in carrying
out their roles.”
Fine Gael Senator John Cummins
welcomed the DPC’s move but said
Sinn Féin still had more questions
to answer, including where the database was stored, who was running it
and how it was paid for.
Full report, Pages 14-15

The dramatic
call that put
vaccine plan
back on track
:: Von der Leyen offers 540,000 extra Pfizer doses
Philip Ryan

POLITICAL EDITOR

A SURPRISE phone call in the
middle of a Cabinet meeting
from European Commission
President Ursula von der
Leyen put Taoiseach Micheál
Martin’s vaccination programme back on track in the
face of serious concerns over
missing key targets.
After two days of devastating
news about vaccine supply,
Mr Martin sought to rally his
ministers during a meeting
yesterday morning.
However, ministers said the

mood was “solemn and gloom”
after the vaccination programme was ripped up when
the National Immunisation
Advisory Committee warned
against using the AstraZeneca
jab on the under-60s, due to
blood-clotting concerns.
This was followed by news of
a delay in the supply of Johnson & Johnson vaccines over
similar fears.
“The Taoiseach put on his
best face and gave his best
assessment, but the mood
wasn’t great,” a minister said.
However, Mr Martin was
suddenly called away from the

room to take an urgent call
from Ms von der Leyen, who
informed him Ireland was
now in line for 540,000 extra
Pfizer doses.
Mr Martin returned and told
ministers he had “some very
good news” but did not want
to tell them in case it leaked.
However, Tánaiste Leo
Varadkar interjected to tell
him the news about the additional supply was already in
the public domain. “The mood
changed dramatically after
that,” a minister said.
Full reports, Pages 4-5

Tragic: Crash victim Sophia was ‘a happy little girl’
A THREE-YEAR-OLD killed by a school bus near her home
on Tuesday was remembered as a “very happy little girl”
yesterday. Sophia Melnychuk was playing beside her house
in Carrick-on-Suir, Co Tipperary, when the tragedy happened.
Yesterday it emerged her brother was a passenger on the bus.
A family friend said little Sophia was a “very active little girl”
who was “always in a good mood”. Full report, Page2
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Sinn Féin
shuts site
linked to
secret voter
database

ABÚ DATABASE

Labour
accuses SF
of ‘Cold War
profiling
of citizens’
Philip Ryan
MARY LOU McDONALD
should answer “detailed
questions” on Sinn Féin’s
internal voter database
to ensure her party is
not carrying out “Cold
War” profiling of Irish
citizens, Labour Party leader
Alan Kelly has said.
Mr Kelly said revelations
about Sinn Féin’s Abú system
posed serious questions for
Ms McDonald.
Speaking on the
Independent.ie Floating
Voter podcast, the Tipperary
TD said: “I think Mary Lou
McDonald needs to come
out front and face questions
in relation to this – very
detailed questions.
“Effectively we need to
know if we have a political
party that’s building a
national database on
individuals. This would
strike back to stuff that was
done in the bad times during
the Cold War where there
was a profile being done
on every individual in the
country, and that would be
really scary stuff.”
Sinn Féin has refused to
answer questions about
where it is storing the

Data protection chief wants
answers to ‘series of questions’
Philip Ryan

POLITICAL EDITOR

SINN FÉIN has closed down
the online portal for the party’s secret voter database, as a
“precautionary security measure”.
The decision comes as the
Data Protection Commissioner sent a series of questions to Sinn Féin seeking
information about the database containing the names
and addresses of millions of
Irish voters.
The Commissioner’s intervention followed Irish Independent revelations about
Sinn Féin’s Abú system – an
internal party database based
on the electoral register which
also records the voting intentions and patterns of people.
Central to the Commissioner’s questions are concerns
over whether the party fully
complied with data protection
laws in developing a national
voter database.
The website domain for
sfabu.com is registered by
Sinn Féin with an online
hosting company based in

Cause for
serious concern:
Labour Party
leader Alan Kelly
information of potentially
3.5 million voters, who is
managing the system or how
the database was funded.
Details of the Abú system
came after the Irish
Independent revealed Sinn
Féin representatives were
encouraged to “elicit”
information from Facebook
users which could be
cross-referenced with their
internal database to locate
home addresses of potential
supporters.
“I have never heard at
a national level that a
party is actually profiling
every citizen in the State.
If information is being
stored by a constituency
TD, for instance, and that
information is being shared
to a national system, well
then that is cause for serious
concern,” Mr Kelly said.
“We don’t have enough
information and Sinn Féin
have to answer questions
as to whether this is within
data protection law, within
GDPR.
“Why is some of this
potentially being stored
outside the country?”

Massachusetts in the US. The
IP address, which gives the
location where the website is
based, suggests sfabu.com is
based in Germany. However,
the company hosting the
website is Lionde, which is
based in Philadelphia in the
US, and also shows up in IP
searches.
Sinn Féin would not comment on the database’s links
to Germany and Philadelphia.
However, after days of
silence, the party issued a
statement yesterday saying it
is in “full compliance with the
regulations concerning the
use of the electoral register”.
“The domain name – sfabu.
com, which was password protected – is no longer in use as
a precautionary security measure following publication by
your newspaper,” a Sinn Féin
spokesperson added.
The party also confirmed it
received correspondence from
the Data Protection Commissioner and said they “look forward to engaging with them”.
Sinn Féin also said the Abú
database “is the electoral register” which it said is “made

‘We’ve
contacted
Sinn Féin
with a
series of
questions’

available to political parties
and elected representatives for
electoral purposes as a part of
the democratic process”.
“It should be noted that there
is similar commercial software
available and that the Houses
of the Oireachtas also makes a
constituency database – which
utilises the electoral register
– available to all TDs to assist
them in carrying out their

roles,” a spokesperson added.
The electoral register does
not denote what party a person
has voted for or is likely to vote
for. It also does not show how
a person voted in a previous
election.
The Data Protection Commissioner is expected to ask
Sinn Féin whether it followed
all GDPR laws in setting up
the Abú system, which would

People have right to know how voting intentions
Philip
Ryan

Comment
Don’t be
surprised
if working
from home
doesn’t
become
the ‘new
normal’
Lionel
Laurant
29

S

INN Féin are saying
there is nothing to
see here. The Abú
system, a highly
sophisticated internal voter database, is just the
electoral register, they say.
“The database to which you
have referred in your articles
is the electoral register,” a
Sinn Féin spokesperson
said. Not ‘like’ the electoral
register, but it is ‘the’ electoral
register.

But there are some key
differences between the Abú
system and the electoral
register.
The first being, you knew
your name and address was
on the electoral register
because you would have to
personally go to the bother of
registering to vote.
You can register online or
you could pop down to your
local post office, library,
Garda station or local county
council offices. It’s a relatively
painless process and is
fully recommended if you
want to play your part in the
democratic process.
But did you know you
could also be on Sinn Féin’s
Abú system?

Did they
tell you
that your
entire
family
may be
on the
database?

Did anyone from Sinn
Féin drop you an email or
post a leaflet in your door
to tell you they have added
you to a database which
has a domain purchased
from a company based in
Massachusetts in the US?
Did they tell you where
in the 27 member-state
European Union they will
be storing your name and
address?
Did they tell you that your
entire family may be on their
database?
These questions are central
to the Data Protection
Commissioner’s concerns
about the Abú system.
The other difference
between the electoral register

and the Abú system is that it
tells you about how a person
votes.
The electoral register does
not tell you this.
Because you are on the
electoral register, before
polling day you are sent a
voting card which you bring
to the polling station, along
with some ID to prove who
you are.
You’re given a ballot and
off you go to rank your
preferences. It’s just you, the
ballot and a pencil.
At no point does anyone
look over your shoulder to see
who you voted for, and you
aren’t asked to call out your
preferences as you pop the
ballot paper into the box.
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include telling people their
personal information was
uploaded to a party database.
It is also expected the commissioner will seek to establish where Sinn Féin is storing
the personal information of
millions of voters.
A spokesperson for the Data
Protection Commissioner said:
“This afternoon we have contacted Sinn Féin with a series

Secrets:
Mary Lou
McDonald’s
Sinn Féin
faces
questions
about its
electoral
database.
PHOTO: STEVE
HUMPHREYS

of questions arising from
matters arising from media
reporting.”
Details of Sinn Féin’s Abú
system emerged from a
tranche of internal documents
detailing how the voter database worked.
A manual for Abú describes
it as Sinn Féin’s “online system
for voter and canvass management and election analysis”

Family of Lyra
McKee write to
people of Derry
as they continue
‘quest’ for justice

and adds that it is a “powerful
new tool”.
The leaked documents also
revealed Sinn Féin representatives are being encouraged
to “elicit” information from
Facebook users which could
be cross-referenced with the
Abú system to locate their
home addresses.
In a 16-page digital training
presentation, Sinn Féin members were told “Facebook is
KING” and instructed to use it
as a means of identifying supporters they can “engage with
in the real world”.
They were told Facebook
shows a person’s name and
“roughly where they live”.
However, members were
told to get more information
by engaging with users and
then run the data through
Abú to “pinpoint” their home
addresses.
Once they identify a potential voter’s home address they
were then told to “tag them as
a social media engaged and
follow up with a canvass on
their doorstep”.
“It’s the only social media
platform that helps you build
your base in your constituents,
grow your support and get out
the vote on election day,” it
said. “It provides extensive
analytics on the people who
are viewing and engaging with
your posts including gender,
age and location.”
Fine Gael Senator John
Cummins welcomed the Data
Protection Commissioner’s
intervention but said Sinn
Féin still had far more questions to answer.
“Sinn Féin are accustomed
to remaining silent on the
party’s lack of transparency
and finances, but this latest
development is something
the party cannot remain silent
about,” Mr Cummins said.
“The leadership of Sinn Féin
must now reveal where this
online database is stored and
who exactly are the people
being asked to elicit more
information
from
social
media users? What is their
background? Sinn Féin must
also answer who developed
the database and reveal how
the party paid for this system,”
he added.

Suzanne Breen

ended up on the party’s system
It’s what separates
democratically elected
governments from
totalitarian regimes.
The point being, you know
your information is on the
register because you put it
there, and what you did on
the ballot paper isn’t recorded
anywhere where it can be
linked back to you.
This is not the case with
Sinn Féin’s Abú system,
which the party has closed
down in recent days.
The internal party database
not only records your name
and address but also how
Sinn Féin believes you have
voted in the past and will vote
in the future.
Sinn Féin canvassers return

Did you
know
you
could
also be
on the
Abú
system?

from knocking on doorsteps
and log on to sfabu.com and
enter information they have
gleaned from you into their
database.
You could be recorded as
having ‘Legacy Hard Support’
or ‘Legacy Soft Support’,
depending on what the party
knows about how you voted
in the past.
The system also has
sections for ‘New Hard
Support’, ‘New Soft Support’,
‘Strong Opposition’,
‘Unknown’ and ‘Not In’.
“Clicking any one of these
boxes will select only those
voters who have had those
tags assigned to them in a
previous canvass,” it adds.
“Selecting more than one

will select all voters with
either tag – for example
selecting both ‘Hard Support’
and ‘Soft Support’ will select
anyone who has either tag
assigned to them,” it adds.
The electoral register does
not provide this information
or analysis.
The marked electoral
register does say if you voted
or not, and paper copies are
available to politicians, but
it does not say if you voted
for Sinn Féin in the past or
intended to in the future.
Some people may not care
if Sinn Féin has a database
noting how they did or might
vote, but they have a right
to know when, how and why
they were put there.

News
Still no
answers
for mother
and baby
home
families
23

THE family of murdered journalist Lyra McKee is sending
8,000 letters to people in Derry
appealing for information on
her killer, ahead of the second
anniversary of her death this
weekend.
In an implicit reference
to Bloody Sunday, the letter
states: “We know that many of
you have rightfully demanded
justice for the murders of your
innocent family members and
friends.
“As a journalist, Lyra would
have readily highlighted your
right to demand justice and
would have supported this
right through her work. We
are asking you to help us in
our quest to achieve justice for
our Lyra.”
The young journalist was
shot dead by a New IRA gunman as she stood with her
partner Sara Canning and
local residents beside a PSNI
Land Rover, during a riot in
the Creggan estate on April
18, 2019.
Paul McIntyre (52), of Rinmore Drive, Derry, is currently
on bail charged with Lyra’s
murder, although it is not
claimed he was the gunman.
He denies the charges.
Lyra’s sister, Nichola McKee
Corner, said: “Almost 8,000 letters will be delivered to people
in Derry before the second
anniversary of her murder on
Sunday.
“We are making a personal
appeal to those in the city
that Lyra fell in love with, and
where she planned to build a
life, to help us secure justice
for her.
“We are an ordinary working-class north Belfast family.
Our mum, Joan, was a single
parent. She left school at 15 to
work in Gallaher’s cigarette
factory. She was determined
that Lyra would have the education and opportunities she
was denied.
“There were no silver spoons
in our house. The only commodities we had were love and
the protection of each other.
That’s why we’re doing this for
Lyra now.”
Nichola said her family was
still struggling to come to
terms with her sister’s murder.
“Lyra was taken from us in
a split second in Fanad Drive
by a masked gunman. She
never harmed anyone in her
life. She cared deeply for people and went out of her way to
help others, whether she knew
them or not,” she said.
“We know it’s a big ask, but

Lyra McKee was shot dead by
a New IRA gunman at a riot
we are appealing to people
in Derry to speak out now for
Lyra. The dead cannot demand
justice. It is the duty of the living to secure it for them.”
Lyra had interviewed some
of the Bloody Sunday families,
and had investigated state collusion in Troubles killings.
The letter, which has been
written in both English and
Irish, states: “Lyra worked
hard to uncover dark, hidden
truths within our society and
beyond.
“She helped others find
information that could lead
to justice for them and their
families.
“She highlighted injustice
through her work, and would
have continued to do this had
it not been for the gunman
who murdered her. This is not
fair.
“Our mother died of a broken heart in March 2020. She
just could not live without her
baby.
“Our family continue to
struggle to deal with the loss
of our sister and mother but
we are determined to pursue justice for them both. We
believe you can help us.”
Nichola said that despite 150
“brave local people” coming
forward with information and
video footage to police, the
gunman had yet to be charged.
“There are people out there
who, for whatever reason, have
so far not come forward,” she
said.
“We are praying that when
they read what we’ve written,
they will decide to act. I hope
the letter will give them an
insight into the type of person
that Lyra was.
“The gunman fired recklessly in the direction of a
crowd.
“It could have been anybody
in the Creggan’s sister or
daughter killed that night. It
just happened to be ours.”
Nichola appealed to the gunman to come forward, saying
she hoped “he would accept
responsibility”.
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Donnelly
hits back at
EU as hotel
quarantine
row erupts

Sinn Féin
must give
answers on
voter data:
Tánaiste
Philip Ryan

POLITICAL EDITOR

:: Italian ambassador also critical
of ‘discriminatory’ Irish system
John Downing
and Gabija Gataveckaite

ducted. I have now received advice
from the acting chief medical officer,
which I have accepted,” Mr Donnelly
HEALTH MINISTER Stephen Don- said.
nelly last night hit back strongly at
The shift in strategy comes just
criticism of Ireland’s mandatory hotel hours after Europe said it has conquarantine system from the European cerns about Ireland’s extension of
Commission and the Italian ambassa- mandatory hotel quarantining to key
dor.
member states.
Mr Donnelly said: “What’s fundaBrussels officials have confirmed
mental is that we protect the people that the commission is concerned
living in this country from Covid and about whether the new rules are “in
from variants and I make no apolo- line with EU law and whether they are
gies to the Commission, to the Ital- proportionate and fair”.
ian ambassador or anybody else for
The EU concerns follow a strong
putting in place the measures that we message of public criticism from the
believe and our public health teams Italian ambassador in Dublin.
believe in.”
In a message to the Italian commuHis comments on RTÉ’s Prime Time nity in Ireland posted on YouTube yeslast night came after he announced terday, Italian ambassador Paolo Serpi
changes to the under-pressure system criticised mandatory quarantine as
which mean fully vaccinated people “selective and discriminatory”.
arriving from red-list countries will
It came as the stark difference in
no longer have to spend two weeks the speed of easing of restrictions
quarantining in a hotel.
between the Republic and NorthThis exemption will come into effect ern Ireland was laid bare as it was
“shortly”, according to a statement announced that outdoor hospitality
released by the Department of Health. and hairdressers, would be allowed to
“The Government decision last open within weeks in the North.
week was for a rapid review to be conFull reports, Pages 4-8

Yvonne: I was in danger of losing an
eye after horse kicked me in the face
YVONNE CONNOLLY has revealed how she came close to losing an eye
after a freak accident with a horse left her face completely shattered.
The keen equestrian ended up in intensive care in 2019 after a horse kicked
her with both hind legs, with one hoof catching her between the eyes, splitting
her face open, while the other hoof broke her arm. The former model, pictured
with daughter Ali (15), said her face was left ‘deformed’ but she has learned to
accept her wounds as part of who she is. See full report, Page 10

TÁNAISTE Leo Varadkar has
insisted Mary Lou McDonald
must urgently address questions about Sinn Féin’s social
media activity and its internal
voter database.
Mr Varadkar said Ms McDonald had “gone very quiet” since
it emerged the Data Protection
Commissioner was seeking
answers from the party. He
called on the Sinn Féin leader
to face questions.
The Fine Gael leader said
“anyone can see there is
something fishy about Sinn
Féin’s social media activities”
and added that there was “just
something not right about it
all”.
“So much activity. So many
bots and organised pile-ons
against opponents. American
money. Social media operations run out of Serbia. A voter
database with a US domain
name,” Mr Varadkar told the
Irish Independent.
The
password-protected
Abú website gave party members access to a database that
included the names, addresses
and predicted voting intentions of millions of voters.
The system also showed how
Sinn Féin believed people previously voted in elections.
Internal Sinn Féin documents also show party
members are told to elicit
information from Facebook
users that could be crossreferenced with the Abú system to identify where they live.
Full reports, Pages 12&13
Recommended retail price of the Irish Independent in
ROI is €2.20 (£1.50 in Northern Ireland)
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Sinn Féin cannot
continue dodging
questions about its
voter data actions

BOARD GAME

‘Culchie’
among 400
words to
be banned
in Scrabble
Ciara O’Loughlin
THE word ‘culchie’ is among
400 words that are believed
to be banned from Scrabble
as the game aims to be more
politically correct.
Ed Miliano, who runs a
scrabble club in Dublin, said
he is in the minority among
game players who believe
that derogatory words
should be removed – but
thinks banning the word
‘culchie’ is “mistaken”.
Mattel, the toy company
that produces Scrabble, has
not yet published the 400
words that are to be banned.
“Culchie is supposed to be
one of the banned words.
That was announced and I
think it was mistaken, I don’t
know if it’s used elsewhere
but a lot of people don’t
think it’s derogatory,” Mr
Miliano said on RTÉ Radio
1’s Liveline.
“I don’t know exactly what
words have been taken
out but something like f*g
would probably be taken out
because it is derogatory. It
can mean cigarette or a [slur
for] a gay person.
“That is the type of term
that is under threat and that
is the controversy, as a lot
of people feel they are just
words. I think it’s better
to change the language a
little bit because it affects
people’s attitude, but I’m in
the minority in the Scrabble
world.”
He also said that words
are added to the game and
the Scrabble dictionary, and
recently the word ‘Ze’ was
added – which is a genderneutral pronoun.
Mr Miliano is a well-known
artist and became enthralled
with Scrabble from a very
young age when he played
with his parents. He began
to play competitively after
his wife dared him to enter
a competition. “The first
competition I did was in
Ireland in the Royal Marine
Hotel and I won the highest
words so I was really hooked
once that happened.”

Move aims to make Scrabble
more politically correct

All politicians collect information on
constituencies – but this case is very
different, writes John Downing

I

N HIS Dublin Central heyday, Bertie
Ahern allocated ‘ward
bosses’ to a group of
streets where they
tried as far as possible to
know everything about
everybody. It was a reworking
of Irish-American politics,
exported to the USA and, a bit
like St Patrick’s Day festivities, reimported to Ireland
largely by Fianna Fáil.
It serves to remind us that
‘political data bases’ are
as old as the popular vote.
This writer was on the local
election canvass trail in a
small west of Ireland town in
May 2019 and quietly watched
the canvassers remind each
other what political loyalties
applied to whichever house
they were approaching.
But in this era of the
floating voter and erosion
of old party loyalties, that is
literally a dying practice.
Yet these days, few election
strategists would dare
present a plan which did
not include a form of online
targeting campaign based on
some kind of profiling of the
potential voter to be targeted.
Post-mortems on the June
2016 Brexit referendum in the
UK and the US presidential

elections that same autumn,
won by Donald Trump, are
replete with questions and
some alarming revelations
related to these issues.
Groups of voters deemed
to be ‘soft Remainers’ in the
UK, or ‘wavering Clinton
voters’ in the USA, were
particularly targeted with
negative messages. Trump’s
digital campaign team
targeted almost 200 million
voters with messaging
based on their social media
accounts.
The Data Protection
Commissioner (DPC)
has now sent a series of
questions to Sinn Féin about
its so-called ‘Abú’ database,
which contains the names
and addresses of millions of
Irish voters. The party has
told us that it is engaging
with the DPC’s office, and
insisted that it is in full
compliance with regulations
concerning the electoral
register.
But otherwise, Sinn Féin is
rather short on specific
answers to specific questions.
By contrast, it has been pretty
assertive in posing questions
about others’ actions in
public life writ large.
We are still unclear about

where the party’s voter
databases have been stored,
who has charge of them, and
what safeguards, if any, were
applied.
The database appears to
have links with the USA
and Germany. The party
has declined to respond to
specific questions from this
newspaper on the issue.
Can’t you just hear the
indignant tones of Mary Lou
McDonald or Pearse Doherty
doggedly pursuing such
questions to any other public
entity in the Dáil chamber
and in the media?
Yet in this instance, we are
left to rely on their assurances
that nothing untoward is
afoot. In a healthy democracy,
such as the ideal one Sinn
Féin is wont to lecture us
about, questions like these
have to be answered in full
and in public.
We are left to wonder why
this all-Ireland political party,
dedicating itself to ending
partition, should register its
domain beyond the reaches
of this State. Why are its
accounts managed in other
jurisdictions?
It reminds us that last
month, to coincide with
St Patrick’s Day, Sinn Féin

Response:
Sinn Féin
leader
Mary Lou
McDonald
is engaging
with the
DPC about
the party’s
electoral
database.
PHOTO: STEVE
HUMPHREYS

embarked on an expensive
advertising campaign in the
USA. We understand that a
half-page advertisement in
the prestigious New York
Times costs about $90,000.
But it is also a matter of
public record that supporters
of the party in America raise
large sums of money on a
regular basis.
The electoral register is an
interesting document. After
each election, politicians avail
of ‘a marked copy’ of it to
see who actually voted. That
puts in context the actions
of certain people who like
to haunt various politicians’
offices, and public claims
of staunch support for one
representative or another.

‘Something is fishy’ about Sinn Féin’s
Philip Ryan

POLITICAL EDITOR

Comment
Caolán
Magee
It’s time
for Sinn
Féin to
connect
with
loyalists
21

TÁNAISTE Leo Varadkar has
insisted May Lou McDonald
must urgently address questions about Sinn Féin’s social
media activity and its internal
voter database.
Mr Varadkar said Ms McDonald has “gone very quiet” since
it emerged the Data Protection
Commissioner was seeking
answers from the party and
called on the Sinn Féin leader
to face questions.
The Fine Gael leader said:
“Anyone can see there is something fishy about Sinn Féin’s
social media activities” and
added there was “just something not right about it all”.
“So much activity. So many

bots and organised pile-ons
against opponents. American
money. Social media operations run out of Serbia. A voter
database with a US domain
name,” he told the Irish
Independent.
Mr Varadkar said it was “a
good thing” the Commissioner
was examining the issue, but
said “it would be helpful” if Ms
McDonald addressed questions now.
Justice Minister Helen
McEntee said she expected
Sinn Féin to respond in a
“quick and efficient way” to
questions asked of it by the
Data Protection Commissioner.
Labour Party leader Alan
Kelly has also called on Ms
McDonald to be fully transpar-

Engage
and
follow
up with
canvass
on the
doorstep

ent about her party’s activities
to ensure the public that Sinn
Féin is not carrying out “Cold
War”-like profiling on members of the public.
Meanwhile, Sinn Féin TD
David Cullinane said it was
“not reasonable” to ask his
party where its secret voter
database is or how it was paid
for.
Mr Cullinane was speaking
after questions were raised by
Fine Gael Senator John Cummins about Sinn Féin’s internal voter database.
During the interview on
WLR FM, Mr Cullinane said
any questions about the Abú
system were a “ball of smoke”
and said the party was in
“full compliance” with data
protection rules.

Mr Cullinane’s comments
came after it emerged the
online portal for Sinn Féin’s
Abú system was taken down.
The
password-protected
website gave party members
access to a database which
included the names, addresses
and predicted voting intentions of millions of voters.
The system also showed how
Sinn Féin believed people
previously voted in elections.
Internal Sinn Féin documents also show party
members are told to elicit
information from Facebook
users which can be crossreferenced with the Abú system to identify where they live.
A 16-page digital training
presentation said Facebook
shows a person’s name and
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Minister
promises
tough new
hate crime
sentencing
Senan Molony

POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT

But the marked register
doesn’t tell anyone how a
person voted. That is a secret
for the ballot box and it is
the voter’s sole prerogative
to decide whether or not to
reveal it.
That secrecy is something
many of our ancestors
fought hard to establish
and it is sacrosanct. It is a
central component of all
democracies. The stubby
pencils we use to mark
the ballots have a strange
integrity.
Yet we understand that this
Sinn Féin database records
how the party believes Irish
citizens are likely to have
voted in the past and what
their likely voting intentions

Silence
cannot
be
left as
an
option

are in the future. We
understand voters are graded
as to the level of support they
are likely to give the party.
The party itself descries
the ‘Abú’ database as a
“powerful new tool” and
Sinn Féin canvassers are
urged to use it and contribute
to it. Party representatives
are further encouraged to
glean information from
social media accounts
– especially Facebook – and
cross-reference this data for
personal encounters on the
canvass trail.
The database is used to
pinpoint people’s home
addresses, gender and age.
Sinn Féin’s policy of sullen
silence when confronted

with awkward questions has
arguably served it well in the
past.
The party honed that
practice through questions
about links to IRA violence,
repeated questions about its
finances, its responses to sex
abuse cases involving both
children and adults, and other
issues.
This issue is of comparable
importance to those
questions and silence cannot
be left as an option. It raises
questions central to the
integrity of our democracy.
The quest for early and
complete answers poses a
big challenge to the data
watchdog, other political
parties, and the media.

electoral database – Tánaiste
“roughly where they live”, but
Sinn Féin members were then
told to get more information
from users which could be
run through Abú to “pinpoint”
their home addresses.
They were told to “tag them
as a social media engaged and
follow up with a canvass on
their doorstep”.
Separately, it has emerged
the Facebook account for Sinn
Féin Deputy First Minister in
the North Michelle O’Neill is
no longer being managed by
someone based in Serbia.
Three weeks ago, it was
revealed Sinn Féin’s main
Facebook and Ms O’Neill’s
page were being managed by
people based in Serbia.
Those
managing
the
accounts were linked to a dig-

Change:
Deputy First
Minister
Michelle
O’Neill’s
account is
no longer
managed
from Serbia

ital media company based in
Stoneybatter in Dublin which
was being run by a former
senior Facebook manager.
Facebook’s Ad Library now
shows Ms O’Neill’s account is
not being managed by anyone
based in Serbia.
Sinn Féin’s account is still
being managed in the Eastern
European country.
Sinn Féin has not responded
to questions about why
Ms O’Neill’s account is no
longer being managed from
Serbia.
A Facebook source said: “If
Serbia is no longer listed as a
location in the section ‘people
who manage’, this admin that
was based in Serbia is either
no longer a page admin or they
are no longer in Serbia.”

Comment
John
Connell
After a
year of
shopping
local,
I’m not in
the market
for buying
groceries
online
21

TOUGH new sentences for
hate crimes are to be introduced by Justice Minister
Helen McEntee.
Attacks on a person by reference to their race, ethnicity,
sexual identification or orientation will all be aggravating
factors under new legislation
— as will vitriol or assault
based on religion or disabilIty.
“We must get tough,” the
minister said. Ireland does
not currently have any specific legislation to deal with
hate crime.
The new and specific aggravated offences motivated by
prejudice will come under a
list of “protected characteristics”.
The new offences will carry
tougher sentences than ordinary forms of crime, the Government has decided.
The maximum penalty for
common assault will rise from
six months to nine months,
where hate is adjudged to be a
motivating factor.
Similarly, the maximum
term for threatening or abusive behaviour rises from
three months to six; assault
causing harm rises from five
years to seven; threats to kill
go from 10 to 12 years; and harassment from 10 to 12 years.
The move comes against a
background where some feel
that existing punishments are
not adequate. Former Arsenal and England soccer star
Ian Wright expressed dismay
recently that a young Kerry
man who subjected him to
repeated racist attacks on
social media was not sent to
jail on conviction by an Irish
court.
Ms McEntee said: “Hate
crimes tell the victim that they
are not safe simply because of
who they are. They send the
disgusting message to victims
that they and people like them
are somehow lesser than the
rest of us.”
She added: “These crimes
are motivated by prejudice.
They make victims feel afraid
for their future, their friends
and their families. They lead to
a divided society, where whole
communities can feel unsafe
and angry.”
The protected characteristics under the Criminal Jus-

Helen McEntee: Attacks will
attract enhanced penalties
tice (Hate Crime) Bill 2021 are:
race, colour, nationality, religion, ethnic or national origin,
sexual orientation, gender and
disability.
Ms McEntee declared: “We
must get tough and show victims that we will recognise
the true harm of these crimes.
And perpetrators will know
that we are determined to
stamp out prejudice and hate.”
The lists had been updated
from the 1989 Prohibition of
Incitement to Hatred Act to
add gender – including gender
expression or identity – and
disability, and to ensure Traveller ethnicity is recognised on
the same basis as other ethnicities.
The aggravated offences will
“generally carry an enhanced
penalty compared to the ordinary offence,” said a spokesman for the minister.
The record of any such conviction will also clearly state
that the offence was motivated
by prejudice — that the perpetrator was guilty of a hate
crime.
“Assault aggravated by prejudice will be a different and
more serious offence to ordinary assault,” the spokesman
said.
“Harassment aggravated by
prejudice will be a separate
and more serious offence to
ordinary harassment.”
Crimes involved include
assault, coercion, harassment,
criminal damage, and threats
to kill or cause serious harm.
But there will be provision
for an alternative verdict,
where the hate element of the
offence has not been proven
and the person is found guilty
of the ordinary version of the
offence.
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Sinn Féin party
leader Mary Lou
McDonald, health
spokesperson
David Cullinane
and deputy leader
Pearse Doherty

WhatisAbú
doingwith
yourdata?

New documents raise
more questions about
SF use of social media
● Data Protection
Commissioner
has asked party
about its database
and online
activities

Philip Ryan

A

s the General Election
results rolled in February 12 months ago,
Mary Lou McDonald’s
supporters took to social media to celebrate.
“Sinn Féin Abú”, which
translates as Sinn Féin forever, was a
common comment from supporters as
they witnessed the party’s greatest election success since its formation. Fast forward just over a year and the phrase has
taken on an entirely different meaning.
A tranche of leaked internal Sinn Féin
documents has revealed what many in
political circles have suspected for a
long time — the party runs a highly sophisticated digital and social operation
to complement its on-the-ground work.
Central to this is Sinn Féin’s Abú system, a secret national voter database
that records the names, addresses and
voting intentions of millions of voters.
It records how the party believes
you voted in past elections and how it
thinks you will vote in future elections.
Sinn Féin members have also been giv-

en extensive training on how to use information people post on social media
to identify where potential voters live.
Last week, the Data Protection Commissioner wrote to Sinn Féin seeking
answers to a series of questions about
its database and social media activities.
Party representatives, including Sinn
Féin deputy leader Pearse Doherty, have
dismissed queries about the database and
claimed it is merely a digitised version
of the electoral register.
Sinn Féin health spokesperson David
Cullinane said it is “not reasonable” to
ask his party questions about where it
is storing the personal information of
millions of voters, who is managing the
data or how the specially developed system was paid for.
However, while Sinn Féín remains
silent on these questions, new internal
documents raise even more questions
about what the party does with information it gathers from voters.
After the 2020 General Election, Sinn
Féin decided to get even more serious
about how it collates and analyses voter
information.
Sinn Féin had been collecting and
storing information on voters for years,
but with government within its grasp it
was time to become more focused.
Presentations were prepared to show
members how to utilise the Abú system
and outline how it worked alongside the
party’s Green Register.
Abú, which can be accessed from an
online portal, contains voter data from
the electoral register and Marked Register
which is then married with information

about you on Sinn Féin’s Green Register.
The Green Register lists how Sinn
Féin believes you will vote in the next
election and how it thinks you voted in
the last election.
The Abú is searchable by your name,
address and voting intentions and the
information can be ranked and analysed by users.
“Our Green Reg in each constituency is the foundation on which all else is
built,” one internal presentation stated.
The same document stated clearly the
electoral aim for Sinn Féin is to move
voters “from likely supporters, to firm
supporters, and ultimately to republicanise them”.
“This is who will vote for us in any
election,” it said, adding: “This will ultimately be a key core for a Unity referendum when it comes.”
It won’t shock anyone to learn Sinn
Féin wants to nurture a voter base for
a vote on a United Ireland.
However, some of the proposed tactics
mentioned on internal training seminars
do raise questions about the party’s use
of social media to identify voters.
Another internal presentation called
‘Building the Green Register Election
Fundamentals’ given to Sinn Féin organisers last year makes repeated references
to using social media to find supporters.
A slide labelled ‘Getting Started — who
have we identified’ said: “Immediate
starting” for canvassers is “what have we
already identified on Abú”. It goes on to
talk about chasing “leads” which include
“constituency office, social media, etc”.
On another slide labelled ‘Verify and
Engage’, members are told “whatever

data you have, it needs to be verified”.
“Objective is to confirm that the person
previously identified as a supporter is
actually one,” it added. Another bullet
point on the presentation referred to
“Gathering other data — phone, email,
interests, etc”. Sinn Féin would not say
what it does with this information.
The next section in the document is
labelled ‘Smart Canvassing’, which is
“canvassing based on electoral intelligence”. “This means not knocking every
door, but knocking specific doors.
“Most commonly this will be a canvass of known supporters, but may also
include following up on leads gained
from constituency cases, social media
or other such sources,” it added. Again,
Sinn Féin would not say how social media is used for canvassing.
On Slide 16, ‘Recording and using the
data — SF Abú’, the presentation referred
to “using canvass creation as a canvass
planning tool” and told members to
“compare responses” from voters.
“Abú records multiple contacts and
we will be using that to present info
differently in time. This provides for a
practical recording of the verify and engagement phases as well as the identify
stage,” it added.
Sinn Féin would not say what responses are recorded on Abú or how
this information will be presented differently in time.
This new information follows revelations last week from a digital media
training seminar given to Sinn Féin organisers. One slide screamed “Facebook
is KING” before going on to say it is “the
most important social media platform
to focus your efforts on bar none”.
“It’s the only social media platform
that helps you build your base in your
constituency, engage with your constituents, grow your support and get out the
vote on election day,” it said.
“It provides extensive analytics on the
people who are viewing and engaging
with your posts including gender, age
and location,” it added.
Sinn Féin members were told the
party is investing heavily in Facebook
ads at a national level and TDs were encouraged to spend their own money to
increase their prominence on the social
media platform. They were also given
instructions on how to produce an effective Facebook video — your key line
must be mentioned within the first six
seconds because people turn off after
that. They were also given training on
how to add subtitles to videos.
A video of Pearse Doherty teeing up
an appearance at an Oireachtas Committee hearing with the Central Bank
was used as an example. The second last
slide of the presentation ‘Engagements
on Facebook — Key to enhancing our
real world interactions’ is potentially
the most enlightening glimpse into how
Sinn Féin uses social media.

Theparty’s
useofsocial
mediatoidentify
votersraises
questions

● A snapshot from the Abú portal,
above; and slides from a Sinn Féin
training presentation, below

Party members were told it is important to “view our online interactions as a
means of identifying supporters we can
engage with in the real world”.
“Facebook will show you the name of
the person and often roughly where they
live. By engaging with them you may be
able to elicit more specific information
that will help you pinpoint them in the
real-world,” it said.
And even more interestingly, it references how the Abú system can be used
to find someone’s home address once
you elicit information from Facebook.
“You can use the search function in
the Abú system to find the person you
have engaged with online, tag them as
a social media engager and follow up
with a canvass on their doorstep,” it said.
The Data Protection Commissioner’s
website does say politicians can use information from the electoral register
for “electoral purposes”.
But it adds that this personal data
must be used “safely and transparently”
in accordance with the principles of data
protection, and those using this information must have appropriate policies
and safeguards in place.
All EU citizens also have rights under
the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) which includes the right to be
informed about the collection and use
of their personal data, and the right to
access that information if it is being held
by an elected representative, a candidate
or a political party.
There is an entire section on the Data
Commissioner’s website about the rules
canvassers must follow when handling
your personal information. It says if a
political party collects information from
constituents it “must be transparent”
about its use of the personal data.
This includes a legal obligation to

provide you with information on who
they are and how they can be contacted.
They must also say why they are collecting your data and outline who they’ll
be sharing it with. They must also tell
you how long they plan on keeping it
and explain how they plan to process it.
Once they do all that, they can analyse your data to their heart’s content.
It will be for the Data Protection Commissioner to decide if the information
stored on Sinn Féín’s Abú system meets
all that criteria.
The other nagging question about
Sinn Féin’s database centres on where
the party is storing the personal information belonging to millions of voters.
Sinn Fein will only say your information
is stored in the EU, but refuses to give
any more details about where within
the 27-member state union.
The domain name sfabu.com was
bought from a company based in Massachusetts in the US. The sfabu.com
website brought users to an online portal
where they were asked for a user name
and password.
Sinn Féin closed down this portal
when the Irish Independent published
details of its existence and said it did so
as a “precautionary security measure”.
Sinn Féin TD David Cullinane went
further, saying the database had been
“compromised”, and even suggested
the Irish Independent breached data
protection laws by highlighting that
it existed.
Neither Sinn Féin or Mr Cullinane
have explained how the database was
compromised or said what laws may have
been broken by reporting its existence.
However, the Abú system is not
gone; rather it has moved to another
domain name and is hosted from sfcanvass.ie. The new portal has the same IP
address — a code showing the geographic
allocation of websites — as the previous
domain, which links it to Germany.
Sinn Féin won’t say if this is where it
is holding voter information.
Other IP search engines link the website to a cloud computing company called
Linode based in Philadelphia in the US.
Yesterday, a Sinn Féin spokesperson
said: “We have been asked a series of
questions by the Office of the Data Protection Commissioner which we will
be answering and working through
with them.
“We believe we are fully compliant
with data protection legislation and are
confident that they will agree.”
Political pressure is building at the
same rate as new questions about Sinn
Féin’s digital strategy arise, and the
party may have to address them sooner
rather than later.

ŠEoghan Harris, page 23

Calls for McDonald to face Dáil grilling over voter database
PHILIP RYAN

S

inn Féin leader Mary Lou McDonald is facing calls to go before the
Dáil and address revelations about
her party’s secret voter database and
use of social media to identify voters.
Housing Minister Darragh O’Brien
said he is “hugely concerned” about Sinn
Féin’s Abú system, which he said raises
“serious issues about the integrity of our
electoral system”.
“I do think it behoves a proper response
from Sinn Féin on how this database has
come about, what type of information is
on it and how many thousands or mil-

lions of people’s information is on it,” Mr
O’Brien told the Sunday Independent.
“Mary Lou McDonald should answer
questions in the Dáil on it,” he added.
The Fianna Fáil minister said he
would also be asking the chair of the
Oireachtas Committee on Housing and
Local Government, Steven Matthews,
to extend the current legislative debate
on the Electoral Reform Bill so issues
relating to Sinn Féin can be discussed.
Mr O’Brien also said he would be writing to the Data Protection Commissioner
to ask whether additional legislation is
needed to protect personal information
on the electoral register and online.

“I have always had concerns about
how Sinn Féin operate in the shadows
and now some of those shadowy dealings
have come to light and they have got to
address it,” Mr O’Brien said.
Minister of State for Electoral Reform,
Malcolm Noonan, said he would also be
asking the Oireachtas Committee to consider including a session on “the ethical
use of the electoral register”.
“I would hope that, over time, the
electoral commission will be given additional roles and funding to promote
greater transparency and accountability
within our electoral system,” the Green
Party minister said.

Meanwhile, Fine Gael Senator John
Cummins has written to the Standards
in Public Office Commission (Sipo) asking for a “full investigation” into Sinn
Féin’s Abú system.
Mr Cummins asked Sipo to examine a series of issues which the Data
Protection Commissioner will not be
asking about the Abú system. This includes establishing who developed the
system, where it is based, and how the
party paid for it. The senator has also
asked the ethics watchdog to investigate
Sinn Féin’s link to Serbia. Sipo did not
get back to Mr Cummins or respond to
requests for comment.

It comes as a former Sinn Féin councillor and member of the party’s influential
Ard Comhairle, Séadhna Logan, insisted
voters “waive rights” when they put their
personal information on social media.
“Any personal information visible on
social media is done so knowingly by the
content owner at their own discretion,”
he said on Twitter.
“The issue of SF or indeed anyone
using FB (Facebook) for data will be
interesting on the basis that when you
sign up to social media you waive rights
on a lot of your data; what you put on
your social media is there to be shared,”
he added.

● Fianna Fáil minister Darragh
O’Brien has hit out at Sinn Féin
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SF seeks name, address and email of
:: Party spent €15,000 promoting
survey viewed over a million times
Philip Ryan
and Senan Molony
SINN FÉIN has been seeking
the names, addresses and
emails of users of Facebook
through online surveys viewed
more than a million times.
Mary Lou McDonald’s party
spent €15,000 since January on Facebook advertising,

promoting one online survey
that seeks each respondent’s
priorities on health, housing
and the economy.
Facebook’s
Ad
Library
also shows Sinn Féin asked
respondents for their names,
street addresses and emails as
part of the survey.
Sinn Féin has been running
the Facebook advertising

campaign since the start of the
year and the survey has been
viewed more than a million
times.
The Facebook ads include a
link to a “short survey” setting
out their “priorities for 2021”.
“Share your contact details to
be kept up to date on our work
in your constituency and across
the country,” Sinn Féin asks
before seeking a name, address
and email. A separate Facebook
ad asks users for their Eircode
and links them to a website
where they can find it.
The party said this informa-

tion was not processed in the
Abú system but would not say
where it was stored or what it
was used for.
“Sinn Féin advertising on
Facebook is fully compliant
with Facebook’s advertising
policies and with GDPR. Any
information provided to a
survey response is that provided by a respondent,” a party
spokesperson said.
The development comes as
Sinn Féin responded to the
Data Protection Commissioner
after the watchdog asked the
party a series of questions

Dixon and said they are willing to take on board any recommendations. Mr Ó Broin
also confirmed he does seek
to elicit personal information
from people he interacts with
on social media so he can call
Memory: Sinn
to their homes at a later date.
Féin’s housing
“If I get information from
spokesperson
someone on social media, it is
Eoin Ó Broin
when I ask them for it and they
consensually give it to me for
Sinn Féin housing spokesper- a purpose and that’s the only
son Eoin Ó Broin broke his purpose I’ll use it for,” he said.
Mr Ó Broin said he did not
silence to confirm his party
has responded to the Data Pro- record voter information in
tection Commissioner Helen the Abú system because he

about its secret voter database,
the Abú system.
After refusing to answer
questions for almost a week,

Moore Street
preservation
group launches
battlefield map
Ciara O’Loughlin
A GROUP that has been
campaigning for almost 20
years to preserve historical
1916 sites on Moore Street
has produced a guide to the
area in the form of a free
“battlefield” map.
Campaigner Patrick
Cooney, of the Save 16 Moore
Street Committee and the
1916 Relatives Group, said
they decided to produce the
map after giving the tour to
politicians and relatives for
years.
The tour starts at the side
door of the GPO and follows
the evacuation route of the
volunteers into Henry Place,
passing the famous White
House and leading to No
10 Moore Street – where
the garrison broke into the
terrace, eventually occupying
the entire block.
Key moments of the
evacuation story are marked
in the map, including that
of James Connolly, Pádraig
Pearse and nurse Elizabeth
O’Farrell.
“The campaign has been
ongoing for nearly 20 years
now and we involved the
relatives of 1916, in particular
James Connolly Heron who
is a great-grandson of James
Connolly,” Mr Cooney told the
Irish Independent.
“At the time the whole area
was up for demolition and
not many people were going
down there because the
market was in a pretty poor
state, even then.
“James and I decided that
we had to go down and see
what was there.
“So, with as many accounts
as we could get off the

internet and books we had,
we started building the route
from the side door of the
GPO of the evacuation, into
the terrace and through the
laneways.
“We kind of plotted it
in an archaeological way
and, behind an awful lot
of grubbiness and modern
interventions, the vast
majority of what we would
call a battlefield site still
existed.”
Mr Cooney said it was then
he realised he had a tour on
his hands, and began to invite
politicians down – to show
how important preserving
the site it.
“We started inviting
people to come down
on tours, whether it be
councillors, TDs, the
President, ministers, we
started taking them on what
we called our ‘battlefield
tours’,” he said.
“And they became incredibly
successful, because anybody
that went on the tour was
essentially knocked out by the
fact that there was so much
still remaining and you had
almost a ready-made historic
trail.”
The bilingual map is
currently available to
download for free from the
@savemoorestreetdublin and
@MooreStreetTrust Facebook
pages and hard copies will
be available at various sites
around the city centre once
Covid restrictions ease
further.
When asked if he thought
putting out online copies of
the map now could encourage
people to congregate in the
area, Mr Cooney said: “People
are down there anyway, even

if town is a bit empty. I go
down there and we have a
number of people keeping an
eye on the site to make sure
there’s no illegal demolitions
or anything like that.
“I found people to be
very sensible during
Covid regarding the social
distancing and we could easily
put the hard copies out there
now. But, we’re saying ‘look,
you’ve got your smartphones,
take a wander down there,
stick to the restrictions’.”
The preservation group
recently released an artist’s
impression of their proposed
plan for the area, and said
their full plan would be
launched “shortly”.

Hammerson, a UK property
group which owns the six-acre
site from O’Connell St to
Moore St, is expected to lodge
a planning application for a
retail office and residential
units. However, Dublin City
Council voted unanimously
last week to make Moore St an
Architectural Conservation
Area.
“[Hammersons] is a
commercial developer, so
they are never going to really
meaningfully develop it in a
historic way, or a cultural way
or a social way,” Mr Cooney
said. “Our plan, which we
will be launching shortly,
ticks all the boxes, including
economic.”
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Facebook users
had a “very good” memory and
remembered the name and
addresses of voters which he
checks on the electoral register during election campaigns.
“If we are in an election campaign and you’re contacting me
going, ‘Eoin, what is Sinn Féin’s
policy on housing?’, and I outline that on social media and I
say, ‘Oh by the way, let me know
where you live and I will come
and can canvass you directly’, I
then use the register to make
sure I call to you,” he said.
Asked how he records this
information, Mr Ó Broin said

‘Tag
them,
follow
up with
canvass’

LEGISLATION

New law allowing media to
identify murdered children
to be signed off by President

“some of us have very good
memories”.
Internal Sinn Féin digital
training documents show
party members are told to “use
the search function in the Abú
system to find the person you
have engaged with online,
tag them as a social media
engager and follow up with a
canvass on their doorstep”.
The Abú system allows Sinn
Féin TDs record the likelihood
of a person voting for their
party. It also indicates if Sinn
Féin believes a person voted
for them in previous elections.

THE law to allow the media
identify murdered children
has passed all stages in the
Seanad and will now go to
the President for early
signature.
The legislation will also
allow parents to publicly
remember their child, while
allowing for the identification
of the person accused of
their child’s murder or
manslaughter.
A judgement in the Court of
Appeal last year has led to an
unusual situation whereby a
deceased child may be named
up to such time as a person is
charged, but not thereafter.
The ruling was made by Mr
Justice George Birmingham
on a section of the Children’s
Act 2001.
Minister for Justice Helen
McEntee said she was aware
of the profound impact of
the ruling on parents, who
were left unable to publicly
remember their deceased
children’s names or legacies.
“This legislation will remove
the restrictions on reporting
the identities of deceased
children with respect to
past and future cases, while
retaining the protection for
living children,” she said.
But there has been criticism
of the wording of the
Children (Amendment) Bill
2020, which has now been
approved by the Oireachtas
having earlier cleared all
stages in the Dáil.
Former attorney general
Michael McDowell has said
many specialists are unsure
of the meanings conveyed in
some of its sections.
He suggested that a similar
situation could arise from a
future court interpretation
of the amending legislation
itself.
Ms McEntee said: “I

Extra 600,000
homes can get
leak fixed for free
Caroline O’Doherty

ENVIRONMENT CORRESPONDENT

Preservation:
Members of
the Cabra
Historical
Society
re-enact the
O’Rahilly
Charge on
Moore Street
– one of the
last acts of
defiance by
1916 rebels.
Far left: A
plaque at
No 16 Moore
Street in
memory of
the Rising.
PHOTOS: PA AND
LIAM MULCAHY

IRISH WATER is to accelerate
household leak repairs after
lifting restrictions that barred
hundreds of thousands of
homes from its First Fix Free
scheme.
An extra 600,000 homes are
now eligible for the scheme
that fixes leaks in yards
and gardens, although not
inside a house itself.
Households do not even have
to be registered with Irish
Water to avail of the scheme
under the new criteria.
Other changes mean homes
do not need to have water
meters to apply for a repair,
and properties with a shared
service connection, such as
older terraced homes, are also
eligible.
Some mixed-use customers,
including farmers and people who have a business running out of their home, can
also apply. The new criteria
comes into effect immediately.
Geoffrey
Bourke,
Irish
Water’s customer strategy
manager, said the scheme was
an essential tool.
“Many more customers will
now be able to have a leak
fixed free of charge and help
to conserve our precious water
resources,” he said.
“This will benefit everyone
by ensuring a more secure and
reliable water supply for all.”
Around 40pc of all treated
water supplied by Irish Water
is lost through leaks in water
mains and smaller pipes serving homes and businesses.
The figure has come down
from almost 50pc in recent
years, and is 38pc in Dublin,
but Irish Water still has a long
way to go to reach the European average of around 25pc.
The utility has faced opposition to plans for major infrastructure projects such as the
proposal to pipe water from

Leaks are detected through
household meters
the Shannon to boost Dublin’s
supplies while so much of the
existing supply is lost.
Attempts to introduce an
excessive-use charge have also
faltered because of concerns
that householders could be
penalised for high water usage
without knowing they have a
leak or without the means to
pay for repairs.
Since First Fix Free was
introduced in 2015, more than
87,000 leak investigations
have been carried out and
60,400 repairs completed.
Irish Water said that saved
155 million litres of water
every day, enough for 450,000
homes.
Around 81 million litres
of savings came from repairs
by Irish Water and 74 million
litres from repairs made by
customers on internal pipes
once they had been notified of
a leak.
Leaks are detected through
household meters where they
exist and through analysis of
district metres where usage
appears abnormally high.
The First Fix Free scheme
will prioritise households
using more than 213,000 litres
of water per day for leak investigations instead of administering an excessive-use
charge.

Support:
Minister for
Justice Helen
McEntee
spoke about
the impact
the ruling
will have on
bereaved
parents.

Senan Molony

would like to thank
Senator McDowell and Jim
O’Callaghan in particular
for their early engagement
on this issue and helping to
bring it through the Houses
as quickly as possible.
“I am conscious of the deep
hurt felt by families around
the restrictions on reporting
the identities of deceased
children who have been the
victims of criminal acts.”
Once the bill has been

She expects it to
come into force ‘in
very early May’
signed by the President,
the Minister for Justice
will sign the necessary
commencement order.
She said she expected it to
come into force “in very early
May”.
The legislation removes
the ban on reporting the
identities of deceased
children, while retaining
protections for living
children.
Restrictions have prevented

parents from speaking
publicly about their deceased
child in cases where the child
was unlawfully killed.
A parent spoke
anonymously on RTÉ’s Prime
Time show in February about
the loss of their child, who
could not be named, and the
significant emotional issues
that arose as a result of the
ban.
Senator Rónán Mullen
explained why the Court
of Appeal had banned the
naming of a deceased child in
the media during and after a
court proceeding.
He said it was not open to
the court to interpret what
the framers might have
intended when reading what
a section of the law actually
meant.
Mr McDowell said that
making a child victim
unidentifiable forever had
been using a sledgehammer
to crack a nut.
Senator Ivana Bacik said a
terrible injustice had been
done to bereaved parents,
who had spoken of their pain
and trauma.
People felt they had been
denied a voice, she said.

EVENTS

Government moves to eliminate ticket touting
Gabija Gataveckaite

Business
Central
Bank warns
of a wave of
insolvencies
as the
pandemic
wanes
24

MINISTERS will today sign
off on legislation aimed at
eliminating ticket touting.
Tánaiste Leo Varadkar
will bring the long-awaited
Sale of Tickets (Cultural,
Entertainment, Recreational
and Sporting Events) Bill 2021
to Cabinet.
The legislation will ban
the resale of tickets to live
events, matches and concerts
at certain venues at a price
above their face value.
A person found guilty of

an offence under the new
law will face a fine of up to
€100,000 or up to two years’
imprisonment.
Tickets sold for events
or venues that have been
“designated” as falling under
the legislation will mean that
the original seller must be
given “clear information” that
the ticket cannot be resold for
above face value.
Those reselling the
tickets must also provide
information on the original
sale price of the ticket and
the location of the seat or

standing area listed on the
ticket. The legislation does
not include amateur sports
clubs and registered charities
for fundraising purposes.
Operators of venues with the
capacity of more than 1,000
people will be able to apply to
the Enterprise Minister for a
particular designation of that
venue.
However, operators and
event organiser can also apply
for the designation of certain
events which take place on
an annual or periodic basis in
the same venue.
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Reopening on knife-edge as Holohan warns of ‘reason for concern’
Eilish O’Regan
THE country is back on a
knife-edge as a sharp increase
in Covid-19 infections has
raised fears of a cautious exit
from lockdown.
Chief medical officer Dr
Tony Holohan urged people
not to get ahead of the easing

of restrictions as he warned
this could put further progress
“at risk”. While he said the battle against Covid was going in
the right direction, the level of
virus in the country is still
high.
Daily case numbers rose to
617 yesterday, the highest in
three weeks.

Dr Holohan, who has
returned to his post after the
death of his wife, said: “We’ve
seen some numbers in recent
days that give us reason for
concern that we’re going to
have to observe more closely.”
Dr Holohan and the National
Public Health Emergency
Team (Nphet) meet next week

to decide the speed of the
roadmap out of lockdown.
There are concerns about
another increase in the coming days, more than a week
after the full resumption of
school and of house-building
construction. More people
have returned to the workplace with one in three now

working from home compared
to one in two in January.
A jump in cases linked
mostly to secondary school
pupils and workplace flareups, involving up to 70 cases,
has been reported with clusters again emerging from
social mixing, birthday parties
and funerals along with high

incidence in Donegal, Offaly,
Kildare, Longford and Dublin.
Asked about foreign travel
and proposals for an EU form
of vaccination passport Dr
Holohan said consideration
would be given to this but it
will come “much later”.
Full report, Page 4

McDonald
admits SF
broke data
rules over
voter files
:: Tranche of information handed over to
watchdog in bid to quell privacy row
Philip Ryan
MARY LOU McDonald has admitted
her party’s secret voter database was
not in compliance with data protection laws.
The Sinn Féin leader conceded the
database had breached at least two
data protection requirements.
Speaking last night, Ms McDonald said Sinn Féin appointed a data
protection officer to oversee the personal information of millions of voters

only after being contacted by the Data
Protection Commissioner about its
Abú database.
She also admitted her party had not
carried out a Data Protection Impact
Assessment on the Abú system until
asked to by the data watchdog.
The party has also handed over a
tranche of internal files relating to
Abú after requests from the data
watchdog.
Report and analysis, Page 10

Dirty protest: Activists target Biden
A MEMBER of Extinction Rebellion makes a defiant gesture on a
Washington street after the environmental group dumped cow manure
outside the White House on Earth Day to protest at President Biden’s
climate plan to tackle emissions. PHOTO: EVELYN HOCKSTEIN/REUTERS See Page 14
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McDonald admits Sinn Féin
broke data privacy rules over
handling of secret voter files

Philip Ryan

POLITICAL EDITOR

Much remains
to be told about
the party’s well
of personal data

Philip Ryan

POLITICAL EDITOR

MARY LOU McDonald has
admitted her party’s secret
voter database was not in compliance with data protection
laws.
The Sinn Féin leader conceded the party’s database had
breached at least two data protection requirements.
Speaking on RTÉ’s Prime
Time Ms McDonald said the
party appointed a data protection officer to oversee the
personal data of millions of
voters only after it was contacted by the Data Protection
Commissioner about its secret
database.
She also admitted her party
had not carried out a Data Protection Impact Assessment on
the Abú system until they were
asked to by the Data Protection
Commissioner. The assessments are required to mitigate
against any risks from collecting personal information
Despite insisting earlier in
the day that her party was “fully
compliant” with data protection legislation, Ms McDonald
admitted she was forced to
make the changes “by way of
meeting, what was a gap in the
compliance identified”.
The Abú system contains the
names, home addresses and
Sinn Féin’s perceived voting
intentions of around 3.5m Irish
citizens.
Public bodies, including political parties that process personal information of citizens
are legally required to appoint
a data protection officer under
General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR).
The assigned member of staff
must formally register as a data
protection officer with the Data
Protection Commissioner. A
data protection officer must
have qualifications for the role
and are responsible for safeguarding information stores
by public bodies. They are also
responsible for informing people of their rights and handling
complaints.
Sinn Féin only registered a
party member for the role after
it was asked to do so by the
Data Protection Commissioner
following revelations about the
Abú system.
When asked by the Irish Independent why it did not have a
data protection officer, Sinn
Féin said: “We have had a data
protection compliance officer
in place for a number of years.”
However, speaking on RTÉ’s
Prime Time, Ms McDonald
admitted the party did not have
a data protection officer.
Sinn Féin TDs and party
leader Mary Lou McDonald
have continually insisted they
were fully compliant with data
protection legislation.

M

ARY Lou McDonald finally
broke cover yesterday to spare
the blushes of her informationstarved TDs who had been sent
out to defend the party’s secret
voter database. Despite collating information
on every voter in the country, Sinn Féin
frontbench TDs were put on the airwaves with
very little information about a sophisticated
database that is now the subject of data
protection probes, both here and in the UK.
Sinn Féin’s deputy leader Pearse Doherty
didn’t seem to know where the names and
addresses of millions of voters were being
stored. Waterford TD David Cullinane said it
was not reasonable to even ask him where the
information was stored.
An excitable Matt Carthy, the Sinn Féin TD
for Cavan-Monaghan, said he didn’t know
because it was an “IT-related question”. Fingal
TD Louise O’Reilly was forced on air to repeat
a mantra about the database being in the EU,
but she would say nothing else.
It all seemed very uncomfortable for senior
Sinn Féin figures who are more accustomed
to asking the questions than being asked
to answer them. Why the party chose to
send them out for two weeks without any
information is anyone’s guess.
It was in an interview with Jonathan Healy
on Newstalk that the party leader finally
spilled the beans on where they are keeping all
your personal information.

Transfer: Mary Lou McDonald said Sinn Fein had moved Irish voters’ personal data on to Germany
The Irish Independent can
also reveal that the party has
handed over a tranche of internal files relating to its secret
voter database, the Abú system,
to the Data Protection Commissioner.
Deputy Data Protection Commissioner Graham Doyle said:
“I can confirm they have replied
to some of the queries we have
posed to them and have provided us with comprehensive
documentation, and we are
currently assessing all of the
information.
Meanwhile, the UK’s data
protection commissioner has
also begun to make enquiries
about the database, which Ms
McDonald has said was based
in London before being moved
to Germany after Brexit.
Yesterday, the UK’s data protection commissioner also
revealed it was to begin making
enquiries into Sinn Féin’s voter
database.
In a statement, the ICO
said: “We are aware of reports
regarding a database operated
by Sinn Féin and we will be
making enquiries.”
The statement also included
a link to UK rules on “political
profiling”, which includes the
need for parties to have clearly
stated policy informing individuals that they are carrying out
profiling on them.
The ICO’s website says profiling is often “not well understood” and, when carried out in

time”.
Party members were also
told Abú “provides for a practical recording of the verify and
engagement phases as well as
the identify stage” of Sinn Féin’s
interactions with voters.
Yesterday, Ms McDonald
revealed Sinn Féin transferred
millions of Irish voters’ personal data files to London
before moving the information
to Germany after Brexit.
Cavan-Monaghan TD Matt
Carthy had earlier in the week
said he could not reveal where
it was because it was an “ITrelated question”.
However, after being repeatedly questioned on Newstalk,
Ms McDonald finally said she
had “no problem” saying where
the information is being held.
“It had been stored in London,
‘It had been stored in
but obviously Brexit happened
London, but obviously and that disrupted that so it is
Brexit happened and
legally held and stored in the
EU as per the law,” Ms McDonthat disrupted that’
ald said.
When asked why an Irish
pendent revealed Sinn Féin political party would not store
activists were trained to elicit the information in Ireland, Ms
information from Facebook McDonald said: “That’s a techusers which could be cross-ref- nical question.”
“It doesn’t really matter as
erenced with their Abú system
to “pinpoint” home addresses of long as it’s held in the European
Union – we would not be alone
potential voters.
Other internal Sinn Féin in making use of the services of
training documents show party people who are not in Ireland,”
members were told Abú said Ms McDonald, but she did
“records multiple contacts” and not say which other parties are
that the database will be used storing voter information in
“to present info differently in other countries.

a political context, can be “disconcerting if people do not fully
understand what it entails and
how it is used”.
“Don’t collect too much information or keep it for too long.
Just because your systems allow
you to retain vast quantities of
data doesn’t mean you should,”
it adds.
DUP MP Gavin Robinson said
he asked the ICO to investigate Sinn Féin’s use of data. “I
am very concerned about this
story, which seems to bounce
between Serbia, Germany, the
USA, Northern Ireland and the
Republic of Ireland. The only
place missing is Timbuktu,” Mr
Robinson said.
It comes after the Irish Inde-

She wasn’t asked about who
developed the database
and how it was paid for
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After being asked several times, Ms
McDonald finally said she had “no problem”
saying where the information was being held.
She revealed that the personal information
of Irish voters was being held in London,
but Sinn Féin had to move it to Frankfurt
in Germany after Brexit.
Why would a 32-county Irish party store
the names, addresses and perceived voting
intentions of Irish citizens in London and
Germany? Well, that is a “technical question”,
Ms McDonald said before suggesting other
parties were also doing the same. She did not
disclose to which parties she was referring.
So we now know Sinn Féin has been moving
your personal information from London to
Germany, but there are many other questions
Ms McDonald was not asked. For starters, how
long was the party keeping Irish voter data in
London?
She wasn’t asked about who developed the
database or how it was paid for. This type of
technology doesn’t come cheap. Why not hire
an Irish company to set up your database?
There are also questions relating to events
since details of the database’s existence were
reported. For instance, why did Sinn Féin
shut down its online portal for Abú and move
it to another website domain once the Irish
Independent published stories about it?
Sinn Féin said it was done as a security
measure and Mr Cullinane said the website
had been compromised by its existence being
published. This raises more questions about
how secure the personal information of
millions was in the first place.
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Sinn Féin has been
playing fast and
loose with the
truth on database
After a number of falsehoods on air –
including one about this paper – party has
still not come clean, says Philip Ryan

S

INN Féin has not
been transparent
about its secret voter
database since its
existence emerged
and long before that too.
Setting aside its continued
failure to directly answer
questions about its Abú
system, it has also – be it
purposely or otherwise –
spent two weeks being very
economical with the truth
when discussing how it stores
your personal information.
Before we look at what it has
said in recent times, let’s first
look back to the Dáil debate
on General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) in
2018, which Sinn Féin has
mentioned repeatedly in
defence of its voter database.
There was fulsome debate
among TDs in the chamber
about the impact of the
EU laws on their electoral
activities. TDs teased out the
definitions in the legislation
and questioned how they
might affect their day-to-day
work.

Sinn Féin was represented
by Cork South Central TD
Donnchadh Ó Laoghaire.
Mr Ó Laoghaire raised a
number of concerns about
the legislation and pointed
out what he saw as loopholes
in the law. He even raised
the Cambridge Analytica
data scandal, which saw the
company collate millions of
Facebook users’ personal
information without their
consent.
“Even where it is legal, I
imagine many would have
reservations and misgivings
about the scale of data
gathering that occurs and the
analysis and management
of it,” Ó Laoghaire said.
Indeed, people might have
reservations.
During the course of the
debate, the Cork TD made no
reference to Sinn Féin’s Abú
system. He didn’t even ask
“does the legislation allow
political parties upload the
names and home addresses
of every voter in the country
onto a database and then

include information on how
it is believed they voted in
elections?”
It would have been as
good an opportunity as any
for Sinn Féin to check if its
internal voter database met
the requirements set out
under the law passed three
years ago. But it didn’t. It also
didn’t check with the Data
Protection Commissioner to
establish if its Abú system
was fully compliant.
Ó Laoghaire did not
respond when asked why he
did not raise the database
during the debate.
The first the commissioner
heard about the database
containing the personal
information of millions of
people was when detail of
its existence was printed in
these pages.
And, as Mary Lou McDonald
finally conceded on Thursday
evening, Sinn Féin had not
fulfilled even the most basic
of data protection measures
or even carried out a risk
assessment on the security of

its database. But more of that
in a minute.
Instead, let’s look at what
Sinn Féin has said since
its Abú system was publicly
revealed.
Since details of the system
emerged Sinn Féin insisted
it is “fully compliant” with
data protection rules and
GDPR. Sinn Féin TDs were
sent out in single file on to
the national airwaves to hold
the line and insist the party
was fully compliant with all
rules regarding the storing
of millions of people’s names,

home address and perceived
voting intentions.
The party’s health
spokesperson David
Cullinane was one of the first
out of the traps and insisted
it was “not reasonable” for
people, such as Fine Gael
Senator John Cummins, to
even ask where Sinn Féin
was storing all this
information.
Cullinane went a step
further and even accused
the Irish Independent of
breaching data protection
laws by publishing the

website domain for the Abú
database.
Asked on the radio station
WLR why the party closed
down this website after its
existence was reported,
Cullinane said: “We didn’t
close down the database,
what we had to was change
the portal because it was
compromised, because the
Independent named the
source and the location,
which is actually against data
protection rules, so we had no
choice to do it to be compliant
with data protection rules.”

Apologies to Mary Lou for callously accusing her of
Let there be no doubt – Sinn Féin is not
distancing itself from the IRA’s campaign.
Quite the contrary, says Fionnán Sheahan

W

E ALL owe
Mary
Lou
McDonald an
apology.
The Sinn
Féin leader was mistakenly,
callously and wrongly accused
of being apologetic for Provisional IRA murders.
It’s hard to think of a worse
thing you can say about the
head of the ‘Republican
movement’. Ms McDonald
was demeaned in the eyes of
her peers. The dramatic error
occurred due to an overly
enthusiastic interpretation of a
comment about the murder of

a member of the British royal
family. The Sinn Féin president
was reportedly “sorry” over
Lord Louis Mountbatten’s murder. She had apparently apologised for the “heartbreaking”
1979 death.
It was good PR on the weekend of the funeral of the Duke
of Edinburgh, Mountbatten’s
nephew. Across the world,
there were headlines: “Sinn
Féin leader says ‘sorry’ about
assassination of Prince Philip’s
uncle in 1979.”
Any right-thinking person
would think this might be an
apology. Not quite.

As David Cullinane might
say: “It’s a big ball of smoke.”
As Demi Lovato might say:
“Sorry, not sorry.”
Before a Shinnerbot goes
looking her up on their secret
database, Ms Lovato lives in
the Los Angeles suburb of
Studio City.
On that sunny morning,
August 27, 1979, an IRA unit
from South Armagh were positioned above Mullaghmore
harbour in Co Sligo.
They had planted a bomb
on board Lord Mountbatten’s
fishing boat, the Shadow V.
As the boat with two men, two

women and three children on
board exited the harbour, the
IRA unit detonated the bomb
by remote control.
The boat was blown to
pieces. Lord Mountbatten
(79) and his 14-year-old grandson Nicholas Knatchbull, were
killed, along with Paul Maxwell (15), a local boy who was
serving as crew on the boat.
The survivors were Mountbatten’s daughter, Countess
Mountbatten, her husband
Lord Brabourne and Nicholas’s
identical twin brother Timothy. Lord Brabourne’s mother,
the Dowager Lady Brabourne,
aged 82, died a day later from
the injuries she sustained.
Two elderly people and two
children were murdered by
a cowardly Provo unit hiding
from sight. The IRA regarded
Lord Mountbatten as a “legitimate target” as he was a mem-

ber of the British royal family.
The rest of the victims were
presumably ‘collateral damage’,
to use the phrase employed by
military superpowers when
innocent people are killed.
Asked whether she would
apologise to Prince Charles
over the attack, Mary Lou
replied: “The army and armed
forces associated with Prince
Charles carried out many,
many violent actions on our
island.
“And I can say of course, I’m
sorry that happened, of course
that’s heartbreaking.
“And my job, and I think
Prince Charles and others
would absolutely appreciate
this, is to lead from the front
now in these times.”
Just because the word “sorry”
is in there, doesn’t mean she
was apologising. To clarify matters, the day after her alleged

“apology”, Mary Lou was happy
to set the record straight on
speculation about whether she
was making a specific apology
for Mountbatten’s murder.
“I have never any difficulty
whatsoever in expressing my
profound sorrow and sadness
for all death and injury in the
course of the conflict,” she
said. “That’s been my position,
it’s a long-established position. And I have to say it wasn’t
newsworthy that I reiterated
that yesterday.”
Her point is the suffering that
was endured by everybody on
all sides during the Troubles is
a cause of regret and sadness.
Not only did the Sinn Féin
President Mary Lou McDonald not apologise for the murder, she didn’t even say it was
wrong. Phew. For a minute
there, there were concerns
the shadowy figures in Belfast

C
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This is not the case. The
Irish Independent did not
breach data protection law by
printing a website address.
WLR was, thankfully, happy
to clarify on a later show
that no laws were broken.
However, some people will
have heard Cullinane’s
comments and believed
him as he is an elected
representative of a political
party.
Some people will also have
heard Pearse Doherty, Louise
O’Reilly and Eoin Ó Broin
insist Sinn Féin was fully

Doorstep:
Sinn Féin
leader
Mary Lou
McDonald.
PHOTO:
PHIL NOBLE

compliant and believe them.
Some people are such ardent
supporters of Sinn Féin they
will believe anything they
say and party members
know this and use it to their
advantage.
Another common refrain
from Sinn Féin is that the Abú
database is just the same as
the Electoral Register when
it is clearly not as it records
what the party believes are
your political opinions.
Behind the scenes Sinn
Féin is also being less-thantransparent when asked

SF called on to
‘decommission’
internal voter
database Abú

about Abú. Since Wednesday,
the Irish Independent has
asked the party why it did
not have a data protection
commissioner appointed.
It was also asked why its
website listed an email and
postal address for a data
protection officer when it
did not have one appointed.
The party eventually
responded: “We have had a
data protection compliance
officer in place for a number
of years.”
Again, Sinn Féin played
fast and loose with the truth
through ambiguous and
opaque answers to straight
forward questions.
Yes, it had a data
compliance officer but it did
not have a legally required
data protection officer
registered with the Data
Protection Commissioner.
Mary Lou McDonald
conceded as much on RTÉ’s
Prime Time a few hours after.
McDonald and her
colleagues have also
repeatedly put forward the
notion that they have no
questions to answer about
their use of social media,
mostly Facebook, and the Abú
system.
This is also not the case.
The Data Protection
Commissioner only this week
began examining internal
Sinn Féin training manuals
for Abú.
The documents show Sinn
Féin activists were told to
“elicit” information from
Facebook users to “help you
pinpoint them in the real
world”.
“You can use the search
function in the Abú system
to find the person you have
engaged with online, tag
them as a social media
engager and follow up with
a canvass on their doorstep,”
it adds.
Sinn Féin has so far said it is
fully compliant with electoral
and Facebook rules.
We will just have to take
them at their word again,
I suppose.

Philip Ryan

POLITICAL EDITOR

SINN Féin has been called on
to “decommission” its secret
voter database after Mary Lou
McDonald admitted it had not
been in compliance with data
protection laws.
Fine Gael Senator John Cummins said revelations around
the Abú system were “like
Cambridge Analytica meets
Ardoyne via Serbia, Frankfurt,
Manhattan and London”.
Speaking in the Seanad, Mr
Cummins added: “I suspect
even Edward Snowden would
struggle to get to the bottom
of this sophisticated cyber
operation.” The senator added
that “the only way this controversy can end is for Sinn Féin
to commit to decommissioning this database”.
The Cambridge Analytica
scandal involved a private
company gleaming the personal information of Facebook
users without their knowledge
for political campaigning during Donald Trump’s election in
the US and the Brexit referendum campaign.
Sports Minister Jack Chambers also said he was con-

Biden is not expected to
visit here during UK trip
Senan Molony

saying sorry for vicious murder

might have to have a chat with
Mary Lou. They’re very persuasive. They have their methods.
But she pulled it back.
Lest anyone be in any doubt
whatsoever, Sinn Féin is
not distancing itself from the
violence perpetrated by IRA.
Quite the contrary.
Mary Lou was never in the
IRA so she doesn’t know
much about their activities.

Excuses:
Lord Louis
Mountbatten
who was
murdered by
the IRA in Co
Sligo 1979

Now she wasn’t not in the IRA
the same way as Gerry Adams
wasn’t in the IRA, nudge,
nudge, wink, wink.
Pressed on RTÉ’s Prime
Time on whether it was wrong
for a Provo member to explode
the Mullaghmore bomb when
he saw there were children on
the boat, she replied: “Well, I
don’t know that that’s the case.”
It was an intriguing answer.
She also used lots of the usual
whataboutery Shinnerspeak
about “a conflict” and “a war”,
when talking about the Provisional IRA’s campaign of
terrorist violence during the
Troubles.
Be careful what you say on
this topic the next time a Sinn
Féin TD canvasses you. The
Shinners will write it down and
lodge it in their bank of notes.
The Provisional movement
has now moved the bank of

notes from a secure location in
the UK and laundered it back
into the EU. Sounds familiar
somehow.
Anything you say may now
go on your file on the Sinn Féin
Abú system, the centralised
database of voters and their
intentions. Big Brother in his
balaclava is watching you.
Sinn Féin’s internal documents refer to using technology tools to turn voters from
“likely supporters, to firm supporters and ultimately republicanise them”. “This will be who
will vote for us in any election”
and “will ultimately be a key
core for a unity referendum
when it comes”. It’s all part of
the project, which involves
excusing – not apologising for
– IRA atrocities.
Once you’re ‘republicanised’,
you too will legitimise the
murders of the IRA.

cerned that the controversy
was an “Irish version of what
happened with Cambridge
Analytica”.
Speaking on RTÉ Radio One,
Mr Chambers questioned Sinn
Féin TD Louise O’Reilly about
the database.
Ms O’Reilly insisted her
party was not engaged in similar practice to Cambridge
Analytica.
Ms O’Reilly was also asked by
Mr Chambers about internal
Sinn Féin training documents
which showed her party members were told to elicit information from Facebook users
which could be cross referenced with its Abú database to
establish the home addresses
of potential voters.
“What you’re referring to is
a handbook that refers to people who, you know...engaging
with voters where they’re at,
and using Facebook as a communication tool,” the Fingal
TD added.
Ms O’Reilly added that Facebook “is a very, very important
communication tool” but said
the party “doesn’t mine data”.
She said the party’s regular use of Facebook surveys
informed its policies.

World
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There is currently ‘no
planned Ireland stop’ by Joe
Biden during his visit
to Europe in June.
The US President – who
has strong Irish ancestry
in both Mayo and Louth –
will be visiting the UK and
Belgium for G7 and Nato
summits respectively, but
any visit here will have to
wait.
When asked about the
possibility of an Irish leg
to the summer trip, White
House press secretary Jen
Psaki said: “I announced the
confirmed parts of his trip at
this point in time.
I don’t have any additional
stops to add but the trip
is six weeks away, it’s all
running together.
“If we have more
components of the trip to
announce we will do that
but there is not currently a
planned Ireland stop,” she
added.
The Department of
the Taoiseach also said
it had not received any
advance notification of Mr

US President Joe Biden plans
to visit Ireland during his term
Biden’s trip and concluded
that the itinerary does
not allow for a ‘sidebar’ to
Ireland on this occasion.
A spokesman said the
Taoiseach had extended “an
open invitation” to the US
President to visit Ireland and
his response was “try and
stop me”.
Sources said the Biden
camp wanted a ‘celebratory’
trip to Ireland and it is not
felt that the current health
emergency – which would
prevent crowds – was the
appropriate context.
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● Government keen to introduce
minimum pricing ‘within weeks’
HUGH O’CONNELL
THE Government is to introduce minimum unit pricing (MUP) on alcohol,
which will increase the price of cheap
wine, beer and spirits within weeks,
the Sunday Independent can reveal.
A leaked draft of a government memo
due to be brought to Cabinet outlines
plans to press ahead with commencing
Section 11 of the Public Health Alcohol
Act, which will set a minimum price
of 10 cent per gram of alcohol.
Taoiseach Micheál Martin is strongly
backing the new measures, which are
also being pushed by Minister of State
for Public Health Frank Feighan. Health
Minister Stephen Donnelly wants to
introduce MUP “as soon as possible”,
according to the draft memo, which
states that alcohol consumption presents additional risks of contracting
and recovering from Covid-19 as well

Brendan
O’Connor

Tony vs Leo
Part 2?
Maybe not

as spreading the disease.
The new pricing regime would set
a minimum price of €1.32 on a 440ml
can of lager; €7.75 on a 750ml bottle of
chardonnay; and €20.71 on a 700ml
bottle of gin or vodka.
A separate internal government
document details how MUP would
increase the price of low-cost alcohol
such as a 70cl bottle of Tesco’s ownbrand vodka from around €12.99 to
€20.71 (up €7.72); a similar-sized bottle
of gin from €14.25 to €20.71 (up €6.46);
a €3.99 bottle of wine to €6.50 (€2.51);
and increase the price of a two-litre
bottle of Linden Village cider from
€6.40 to €7.89 (€1.49).
Research by the University of Sheffield estimates that minimum pricing
would reduce alcohol-attributable
deaths by nearly 200 per year, meaning
Continued on page 3

A

t times, it felt like everyone was
trying to extract the maximum
bit of last-minute fun while the
substitute teacher was still here, before Mr Holohan came back.
Leo Varadkar was opening
everything, even standing up for his
beleaguered constituency, The People
Who Get Up Early In The Morning
(To Go To The Gym). The Tánaiste
boldly stood up for the squeezed middle, announcing that he, for one, was
sick of running around the park and
he would be making a stand for the
Cardio Classes, who have taken a huge
HIIT in this pandemic and who expect their reps to spot them.
Even Sensible Simon (as against the
other one, Sensitive Simon) got in on

● Katrina Markey and Hayley Durnin, from Dundalk, enjoying a refreshing dip in Salterstown, Co Louth,
yesterday as the country embraced the good weather. Picture by David Conachy

Taoiseach Micheál Martin has branded
Sinn Féin’s failure to answer questions
about its secret voter database and use
of social media as “deeply sinister”.
“It is unprecedented and it is deeply
worrying and I believe that Sinn Féin’s
behaviour in terms of its lack of transparency in responding to legitimate
questions is deeply sinister,” Mr Martin
told the Sunday Independent as he spoke
for the first time about the controversy surrounding the opposition party’s
Abú system.
The Taoiseach said he found it “incredible” that Sinn Féin had not appointed a data protection officer to oversee a database that has been based in
both London and Germany and contained the names, home addresses and
perceived voting intentions of Irish
citizens.

ŠFull story page 2

Colleges spending heavily on presidents’ perks
WAYNE O’CONNOR
Colleges are spending significant sums as
their top officials rack up air miles to
attend international seminars and promote Irish institutions abroad, a Sunday Independent investigation reveals.
Credit cards at colleges have been used
to cover the cost of meals at exclusive
restaurants and five-star hotel stays and
to pay for flights to the Cannes Film Fes-

tival, incurring hundreds of thousands
of euro in bills.
Receipts from University College Cork
(UCC) show former president Professor
Patrick O’Shea spent heavily to attend
Harvard seminars, eat at the five-star
Hayfield Manor Hotel in Cork and
take trips to Florida and other parts of
the US for work. Appointed early in 2017,
he accumulated spending of €20,000 in
his first 12 months.

Dún Laoghaire Institute of Art, Design
and Technology’s (IADT) credit card
was used to pay for its then president
Dr Annie Doona to fly to the French
Riviera for the Cannes Film Festival in
2017, 2018 and 2019.
Dr Doona is acting chair of Screen
Ireland, formerly known as the Irish
Film Board (IFB). Records released by
IADT show the IFB reimbursed the college for the 2017 and 2018 flights. IADT

the act, not exactly promising foreign
holidays but not exactly ruling them
out either. This talk of good news on
the horizon sent people into a frenzy.
All the talk about how much we had
loved rediscovering our own country
last summer went out the window
once people got a sniff of Spain.
Talk of the imminent EU vaccine
passports also sent everyone into
a frenzy of calculations. The 60- to
70-year-olds suddenly realised they
might miss the summer as the gap
increases on the unloved AstraZeneca. Meanwhile, the 50- to 60-yearolds crossed their fingers and quietly
hoped that the J&J vaccine would
be deemed safe only for them. They
mightn’t get maximum protection but

one jab and they’d be eligible for their
passport.
The good weather helped. On a sunny day in Ireland, the mood lifts and
anything seems possible. As we got
increasingly giddy, even indoor dining
was being mentioned. It seemed the
only one not getting in on giving out
some premature good news was the
poor, responsible Taoiseach.
But, as we had our fun, at the back
of our mind always was the knowledge that Dr Tony was coming back
and he might be tempted to put a stop
to this nonsense and remind us that
we still have 400 cases a day. Dr Glynn
has been doing a great job and can be
steely at times, but he is of that generation who fundamentally, deep down,

want to be liked. Tony is old-school.
He doesn’t need us to like him, just
to respect him. Maybe even fear him
when necessary.
So Dr Tony’s opening salvo back
into our consciousness on Thursday
came as a pleasant surprise. He’d almost remind you of those people who
used to talk about protecting the vulnerable and letting everyone else get
on with their lives. The calculus has
changed, he told us. We’re not quite
there but we can be ambitious about
opening up. He hinted at a long-term
plan for the next few months for, dare
we say, living with Covid.
Even he didn’t totally rule out foreign holidays. It won’t be soon but
he was clear he doesn’t want any re-

could not clarify last week if the 2019
costs had been repaid.
An analysis of four years of spending
by presidents at every university and
institute of technology shows bills have
topped €770,000, despite third-level
colleges facing mounting funding shortfalls and the need for an estimated €1bn
annually by 2030 to sustain the sector.

ŠFull report pages 10-11
strictions to last any longer than they
need to.
For those who’d been expecting Leo
versus Tony 2, we might be pleasantly surprised. But, then again, Tony’s
advice to Government when it actually comes can often be an unpleasant
surprise, too. So let’s not count our
chickens yet.
Recommended retail price of the Sunday Independent in R.O.I is €3.70
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T

en years ago, a junior employee
with responsibility for verifying
staff expenses at an Irish university told her superiors in the finance
department that she wasn’t comfortable with a number of claims on her desk.
They included spa treatments, questionable
mileage and the delivery of a fitted kitchen.
Go ahead and pay them, she was instructed.
She sent a dossier of concerns to the president, who ignored her. She left her job and
soon after wrote to the Committee of Public
Accounts. They wrote to the president. He replied — or, more likely, a legal firm well paid
for its services drafted a letter on his behalf.
“The university is satisfied it has dealt fully
with the allegations made by this employee,”
it said, adding: “Despite this, the employee
continues to make the same allegations.”
In other words, nothing to see here. This is
how things often work in Ireland.
Three years passed and nobody was any
the wiser about the expenses regime at the

University of Limerick. Leona O’Callaghan,
the former employee, tried to move on with
her life. Then she saw a front-page story in
the Limerick Leader about two staff members
from the UL finance department making certain allegations, which included inappropriate payments. One of the employees was her
successor in charge of expenses.
Again, UL vigorously rejected all allegations – and demanded an apology. When it
was not forthcoming, High Court proceedings
were issued against the newspaper. For good
measure, the university also personally sued
the Leader’s editor at the time — me. Nine
months and at least €60,000 later, the case
was dropped. UL later apologised for suing.
I remember meeting Leona O’Callaghan, a
few days after she’d seen that front-page story.
She talked about her experience in processing
expenses. The more senior the employee, the
less she felt she could question something. Or,
as she put it herself: “If you were on the VIP
list, you played by different rules.”

On pages 10-11 this week, UL graduate
Wayne O’Connor examines the expenses
claimed in recent years by every president of
an Irish university or institute of technology.
Readers can decide for themselves if the sums
involved represent good value for taxpayers’
money, at a time when we are often told there
is a funding crisis in Irish universities. On the
basis that all expenses have been reimbursed,
it seems the institutions are comfortable with
what they’ve paid out. We hope they are also
happy to have them scrutinised. It is notable,
though, that the levels of transparency provided following FOI requests by the Sunday
Independent varied considerably.
I was reminded of Leona O’Callaghan when
reading a comment about one of the presidential claims. “Why are we paying this?”
someone processing the form asked. “This
does not appear to be appropriate.” That’s
pretty much word for word what Leona was
asking a decade ago, when nobody wanted to
listen. Enjoy the paper – and your Sunday.
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Funeral tributes to mother who died on mountain run

New injury claims guidelines in place

SARAH SLATER

● New personal injuries guidelines came into effect
yesterday, setting out the level of damages applicable
for awards.
As a result, insurance reform campaigners expect the
cost of insurance renewals to drop from tomorrow.
Justice Minister Helen McEntee welcomed the commencement of the guidelines yesterday, saying they
were urgently needed to tackle high insurance costs
and ensure fairness for anyone who either suffered injury or was required to defend a claim.
“I hope the new guidelines will have an impact on the
award of damages in personal injuries cases, and that
the insurance companies will follow through and bring
down the cost of insurance. This is important for individual consumers, businesses and community groups
across the country,” she added.
“We will closely monitor the implementation and impact of the guidelines, in order to ensure they are having the desired effect.”

Gsoc complaint over Debenhams picket
● Debenhams workers who were removed from a picket in Dublin city centre last week are set to lodge a complaint with Gsoc, after gardaí were criticised for using
heavy-handed tactics at the protest.
People Before Profit TD Bríd Smith said the workers
will contact the Garda Ombudsman after people were
filmed being forcibly removed from
pickets.
Ms Smith said she wrote to Justice Minister Helen McEntee “requesting a full response from her
regarding the breach by gardaí of
public health legislation”. She has
also called on Garda Commissioner Drew Harris to speak publicly on
the matter.
Labour Senator Marie Sherlock wrote to Commissioner Harris, expressing concerns about the garda
response. “It is absolutely incumbent on An Garda
Síochána that proportionate, constructive and sensitive
policing practice is applied to any of these situations,”
she said.

Warning over Killarney National Park fire
● An Army helicopter was called to Kerry yesterday to
help local fire crews battle a blaze in Killarney National
Park, amid concerns over a threat to wildlife.
The fire, in an area between Muckross Lake and the
Upper Lake, spread across a large wooded area known
as the Eagle’s Nest. The Department of Housing and
Local Government said the large fire was “very serious”
and advised people to avoid the area.

Footballer’swalkinsolidaritywithelderly
● Former Dublin footballer Alan Brogan is hoping to
raise funds for marginalised elderly Irish people living
in Britain by taking part in a fundraising 5km walk.
‘Walking with Hope’ will see the three-time All-Ireland winner set off from the Papal Cross in Phoenix
Park at noon today. The walk is in support of the work
of the Irish Chaplaincy in London and to raise awareness of the plight of the elderly Irish in Britain, whether
living alone, in care homes or in prison.

No winner of €2.8m Lotto jackpot
● The numbers drawn in last night’s €2,851,051 Lotto
draw were: 5, 11, 16, 41, 43, 47 (bonus 14). Lotto Plus 1
jackpot numbers: 9, 23, 33, 38, 39, 41 (bonus 44). Lotto
Plus 2 jackpot numbers: 16, 17, 23, 38, 41, 46 (bonus 34).
The raffle number was 4219.

September college return in sight
● Third-level students have been told they can expect
to be back on campus next September.
Junior Education Minister Niall Collins yesterday
said the vaccine rollout will help students return to
normal in the next academic year. He told SPIN Ar Scoil
on Spin South West that antigen testing will also help
colleges reopen.

Farmer leaves €5.6m in will
● Richard Robinson, farmer, formerly of Newberry
Hall, Carbury, Co Kildare, who died on October 23,
2019, has left €5,613,518 in his will.
Other wills: Patrick Casey, farmer/market gardener, Baskin, Kinsealy, Dublin, €3,356,281; Sean Gannon, company director, Ballyboughal, Co Dublin,
€2,551,249; Francis Blair, Ashton Park, Monkstown,
Dublin, €2,377,837; Patrick Garvey, farmer, Milltown,
Tuam, Co Galway, €1,563,242; Elizabeth McFarlane,
housewife, Mount Anville, Dublin, €1,514,905; Marjorie
Robinson, Delgany, Co Wicklow, €1,364,967; Daniel
Kennelly, accountant, Carrickhill Road, Portmarnock,
Dublin, €1,295,854; Eric Guiry, career guidance officer,
Trafalgar Lane, Monkstown, Dublin, €1,172,120; Eileen O’Meara Walsh, company director, Carrickmines,
Dublin, €998,146; and writer Brendan Ó Cathaoir, of
Church Road, Bray, Co Wicklow, left €385,426.
Value of estates may include property, including the
family home, and are not regarded as cash amounts

T

he funeral of a mother of
two who died while out for a
morning run in the Comeragh
Mountains heard how a “special”
person would always be remembered.
Gillian Ryan (37), of Ashill, Horse
and Jockey, Thurles, Co Tipperary,
went missing last Sunday about
12.45pm near Coumshingaun Loop
trail.
The alarm was raised when she did
not make contact with her husband
by 2pm. Gardaí were called at 3pm.
Her body was found by rescue
teams in a steep gully above the
lake at 6.30pm last Monday.
The South Eastern Mountain
Rescue Association (Semra) led
the multi-agency search along with
Search and Rescue Dog Association
Ireland, Rescue 117 of the Irish Coast
Guard, the Kerry Mountain Rescue,

Dublin and Wicklow search teams
and the Glen of Imaal mountain rescuers and Civil Defence volunteers.
Yesterday, family and friends
gathered for her funeral mass at
the Cathedral of the Assumption
in Thurles, Co Tipperary.
Family members carried symbols
of her life to the altar. Her daughter Amelia Rose brought a family
photograph of them taken in the
countryside, while her son Conor
presented the runners she used for
athletics which, mourners heard,
“was at the heart of her life”.
“Gillian,” they were told, “loved
being out of doors running.” A pair of
scissors was also brought to remind
mourners of her working life as a
hairdresser and the many friends
she made during her career.
Mourners heard: “No one expected
to be here a week ago and so it’s the
tragic death of Gillian that brings

us all together today. It’s a great loss
and we express our sincere sympathy to her husband Conor, daughter Amelia Rose, son Conor Jamie,
mother Margaret, father Tommy,
sister Theresa, brothers Thomas
and Colm.
“You may be seeing clouds, dark
clouds these days instead of sunshine,
but her spirit lives on. We celebrate
her life — she was a special person.
Gillian loved this place, and would
drop in to light a candle. She had
strong faith. A life lived in a loving,
caring way. Too short a life. Length
of years is not what’s important.
“Gillian crowded so much into
her short life. Her family was always
at the centre of her life. Conor was
truly blessed to have Gillian as a
soulmate, to have so many shared
interests and their children together.
“The hallmarks ‘kind, patient,
trusting and caring’ were the hall-

marks of her life. She brought joy
and light to so many people. She
was kind, friendly, generous, and
would lift your spirits with her
friendly smile. We thank her for all
the goodness she did.
“Throughout her working life as
a hairdresser, her clients became
her friends.”
Mourners were also told: “She
loved running with Thurles Crokes,
road running, and cross country
with the national awards she won.
Gillian was happy out in the fresh
air, enjoying the countryside.
“Her family are so grateful to SEMRA, other search and rescue teams,
gardaí and volunteers.”
Numerous guards of honour lined
the route on her final journey including from Thurles Crokes, her
former schools, gardaí and Semra.
Her burial took place in St Peter’s
cemetery, Moycarkey, Co Tipperary.

SF’s secret cyber tactics
‘sinister’, says Taoiseach
● Party ‘failed to
comply with the
most basic of laws’
PHILIP RYAN

T

aoiseach Micheál Martin has
branded Sinn Féin’s failure to
answer questions about its secret voter database and use of social
media as “deeply sinister”.
Speaking for the first time about the
controversy around Sinn Fein’s
Abú database, Mr Martin called on
“all regulatory authorities” and the
political system to investigate what
Mary Lou McDonald’s party is doing with the personal information
of millions of voters.
“It is unprecedented and it is deeply
worrying, and I believe Sinn Féin’s
behaviour, in terms of its lack of
transparency in responding to legitimate questions, is deeply sinister,”
he told the Sunday Independent.
“For two weeks they were flailing
about the place, not telling the truth,
saying everything was above board
and there was ‘nothing to see here’.
“In fact, their party leader has admitted now, after weeks of denial,
that Sinn Féin did not comply with
the most basic of laws when compiling their Abú database.”
Mr Martin said he found it “incredible” that Sinn Féin had not
appointed a data protection officer
to oversee a database, based first
in London then Germany, that
contained the names, addresses and voting intentions of Irish
citizens.
“While there are exemptions
for use of the electoral register
for electoral activities by elected
public representatives, this use of
the electoral register on a national
scale — and its industrialisation at
a central level — is not covered by
this exemption,” Mr Martin said.
The Taoiseach also said there is
“something sinister” about Sinn
Féin telling party members to elicit
information from Facebook users
and to cross-reference it with Abú
in order to establish where potential voters live.
An internal Sinn Féin training
manual for using Facebook states:
“You can use the search function in
the Abú system to find the person
you have engaged with online, tag
them as a social media engager and
follow up with a canvass on their
doorstep.”

This publication supports the work of the Press Council
of Ireland and the office of the Press Ombudsman,
and our staff operate within the Code of Practice for
journalists in Ireland. You can obtain a copy of the Code,
or contact the Council, at presscouncil.ie,
Lo-call 1890 208 080, or info@presscouncil.ie

● Micheál Martin slammed SF tactics as undermining politics
Yesterday, Sinn Féin housing
spokesperson Eoin Ó Broin said the
training presentation was “stupidly
worded” and claimed the database
could not be used to cross-reference
information elicited from Facebook
users.
Mr Martin said TD Mr Ó Broin’s
comments were “not credible”.
“Does he take us all for fools when
he says the language was stupid?”
he asked. “No one buys that, and he
should respect people a bit more,
rather than take them for fools.”
Last week, Mr Ó Broin said he
does elicit personal information
from social media users, but insisted he does it consensually. Asked if

he used the Abú database to record
this information, the Dublin MidWest deputy said he stored it in his
memory.
The Taoiseach also accused Sinn
Féin of adding to the “toxic atmosphere” of social media.
“We know there is large group
of Facebook users who target people online, and it is noticeable that
when members of other political
parties tweet or post, there is almost
an automated factory response of
attacking and undermining, in a
very aggressive and hostile way,”
Mr Martin said.
“If someone isn’t favourably disposed to Sinn Féin, there has been
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a pattern of very hostile and toxic
trolling and targeting of that person.
“Sinn Féin’s tactics on social media
are undermining decent politics.”
The Taoiseach’s comments come
after Ms McDonald admitted the
Abú database was not in compliance
with data protection legislation.
Despite holding the personal
information of millions of voters,
the party had not registered a data
protection officer to oversee the
database.
Ms McDonald conceded the party only registered a data protection
officer after it was contacted by the
Data Protection Commissioner following reports about Abú published
in the Sunday Independent.
A data protection officer must
be qualified for the role and must
register with the Data Protection
Commissioner. Sinn Féin appointed
a data protection officer after being
contacted by the commissioner.
During an interview on RTÉ’s Prime
Time, Ms McDonald also admitted
the party had not carried out a data
protection impact assessment on
the internal voter database.
Under GDPR, public bodies are
required to carry out risk assessments to ensure their databases
are compliant with legislation and
that the information stored on servers is safe.
On the Late Late Show, Northern Ireland’s Deputy First Minister
Michelle O’Neill was asked about
Ms McDonald confirming the two
breaches.
She said: “Sorry, I didn’t see Prime
Time, so I’m not going to second-guess
what she said.”
Ms O’Neill has refused to answer
questions about her Facebook account
being managed from Serbia. She
did not say why that arrangement
ended after it was reported.
Ms McDonald revealed last week
that the Sinn Féin voter database
had been stored in London, but after
Brexit it was moved to Frankfurt.
Sinn Féin is still refusing to answer questions on why it closed the
online portal for the Abú system
when details of its existence were
made public.
Sinn Féin TD David Cullinane said
the database was “compromised”
when its existence was reported.
However, the party would not say
how it had been compromised or
why the portal was moved to a new
website domain.
The password-protected database can currently be accessed at
sfcanvass.ie.
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● Gillian Ryan, who died in
the Comeragh Mountains

Man(18)
on‘Romeo
andJuliet’
abduction
charge
STEPHEN GORDON

T

he case of a man accused
of abducting a 14-year-old
girl has been described
in court as “Romeo and Juliet
gone wrong”.
Nojus Maculevicius (18), of
Blackrock, Co Louth, is accused
of abducting the girl and travelling across the Border into
Northern Ireland.
He appeared yesterday at
Belfast Laganside Magistrates’
Court, where he was further
charged with possessing a Category A indecent image in the
form of a Polaroid photo.
Mr Maculevicius appeared via
video link from Musgrave PSNI
station and was wearing a police
issue grey tracksuit.
He was further accused of
driving without a licence, driving
without insurance and driving
on a provisional licence unaccompanied. Defence solicitor
Sophie McClintock told the
court Mr Maculevicius had been
involved in a relationship with
the girl for some time.
“This is a Romeo and Juliet
gone wrong. The IP [injured
party] came to no harm and
she is back safe at home with
her family,” Ms McClintock said.
It was claimed the pair had
been in a relationship with the
support of both families.
The solicitor added that no
statement had been made to
police by the girl, and said the
defendant was in full-time employment and was training to
become an electrical engineer.
She said he had no criminal
record, and this was the first
time he had ever been in custody.
Police objected to bail, fearing
Mr Maculeviciushad already
evaded them for three days despite a media campaign.
His solicitor said Mr Maculevicius’ parents had offered
a £5,000 €5,750) cash surety.
Judge Amanda Henderson
granted bail, but warned the
teenager it was “important, Nojus, that you have absolutely no
contact with the injured party
in any form through any media
or through a third party”.
He was also ordered to surrender his Lithuanian passport.
He is due to reappear in court
next month.
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Sinn Féin
intends to
store voter
data for up
to a decade

THE PARTIES AND THEIR DATA

THE QUESTIONS

1. Does your party maintain a
national voter database?

THE ANSWERS
Fine Gael

Fianna Fáil

Green Party

1. Fine Gael does not maintain a
national voter database.

1. No, we do not maintain a national
voter database.

2. Fine Gael’s Data Protection
Officer has been in place since 2018
and their details are registered with
the Data Protection Commission.

2. Yes. Fianna Fáil takes its
data protection obligations
very seriously. We appointed a
qualified Data Protection Officer
in April 2018, in anticipation of,
and prior to, the enactment of the
relevant legislation.

1. The Green Party does not maintain
a database of voters. The party holds
a copy of the electoral registers which
are available to all parties but does
not enhance that data set nor do we
amend or otherwise ‘maintain’ a voter
database. Representatives act as
independent data controllers.

3. The need for a data protection
impact assessment has not arisen.

3. We regularly review the security
of the data that we hold. As the
Party does not perform high risk
profiling activities, we have had no
need to conduct a Data Protection
Impact Assessment.

New privacy policy also says the
party may move data outside EU
Philip Ryan
SINN Féin plans to store the
personal information of millions of Irish voters on its Abú
database in Germany for up to
ten years.
A new privacy policy, which
was quietly uploaded to the
party’s website, also says Sinn
Féin may move the names,
home addresses and perceived
voting intentions of millions
of voters outside the EU in the
future.
Despite insisting the party
was fully compliant with data
protection laws for weeks,
Sinn Féin has only now published detailed information
on how it stores and processes
voter details on its previously
secret internal database.
The new policy document
includes the revelation Sinn
Féin plans to store the personal details of 3.5m people

The new privacy
policy describes Abú
as a ‘canvass aid’
for “as long as is necessary for
the purpose of our electoral
activities”.
The party says “typically,
that is a period of two election cycles for each type of
election”, which is generally
around 10 years.
Sinn Féin also says it “may,
in the future, make use of services provided by third parties
for the delivery of our services
which may necessitate the
transfer of personal data outside the EU/EEA”.
The party says it will move
the personal information of
voters only to countries with
an “adequate level of data
protection”.
The party’s failure to inform
citizens it was collecting their
personal details or tell them
how long it planned to retain
the information was a central
issue raised by the Data Protection Commissioner during
its talks with Sinn Féin.
Sinn Féin had not informed

the Data Protection Commissioner or the public about its
voter database until details of
its existence were published in
the Irish Independent.
The new privacy policy
describes Abú as a “canvass
aid” comprising voter details
contained in the electoral register and the marked electoral
register along with “additional
canvass information”.
Sinn Féin says the party may
“collect and process data”
including names, addresses,
Eircode and “information on
how likely in the canvasser’s
opinion you are to support
Sinn Féin in an election”.
The party says it uses the
information for its “legitimate interest of pursuing our
political activities” and in the
“important public interest of
pursuing electoral activities”.
The party says it does not
conduct profiling other than
processing the information
it collects from voters during
door-to-door canvasses.
However, a Sinn Féin digital training manual showed
members were told to crossreference information elicited
from Facebook users with the
Abú system to establish where
potential voters live.
“Facebook will show you the
name of the person and often
roughly where they live. By
engaging with them you may
be able to elicit more specific
information that will help
you pinpoint them in the real
world,” the presentation said.
“You can use the search function in the Abú system to find
the person you have engaged
with online, tag them as a
social media engager and follow up with a canvass on their
doorstep,” it added.
Sinn Féin housing spokesperson Eoin Ó Broin has said
the digital training is “stupidly
worded”.
Taoiseach Micheál Martin
accused Mr Ó Broin of trying
to “take us all for fools”.
“No one buys that, and he
should respect people a bit
more, rather than take them
for fools,” Mr Martin told the
Sunday Independent.

2. Has your party appointed a data protection
officer? If so, who and when appointed?

2. The Green Party’s Data Protection
Officer was appointed in November
2020 and is registered with the Data
Protection Commissioner.
3. The party will always conduct a
data protection impact assessment
prior to ... any new processing.

Social Democrats appointed data
Philip Ryan and Senan
Molony
THE
Social
Democrats
appointed a data protection
officer only in the wake of
the ongoing controversy surrounding Sinn Féin’s secret
voter database, the Abú system.
A survey of all political parties in the Dáil revealed Sinn
Féin is the only party storing
the personal information of
voters in a national database.
It emerged last week Sinn

News
SF TD
Carthy
pays
tribute to
IRA man
shot dead
in 1986
and who
was linked
to 10
murders
14

Overhaul:
Justice
Minister
Helen
McEntee
to draft
landmark bill

Féin did not have a legally
required data protection
officer appointed to oversee Abú, which contains the
names, addresses and perceived voting intentions of
millions of people.
Sinn Féin also failed to carry
out a data protection impact
assessment on Abú, which is
based in Germany.
The Irish Independent asked
every party whether they
maintain a national voter database similar to the one operated by Mary Lou McDonald’s

All
parties
asked if
they
had
data
officer

party. All respondents said
they did not have a national
voter database.
Each party was also asked
whether they had a data protection officer appointed to
monitor and safeguard any
information they hold relating
to the electorate.
They were also asked
whether they carried out a
data protection impact assessment (DPIA) on any databases
they hold.
Fine Gael said it has had
a data protection commis-

Watchdog could get power
Robin Schiller
A NEW Garda watchdog will
be given stronger powers
to carry out unannounced
inspections of Garda stations
under proposed policing
reforms.
Justice Minister Helen
McEntee will today seek Government approval to draft a
landmark bill that would overhaul internal and external governance of the force.
The bill will also aim to make
community safety an “all of
Government” responsibility

and also improve independent oversight of our national
security.
One key proposal is to combine the functions of two
existing oversight bodies, the
Policing Authority and the
Garda Inspectorate, into a
new Policing and Community
Safety Authority.
The new watchdog will be
given stronger oversight ability, including the power to
carry out unannounced visits
of Garda stations, as part of its
inspections.
There are also plans to
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3. Have you carried out a data protection impact assessment in
any database you hold? For example, studies into its security

Labour Party

Social Democrats

People Before Profit

1. No

1 + 2.The party does not process data
on a large scale but as a growing
political party and the necessity for
the public to have trust in how we
process data, we opted to appoint a
data protection officer last week.

1. No

2. Yes, Finbarr O’Malley and he
was appointed following the
introduction of GDPR
3. Yes, when GDPR was introduced,
and, as and when required.

3. As the Social Democrats do not
store or process voter information,
and only maintain a database for
members and subscribers, a DPIA
has not been carried out.

2. Yes. Mark Penny was appointed
in April 2018, ahead of the
implementation of GDPR. Mark
is a full-time employee of People
Before Profit

Euro MPs’ vote on the
EU-UK Brexit deal
today ushers in new
era of hope for North
ANALYSIS

3. Yes, on a continual basis.

John
Downing

P

protection officer after Abú row
sioner registered with the
Data Protection Commissioner since 2018. The party
said “the need for a data protection impact assessment has
not arisen”.
Fianna Fáil said it has a
“qualified” data protection
commissioner appointed since
April 2018 “in anticipation of,
and prior to, the enactment”
of the General Data Protection
Regulations (GDPR).
Fianna Fáil said it “regularly
reviews the security of the
data that we hold” but said it

had not done a data protection
impact assessment because it
“does not perform high-risk
profiling activities” .
The Green Party said it
appointed a data protection
commissioner in November
last year.
The Social Democrats said it
has a members and subscribers database but did not have
a national or local voter database. It said the party did not
process data on a large scale
but as a “growing political
party and with the necessity

‘Does
not
process
data on
large
scale’

for the public to have trust
in how we process data” it
appointed a data protection
officer last week.
The Labour Party has had
a data protection officer
appointed since GDPR was
introduced. The party carried
out a data protection impact
assessment around the same
time.
People Before Profit has had
a data protection officer since
2018 and carry out data protection impact assessment on
a continual basis.

for unannounced visits to Garda stations
reform how investigations into
alleged Garda wrongdoing are
carried out by restructuring
and strengthening the Garda
Síochána Ombudsman Commission (Gsoc).
This will include expanding
Gsoc’s remit to include Garda
staff as well as allegations that
come to light other than by
way of complaint from a member of the public.
An overhaul of its investigative procedures is also planned
to ensure complaints are dealt
with in a timely and effective
manner.

Gardaí
could
also get
body
cams

The current three-person
commission will also be
replaced and the model reformatted to allow for a clear and
publicly identifiable leader of
Gsoc.
The Policing, Security and
Community Safety Bill has
been developed on recommendations previously made by the
Commission on the Future of
Policing in Ireland.
In 2018 it made 50 proposals
on how to reform the security
of the State, policing in Ireland
and oversight of the gardaí.
These included superseding

Gsoc with a new oversight
body, creating a national central intelligence agency, and
developing body-worn cameras for frontline gardaí.
Ms McEntee’s bill also plans
to make community safety a
responsibility across all Government agencies, as opposed
to relying solely on the gardaí
and Department of Justice.
The ‘whole of government’
approach would mean health
and education agencies as
well as social services, local
authorities and the gardaí
would work together.

RONOUNCEMENTS about
street violence
“petering out” in
the North are very
risky. There generally follows
a sinking feeling that the
next morning’s news will
bring extensive tales of míle
murder.
But having got that bit of
retaliation in first, let’s just
note that we have three
pieces of Brexit good news
to offer today. First is that
weekend demonstrations
against the Brexit protocol
passed off without anything
like the major violent
scenes we had seen over the
preceding month.
Second is that the EU-UK
trade deal clears a major
hurdle today when the
European Parliament
members will endorse
it. That ratification vote
comes despite MEPs’ earlier
warnings to London that they
would not do so because of
obstructive actions against
the North’s special trade
status.
That positive development
brings us to the final piece
of good news. It is a growing
hope in Brussels, London
and Dublin that EU-UK talks
are quietly going in the right
direction to iron out the
difficulties which fed into the
North’s worst street riots in
many decades, which kicked
off around Easter.
After five years of misery,
predicting good outcomes on
EU-UK Brexit negotiations is
a bit like talking up an end to
street violence in Belfast and
Derry.
But it is always a good sign
when a vexed issue goes quiet
and the public rhetoric is
taken out of the equation.
This day last week we
reported on an interesting
opinion poll for Queen’s
University Belfast about
Brexit and the North.
The less surprising news
was that people were still
evenly divided about the
value of the North’s special
trade access to the EU and
the UK.
The more interesting
news was that a very similar
proportion of people –
about six out of 10 – are still
opposed to the principle of
the United Kingdom leaving
the European Union. And

two out of three people in the
North think that some kind of
special Brexit arrangements
are needed for Northern
Ireland.
Unsurprisingly, the
population has no faith
whatever in the governments
in either or London or Belfast
to resolve this Brexit impasse.
But the bulk of people did
believe that the North’s
business community has
the smarts to find ways
around the problems.
Interestingly, the word from
Brussels right now is that is
precisely what is happening.
The flashpoint checks on
goods coming into the North
from England, Scotland
and Wales are being better
managed as traders become
more knowledgeable about
procedures.
On paper both the EU side,
led by Commission vicepresident, Maros Sefcovic
of Slovakia, and UK chief
negotiator David Frost, are
still very far apart in their
stances.
There remains the little
matter of a law case being
taken by Brussels against
London because the UK
government just helped itself

Brussels officials
hope the North’s
protocol can be made
to work efficiently
to an unauthorised extension
of a three-month “grace
period” until next October.
This day last week was
the last time UK Prime
Minister Boris Johnson
spoke about it all in a special
BBC programme about the
North’s centenary.
He used the same
rhetoric criticising the
protocol but also spoke about
“sandpapering” some of the
arrangements to make them
work.
Let us not neglect two other
good news spin-offs from the
Euro MEPs’ endorsement of
the EU-UK trade deal today.
One is that there is no return
of a hard Border in Ireland,
the other is that the final fear
of a crash-out Brexit with
tariffs and quotas on Irish-UK
trade is now definitively
banished.
There are still tough
challenges ahead as food
labelling rules especially
become more complex in the
weeks ahead.
A move by Britain to apply
EU plant and animal health
rules in the North, if not in
all the UK, would be a great
help here, though it appears
unlikely.
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All parties
face probe
over data
collected
on voters

Lucrative
lease deal for
fund exposes
our housing
shambles
Philip Ryan
and Donal O’Donovan

:: Audit sparked by controversy
over Sinn Féin’s secret database
based in Russia who are demanding a
ransom in order to reboot the health
service’s computer systems.
THE Data Protection Commissioner
Central to the data protection audit
is to begin an unprecedented audit will be a review of each party’s adherof all political parties following the ence to strict data protection laws and
controversy surrounding Sinn Féin’s the legal requirement to carry out a
secret internal voter database, the risk assessment on databases containAbú system.
ing personal information.
Commissioner Helen Dixon has
The commissioner will also examine
written to political parties outlining whether parties adhered to the legal
her intention to begin an immediate requirements to appoint a data proreview of how they have handled the tection officer to oversee and protect
personal information of voters and information they hold.
party members.
Deputy Data Protection CommisThe probe will look at practices dat- sioner Graham Doyle confirmed
ing back over the past three years.
representatives from all parties in
The move comes in the wake of an Leinster House had been told an audit
Irish Independent investigation which would be carried out into “each politirevealed Sinn Féin was secretly stor- cal party in the State”.
ing the personal information of milHe said the audit would consider
lions of voters in a database based in whether parties provided “transparFrankfurt, Germany.
ent information” to the people whose
The audit also comes amid renewed data they were storing.
focus on data protection following the
cyber attack on the HSE by criminals
Full report: Page 13
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POLITICAL EDITOR

Derval at 40: Olympian, mother and
entrepreneur says age is not a hurdle
TRIPLE Olympian Derval O’Rourke marks her 40th birthday with the sage
advice that age is not something to be afraid of. The Covid-19 pandemic
kick-started Derval’s online business, and the mother-of-two said that she had
never been busier. “We cannot let age dictate limitations or place roadblocks
in our path,” she said. PHOTO: JOLEEN CRONIN See page 14

A STATE-BACKED investment
fund is to lease 125 new homes
to a local authority under a
lucrative agreement.
Under the deal, Kildare
County Council will pay rental
income on properties owned
by Ardstone Homes for almost
a quarter of a century.
The council will be obliged to
manage the social homes and
ensure they do not fall into disrepair while being rented.
As the housing crisis deepens, councils around the country have been striking 25-year
leasing deals with funds to
meet social housing targets.
However, they have come in
for criticism with Social Democrats co-leader Catherine
Murphy saying the leases are
hugely lucrative for the funds.
In the case of the Kildare
deal, rent charged by the
investment fund will be 95pc
of the market rate and will be
linked to the consumer price
index, while the rates will be
reviewed every three years.
The Government’s Ireland
Strategic Investment Fund
invested €30m in the privately-owned Ardstone Homes
in 2016, which was used by
it to buy development sites,
including land managed by
the National Asset Management Agency.
However, the development
in Whitewell Estate in Naas,
which is being leased to the
council, is not believed to have
been a Nama site.
Full reports: Pages 4-5
Recommended retail price of the Irish Independent in
ROI is €2.20 (£1.50 in Northern Ireland)
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Ex-minister Murphy finds new role – as election watchdog in Armenia
Hugh O’Connell
EOGHAN MURPHY, who
quit the Dáil last month, has
flown to Armenia to lead an
elections watchdog mission.
He is working for
the Organisation for Security
and Co-operation in Europe
(OSCE) on an election
observation mission in the
former Soviet republic.
The former Fine Gael TD
appeared yesterday at a press
conference in the capital,
Yerevan, ahead of snap
parliamentary elections in the
country on June 20.
The election was triggered
last month by the resignation

of prime minister Nikol
Pashinyan in the wake of
political tensions following
last year’s defeat in a war
with neighbouring
Azerbaijan.
A ceasefire agreement
saw Armenia cede large
swathes of territory in the
Nagorno-Karabakh region
to Azerbaijan, which led to
widespread protests and calls
for Mr Pashinyan’s departure.
The issue of national
security and relations with
Russia is likely to be central to
the election.
Mr Murphy was selected
following an open
competition and is working

on a contract that will
end once the election is
over and the observation
mission produces a report, a
spokesperson for the OSCE
said.
The former housing
minister is leading a team of
11 international experts from
nine OSCE member countries
who will be based in Yerevan
over the coming weeks.
They will scrutinise whether
the elections are held in line
with traditional western
democratic practices.
His team will observe the
legal framework for elections
and its implementation,
campaign activities, the work

of the election administration
and government bodies,
including voter registration,
and the resolution of election
disputes.
“Media monitoring will also
form an integral part of the
election observation process,”
Mr Murphy said at the press
conference.
His team will produce a
report approximately two
months after the election
process has ended.
Armenia had been on
the Irish Government’s
mandatory hotel quarantine
list but was removed last
week.
“Within Armenia, the

ceasefire has evoked a strong
civil reaction and political
division, which may continue
for some time to come,”
the Department of Foreign
Affairs website says in a
warning to the public.
“We advise citizens to
consider postponing any
intended travel to Armenia
at this time, and would also
advise anyone already in
the region to be extremely
vigilant and to remain
indoors.”
Former Dublin Bay South
TD Mr Murphy’s resignation
has triggered a by-election in
the constituency that is due to
take place this summer.

Former TD Eoghan Murphy

All political parties
in State face probe
over voter data use
Move follows controversy over Sinn Féin’s Abú system
Philip Ryan
THE Data Protection Commissioner is to begin an unprecedented audit of all political
parties following the controversy surrounding Sinn Féin’s
secret internal voter database,
the Abú system.
Commissioner Helen Dixon
has written to political parties outlining her intention to
begin an immediate review of
how they handled the personal
information of voters and
party members. The probe will
look at practices dating back
over the past three years.
The move comes after an
Irish Independent investigation revealed Sinn Féin was
secretly storing the personal
information of millions of
voters on a database based in
Frankfurt, Germany.
The audit also comes amid
renewed focus on data protection in the wake of the cyber
attack on the HSE by criminals, believed to be based in
Russia, who are demanding a
ransom to reboot the health
service’s computer systems.
Central to the Data Protection audit will be a review
of each party’s adherence to
strict data protection laws
and the legal requirement to
carry out a risk assessment on
databases containing personal
information.
The commissioner will also
examine whether parties
adhered to the legal requirements to appoint a data protection officer.
Deputy Data Protection
Commissioner
Graham
Doyle said: “The data protec-

Inquiry: Data Protection
Commissioner Helen Dixon
tion audit will inquire into the
processing of personal data
since May 25, 2018, when the
GDPR came into effect, by
each political party.”
He said the audit will consider whether parties provided
“transparent information” to
the people whose data they are
storing. They will also examine
the legal basis and the security
of parties’ databases while also
looking at the personal rights
of the people whose information is being collated.
It is expected parties will
initially be asked a series of
questions, which may then be
followed up by interviews with
officials from the commissioner’s office.
The Irish Independent’s
reporting on Sinn Féin’s
Abú system over recent weeks
drew attention to the wider
issue of what information parties gather on potential voters.
Both Fianna Fáil and Fine
Gael have data protection
officers, but said they have not
had cause to carry out data
protection impact assess-

ments as they don’t retain
voter profiles.
The
Social
Democrats
appointed a data protection
officer last month, saying that
while they don’t have a largescale database, they see the
need for the public to trust
how they process information.
The Sinn Féin database contains the names, addresses
and perceived voting intentions of millions of voters,
and the information is held in
Frankfurt, Germany.
It was originally stored in
London but Sinn Féin moved
it after Brexit.
Sinn Féin did not have a registered data protection officer
appointed to safeguard the
database and did not carry
out a data protection impact
assessment when they created they Abú system. Both are
required under GDPR.
When details of its existence
first emerged, Sinn Féin TDs
insisted the database was fully
compliant with data protection
laws. However, party leader
Mary Lou McDonald later
went on live television and
admitted that it was not.
The party also published a
privacy policy for the Abú system which outlined how the
party intended to hold onto
voter data for up to 10 years.
Meanwhile, the Oireachtas Local Government Committee is to hear from party
general secretaries today as
part of a review of new electoral reform laws. Sinn Féin
decided not to send their general secretary and instead Eoin
Ó Broin, a committee member,
will attend.

Growth spurt: Maia Dunphy has launched Energia’s Get Ireland Growing campaign, for which
the energy company is giving away 1,000 large starter GROWBoxes to encourage more people to
grow their own food. Get Ireland Growing Day is on June 19. PHOTO: LEON FARRELL/PHOTOCALL IRELAND

Tragedy as boy (4) is killed in road accident
Eoghan Moloney
A YOUNG boy has died following a road accident in Co
Longford.
Gardaí said the accident
involved a single vehicle and
a four-year-old child and happened at around 2pm yesterday at Ardnacassa.
He was pronounced dead
at the scene and removed to
Mullingar Hospital.

The coroner was notified and
a post-mortem exam will take
place at a later date.
The scene was preserved
for examination yesterday
evening and local diversions
were in place.
No other injuries were
reported in the accident.
Gardaí are appealing to anyone who may have witnessed
the incident to come forward.
Any road
users who

were travelling in the Palace Crescent area of Ardnacassa between 1.30pm
and 2.30pm yesterday and
who may have camera footage
are asked to make it available
to gardaí.
Anyone with any information
is asked to contact Longford
garda station on 043 3350570,
the Garda Confidential Line
on 1800 666 111 or any garda
station.
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Sinn Féin document instructed party members to pose as pollsters
Philip Ryan

POLITICAL EDITOR

SINN FÉIN provided party
members with fake ID badges
and instructions on how to
misrepresent themselves as
pollsters to survey house-

holds before and during elections.
An internal training manual
reveals how party activists
were advised to say they
were “casually employed” for
one day only by the Irish
Market Research Agency

(IMRA), which does not exist.
A 77-page document included printable ‘authorisation’ badges for the fake
opinion poll company and
members were to say it was
based in Dublin.
The ID badges falsely

described IMRA as an “independent organisation that is
dedicated to the compiling of
accurate, political and social
information in Ireland”.
The Irish Independent asked
the other political parties
whether
their
members

had ever posed as market
researchers to collect information on potential voters.
Fianna Fáil said it was “not
aware” of its members doing
so.
Fine Gael said the majority
of polling it used was carried

out by private research companies, but “occasionally polling
would have been carried out
by the organisation locally
without direct supervision of
headquarters”.
Full report: Page 12

Majority of
Leaving Cert
students will
still sit most
of their exams
:: 40,000 to take five papers despite grades option
Katherine Donnelly
A SIGNIFICANT majority of Leaving Cert
students are choosing to sit most of their
final exams despite the option to accept
accredited grades from their teachers.
Of the 61,500 students entered for the Leaving Cert this year, just 5,882 have chosen not
to sit any exam. But nearly 40,000 have
signed up to sit at least five papers, the State
Examinations Commission (SEC) revealed.
Education Minister Norma Foley said it had
been “a remarkably difficult year for the class
of 2021, but they have shown huge resilience,
strength and determination.”

Those who do the exams are maximising
their chances of achieving the best results
possible: where an exam grade in a subject
differs from the accredited grade, a student
will be awarded the better of the two.
The dual approach to assessment is
intended to compensate for two difficult
years.
Sitting exams in seven subjects was the
most popular option, with 15,355 students
opting for this route.
Meanwhile 2,112 are planning to sit just one,
while 2,253 are planning to do two.
Full reports, Pages 4&5

Exam diary: ‘Mam has bought me 50 biros, I’ll be OK’
‘In a way, I’m thrilled that the day is finally here,’ says Irish
Independent Leaving Cert exam diarist Shona O’Kelly. ‘Nerves
have left me entirely incapacitated for the last week,’ the student
from Presentation College, Athenry, Co Galway, says. But she
insists she’ll be OK – ‘Mam’s bought the 50-pack of Bic biros and,
sure, what else do you need?’ PHOTO: RAY RYAN
Read Shona’s exam diary on Page 4
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Members of
SF posed as
pollsters to
collect data
on voters

Better
rights: Leo
Varadkar will
bring the
proposals to
the Cabinet

Varadkar to bring
forward his plan
for right to sick pay
Anne-Marie Walsh

INDUSTRY CORRESPONDENT

PROPOSALS to give all workers the legal right to paid sick
leave from next year will be
brought to the Cabinet by
Tánaiste Leo Varadkar today.
Government sources said
a new bill would provide a
“minimum” level of protection to employees who had no
entitlement to a company sick
pay scheme.
It is understood proposals to
phase in a statutory sick-pay
scheme over a period of three
or four years will be considered.
This will start with a statutory minimum number of days
per year – to be decided today
– from 2022 onward, increasing in the years after that.
Final decisions on the design
of the scheme will be taken at
cabinet today.
The new legislation will
state that the scheme will not
prevent employers from offering better terms or unions
from negotiating for more
through collective agreements.
Sources said statutory sick
pay would be phased in to help
employers, particularly small
businesses, plan and manage
additional costs – which would
be capped.
They said around half of
employers already provided
sick pay but some workers,
including many lower-paid
staff, had no such peace of
mind.
Workers have no entitlement to sick pay, although
many companies do provide
schemes covering up to 100pc
of wages for a limited period.
Those who are sick can
claim illness benefit from the
Department of Social Protection for up to two years.
Since March 1, the number
of waiting days to receive the
payment was reduced from six
to three.
The lack of paid sick leave,
particularly in meat factories,
became a big issue during
the pandemic, amid fears that
workers would turn up despite
having symptoms of the virus.
This is because very few
employers in the sector have
sick schemes, according to
Siptu.
Irish Congress of Trade

Unions (Ictu) social policy
officer Laura Bambrick has
said a move to bring in the legislation to require employers
to pay their staff when they are
too sick to work would bring
workers’ rights and employers’ responsibilities into line
with EU norms.
Ictu published a recent information bulletin on the issue,
entitled “Sickening! The state
of sick pay in Ireland”.
It said nearly all European
countries legally required
employers to continue to pay a
worker’s wage in full or in part
if they became sick and unable
to work.
If the sickness lasts longer
than the sick-pay entitlement,
illness benefit is paid to eligible workers through social
insurance.
It noted that workers in Ireland have no entitlement to
sick pay.
“Sick pay is at the discretion
of the employer,” it said.
“Workers without paid sick
leave have to work unwell or
claim illness benefit.”
It said voluntary sick pay was
not good enough.
“Ictu is calling on all politicians in all political parties and
none to guarantee workers a
basic right other European
workers have,” it said.
It produced a chart showing
mandatory sick pay by employers in high-income countries,
including the Netherlands,
was for up to two years at 70pc
of a worker’s wage.
In Germany, it said it was
six weeks at 100pc of a worker’s wage, and nine days at
100pc of a worker’s wage in
Finland.
It said the entitlement in Ireland was zero.
Last month, Mr Varadkar
confirmed he would bring forward legislation this month
requiring employers to pay
staff when they are sick.
Sources said Mr Varadkar
was likely to publish a regulatory impact assessment on the
sick-leave bill.
The new sick-pay law will
follow a number of measures
rolled out to enhance employment rights.
These include paternity benefit, parental leave, treatment
benefit, and the extension of
social insurance benefits to
the self-employed.

Philip Ryan

POLITICAL EDITOR

SINN FÉIN provided party
members with fake ID badges
and instructions on how to
misrepresent themselves as
pollsters to survey households
before and during elections.
An internal training manual reveals how activists were
given detailed instructions on
how to pose as researchers
working for a polling company
to covertly question voters.
The 77-page document set
out how Sinn Féin members
should ask voters about their
intentions under the guise of
the “Irish Market Research
Agency” (IMRA), which does
not exist.
The
Irish
Independent
asked the other political parties whether their members
had ever posed as market
researchers to collect information on voters.
Fianna Fáil said it was “not
aware” of its members doing
so and the Labour Party
said covert polling had not
been done with the “knowledge or with the sanction” of
party headquarters.
Fine Gael said the majority of
polling it used was carried out
by private research companies.
However, a spokesperson
added: “Occasionally, polling
would have been carried out
by the organisation locally
without direct supervision of
headquarters.”
The Social Democrats and

People Before Profit said
they had not posed as market
researchers.
Sinn Féin’s “Election Toolkit
Dublin 2015” included sample ballot papers featuring an
IMRA logo along with a page
of printable ‘authorisation’
badges for the fake opinion
poll firm.
The ID badges falsely
describe IMRA as an “independent organisation that is
dedicated to the compiling of
accurate, political and social
information in Ireland”.
“Properly designed and
implemented opinion polling
can be a very accurate and a
useful intelligence tool for
those running the political
strategy side of the election
campaign,” the document said.
In reference to real opinion
poll companies, it added: “You
are not RED C or Millward
Brown and you don’t need to
be so keep it simple.”
The election manual gave
Sinn Féin members detailed
instructions on how research
should be conducted when
posing as the fake research
firm.
These included getting a
clipboard, some sample ballots and an ID badge for the
fake polling company.
Sinn Féin canvassers were
told to tell people they surveyed that they are “casually
employed” by IMRA for one
day only. They were to say the
non-existent polling company
ws based in Dublin.

FF said
it was
‘not
aware’
of party
doing so

The information collated
from the face-to-face surveys
of voters was broken down
by electoral divisions and
entered in spreadsheets for
analysis.
The election manual said
the party was “of the view that
the greater the amount of
electoral, political and demographic data available to us,
then the greater the opportunity there is for Sinn Féin to
shape and mould its message
to the electorate”.
“It gives us the opportunity
to micro-message to several
sectors of our electorate, to

Three Dublin by-election candidates
Gabija Gataveckaite

News
Climate
Bill flaws
would let a
climate
denier
minister
undo
action,
says
Naughten
12

THREE parties are running
candidates in the Dublin Bay
South by-election who are or
were landlords.
The parties are Fianna Fáil,
Sinn Féin and the Social Democrats.
Social Democrats candidate
Sarah Durcan is renting out a
€170,000 house in Castlebar,
Co Mayo, that she bought in
the early 2000s.
She also owns an apartment
in Castle Street, in the Dublin
Bay South constituency, worth
€260,000, and expects to pay

€90 Local Property Tax next
year on each home.
“I am originally from Mayo
and also own a house in my
home town of Castlebar, which
I bought with the intention of
living in it,” she said.
“Given my work commitments, that was not possible,
so it is rented out and has been
in negative equity for most of
the time I have owned it.”
She said she had not
increased the rent “since my
new tenants moved in three
years ago”.
Ms Durcan is an activist arts
worker and has been involved

She has
not put
up the
rent
‘since
my
tenants
moved
in three
years
ago’

in culture, community development, non-profit start-ups
and Science Gallery International for over two decades.
Sinn Féin candidate and
senator Lynn Boylan, a former
MEP, owns a €120,000 cottage
in Killarney, Co Kerry, which
she rented out for “a short
time”.
An Oireachtas declaration of
interest shows that from January to September last year, she
had income of €4,042 from
this property.
The declaration also shows
she owns the land the cottage
is on. Ms Boylan bought the
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phone giant as
a client for his
new consultancy
on EU business
John Downing
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adopt our capacity for best
effect, and it allows us to
expose our opponents in their
own backyard,” it added.
The manual said Sinn Féin
used this type of “organised
opinion polling” in several
election campaigns since 2010
and most were “well within
the margin of error when it
came to results”.
It said opinion polling by
Sinn Féin activists was carried out ahead of the Donegal
South West by-election in 2010
and 36pc of the people surveyed said they would vote for
Pearse Doherty. Mr Doherty,

Survey: Sinn
Féin leader
Mary Lou
McDonald
presides over
an efficient
election
machine.
Inset: The
election
manual
material
included fake
badges

now Sinn Fein deputy leader,
got just under 40pc of the vote
after ballots were counted.
Ahead of the 2011 general
election, Sinn Féin members
carried out a covert opinion
poll of Louth that found 25pc
of people saying they would
vote for Gerry Adams two
weeks before polling day.
The former party leader got
almost 22pc of the vote on
election day.
In response to queries about
the fake polling company, a
Sinn Féin spokesperson said:
“All parties conduct private
local opinion polling. The doc-

ument you are referring to is
many years old and these days
we generally use professional
companies for this service.”
Sinn Féin said the information it collected from the opinion poll was anonymous and
not entered into the party’s
controversial voter database,
the Abú system.
The party did not respond
to questions asking whether
it believed it was ethical for
its members to misrepresent
themselves as workers from a
research firm when knocking
on doors and engaging with
voters.

own rentals or are former landlords
property when she worked in
the Killarney National Park
Education Centre.
“When I lost my job during
the recession, I moved back
to Dublin and lived with my
parents for a time. The property was in negative equity for
many years, but I am currently
preparing to sell it,” she said.
“It was rented to a friend for
a short time, but has not been
since September 2020.”
Ms Boylan lives in a two-bedroom house in Clondalkin
with her partner, Sinn Féin TD
Eoin Ó Broin.
The Irish Independent previ-

Owner: Sinn
Féin’s Lynn
Boylan
has a
cottage in
Killarney

ously reported how Fianna Fáil
candidate Deirdre Conroy kept
a blog in 2013 and 2014 named
“Diary of a Dublin Landlady”
when she rented out rooms in
her house.
In response to queries, she
said she had “never” been a
landlord. “I had an amusing
blog about renting a room, living in my home with my two
children, to manage not losing
a home in the recession,” the
councillor said.
“As an art and architectural
historian, I called my blog an
amusing old-fashioned name
to bring up laughter during

the sad financial crisis for so
many women.”
Ms Conroy lives 1km outside
of the Dublin Bay South constituency.
Other candidates are Fine
Gael’s James Geoghegan,
Labour’s Ivana Bacik, Independent councillor Mannix
Flynn, People Before Profit’s
Brigid Purcell and housing
activist Peter Dooley. None of
them is a landlord.
The only candidate to not
answer our questions was
Green Party councillor Claire
Byrne. It is understood she
recently bought a house.

Comment
Larissa
Nolan:
Why more
and more
women are
deciding
they won’t
be silenced
by modern
feminism
23

FORMER EU commissioner
Phil Hogan has signed up several high-profile clients for his
consultancy offering strategic
business advice on EU issues.
The former EU agriculture
and trade commissioner was
forced to resign last August
26 after a week of controversy
concerning
Covid
restrictions in the wake of
“Golfgate”, which also led to
several other high-profile
resignations.
However, the policy-guiding
European Commission yesterday cleared Mr Hogan to open
his new business – to be called
Hogan, Strategic Advisory Services – which is described as
an Irish company operating
from Brussels.
The commissioners at their
weekly meeting cleared Mr
Hogan after scrutiny by the
commission’s own independent ethics committee in line
with a code of conduct and the
EU’s treaties.
These vetting procedures on
potential conflicts of interest
for former commissioners
and senior officials were put
in place after several recent
controversies.
The commission decision,
based on the 2018 code of
conduct and Article 245 of the
EU Treaty, spells out limits to
Mr Hogan’s roles and obliges
him not to draw on any confidential information he was
made aware of in the course
of his previous work as a
commissioner.
The commission’s clearance
terms for Mr Hogan include
a condition that he submit in
confidence to the commission,
every six months for two years
from the date of his resignation, a list of clients and the
duties he has signed up to for
them. Overall, the clearance
decision noted Mr Hogan
will be offering mainly general rather than specific and
detailed operational advice.
It has emerged he has
already agreed deals with two
major companies, the Vodafone group and another company called Proof of Trust. Mr
Hogan insisted he would not
be engaging in lobbying or
“door opening”, which is a considerable Brussels industry,
with big firms, social organisations and others seeking professional advice to help them
through the EU maze.
“I will not engage in lobbying

Consultant Phil Hogan is
former EC commissioner
the EU institutions as there
are already plenty of people to
do that. I am offering strategic
advice to big private-sector
companies on their dealings
with the EU and their overall
approach,” Mr Hogan told the
Irish Independent.
Mr Hogan held the agriculture job, then responsible
for 40pc of the EU budget,
from 2014 until 2019. He was
then effectively promoted to
responsibility for all international trade deals.
This range of experience,
and his reputation in Brussels, mean his services will
be highly sought after and
command a premium fee. It is
understood he will confine his
services to a small list of top
companies.
The Golfgate controversy
arose from a golf and social
outing in Clifden, Co Galway,
organised by past and present
TDs and senators under the
aegis of Leinster House. Following the event, there was
outrage over social distancing
and large numbers attending.
The fallout also led to the
resignation of then agriculture
minister Dara Calleary; other
senior politicians also lost
positions for a time.
It embroiled a new Supreme
Court judge, Séamus Woulfe,
in a long-running stand-off
with his fellow judges that
ended with his staying in
office.
Mr Hogan’s position as Irish
commissioner was taken over
by long-time Fine Gael MEP,
Mairead McGuinness, last
October.
However, Ireland could
not retain the prestigious
trade portfolio, although Ms
McGuinness did attain the
post of financial services commissioner.
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Three major
parties now
scrambling
in ‘fake polls’
controversy

Biden warns
Johnson over
rising tensions
in the North
Brendan Kelly Palenque

:: Fine Gael, Fianna Fáil and Sinn Féin all involved
Philip Ryan

POLITICAL EDITOR

THE country’s three main political
parties are scrambling to address
the fallout from revelations about
their use of fake market research
companies to survey unsuspecting
members of the public.
After it emerged that Sinn Féin
instructed members to pose as pollsters from a fictional opinion poll
company, Tánaiste Leo Varadkar
was forced to admit Fine Gael paid
students to act as independent
researchers. Meanwhile, Fianna Fáil
backtracked and also admitted its
members posed as researchers to
covertly survey voters.
The Data Protection Commission
(DPC) also weighed in on the debate
over the use of fictional polling

companies, saying it planned to
contact Sinn Féin over its electoral
practices as outlined in the party’s
Electoral Toolkit for activists.
When asked if the other parties
would be contacted, a spokesperson
said: “As part of the DPC’s ongoing
audit of political parties that commenced recently, all political parties
have been asked to account for the
source of each field of personal data
they process concerning electors/
voters.”
The controversy was sparked by
revelations in the Irish Independent
yesterday about Sinn Féin activists
being instructed to pose as pollsters
working for a fake polling company
called the Irish Market Research
Agency (IMRA).
Full report: Pages 12-13
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One down: Students put pen to paper
Sarah Zoltan (18), from Donaghmede, Dublin, a student at Pobalscoil
Neasáin in Baldoyle, after she finished her English Paper 1 exam.
Students had plenty of choice in the exam and teachers agreed it was a
very fair paper. Students are gearing up for day two of the Leaving Cert.
PHOTO: FRANK McGRATH See pages 6-7

US PRESIDENT Joe Biden has
warned Boris Johnson and the UK
government not to imperil the peace
process in Ireland amid the ongoing
fallout from Brexit.
In a meeting with Britain’s Brexit
minister David Frost, America’s
most senior diplomat Yael Lempert
rebuked the British government
and warned of US concerns about
the stalemate in implementing the
Northern Irish protocol.
The revelations follow recent failed
discussions between Mr Frost and
the European Commission’s vice
president Maroš Šefčovič.
Ms Lempert said the bitter dispute
between the EU and the UK was
“commanding the attention” of the
American president in the lead-up to
his meeting with Mr Johnson.
The US “strongly urged” the UK
to come to a negotiated settlement,
even if that led to “unpopular
compromises”.
White House national security
adviser Jake Sullivan told reporters
aboard Air Force One last night that
“President Biden has been crystal
clear about his rock-solid belief in
the Good Friday Agreement as the
foundation for peaceful co-existence
in Northern Ireland.”
“Any steps that imperil it or
undermine it would not be welcomed
by the United States,” he said.
Last night, Boris Johnson said he is
“not worried” about the prospect of
the summit being overshadowed by
the row with the EU and said that a
solution was “easily doable”.
Full report: Page 24
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Varadkar campaign used
students as fake pollsters
in 2011 Dáil re-election bid

COMMENT

Philip Ryan

GROUP POLITICAL EDITOR

A childish game
of make-believe
played by parties

Hugh O’Connell
and Philip Ryan
TÁNAISTE Leo Varadkar’s
campaign used students posing as representatives of a fictitious polling company with
fake business cards as part of
his Dáil re-election bid, the
Irish Independent can reveal
The Tánaiste is the latest
politician to be embroiled in
the fake polling row that has
engulfed Sinn Féin, Fine Gael,
Fianna Fáil and the Greens.
It comes as former taoiseach
Bertie Ahern contradicted his
successor Micheál Martin,
who had said prior to 2007
Fianna Fáil members undertook polling while pretending
to be market researchers. “To
be honest I don’t think that’s
correct,” Mr Ahern said.
In the run-up to the 2011 general election Mr Varadkar’s
campaign used volunteers and
students drawn from Young
Fine Gael branches in universities to carry out polling in his
Dublin West constituency.
These ‘pollsters’ were given
fake business cards with the
name ‘Political Research
Association of Ireland’ (PRAI),
an organisation that does not
exist, written on them to show
at the doors if asked to identify
where they were from, according to a person who took part
in the polling operation and
who asked not to be named.
Those carrying out the surveys did not identify themselves as polling on behalf of
Fine Gael. The person who
took part in the polling in Dublin West in the run-up to the
2011 election said they were
told they would be paid €50
for their work but claimed they
were never paid.
Mr Varadkar, a TD since
2007, was re-elected in Dublin
West in 2011 and went on to
serve in Cabinet for six years
before becoming Fine Gael
leader and Taoiseach in 2017.
Mr Varadkar’s spokesman
said last night: “Since 2016,
all polling carried out by the
Fine Gael party has been done
through market research companies and private contractors.
“Prior to that, constituencies
including Dublin West asked
volunteers or paid students to
carry out surveys. However,
this practice was discontinued
as it was considered no longer
to be appropriate.
“People asked to take part
in the survey were told that
the purpose was a political
opinion poll and consent was
sought to take part. The surveys or sample ballot papers
were anonymised. No names
or personal data was recorded
or retained.”

M

Election
time: Leo
Varadkar
canvassing
in 2011.
Bertie Ahern
(left) said FF
polling was
never done in
the name of
a marketing
company.
MAIN PHOTO:
STEVE
HUMPHREYS

The
Irish
Independent
revealed on Wednesday that
Sinn Féin trained activists to
set up fake polling companies.
Fine Gael, Fianna Fáil and
the Greens subsequently
admitted conducting fake
polling, where party members
did not identify themselves to
voters.
Fianna Fáil and the Greens
had initially denied being
involved in the practice.
Sinn Féin’s Eoin Ó Broin
admitted to covertly surveying
constituents using a fake polling company before his election to the Dáil in 2016.
Fine Gael’s Dublin Bay South
by-election candidate James
Geoghegan admitted yesterday to carrying out polling for
Lucinda Creighton before the

2016 election, when he was
a member of Renua, without
identifying that he was polling
for the party.
Foreign Affairs Minister
Simon Coveney also confirmed
Fine Gael members in his
constituency engaged in the
practice. He described such
polling as a “fairly common”
and insisted there “wasn’t
anything sinister” about it.
Asked if he was sorry it had
happened, Mr Coveney said:
“Yeah, I think so.”
A Fine Gael spokesperson
said: “Occasionally, members
carried out polling. On occasion, they did not correctly
identify where they were from
and when asked, some would
have replied by reference to a
non-existent polling company

and had business cards in support of that. This should not
have happened.”
Meanwhile, Mr Ahern told
RTÉ’s Drivetime that Fianna
Fáil officials were wrong to
say that prior to 2007 party
members undertook polling
while pretending to be market
researchers.
And An Garda Síochána have
been asked to examine revelations regarding political parties using “fictitious market
research companies”.
In a letter to Garda Commissioner Drew Harris, Fianna
Fáil TD Marc MacSharry said
he was “appalled” to learn that
established parties including
his own were involved in what
he described as “deception”.
“I wish to formally request
that you examine the issue
across the political establishment including admissions by
each of Fine Gael, Fianna Fáil,
the Green Party and Sinn Féin
in relation to engaging such
practices to ascertain if such
deception is legal or illegal
under current law,” he said.
A garda spokesperson said:
“We understand that the
Office of the Data Protection
Commission is currently conducting an audit of all political
parties and how they process
personal data. (They) may once
the audit is complete submit
a complaint on any findings
where appropriate to An Garda
Síochána for investigation.”

World
News
Myanmar’s
junta rules
that Suu
Kyi took
bribes
16

OST children give up playing
make-believe before they
become adolescents. They
grow up and realise pretending
to be something they’re not is
a bit silly and not the done thing when you’re
an adult.
Unfortunately, these life lessons do not seem
to have been passed down among our political
classes. Many people were surprised this week
to learn that playing make-believe was in fact
very popular among those elected to run our
country.
The three political parties currently in
Government believed it to be entirely
acceptable for their members to knock on your
door, pretending to be pollsters from a private
market research company, and ask you who
you would be voting for in the next election.
The biggest party on the island of Ireland,
Sinn Féin, even published a manual
instructing their members on how to pretend
to be market researchers.
Taoiseach Micheál Martin and Tánaiste
Leo Varadkar admitted their parties engaged
in fake polling in the past – and both have
admitted it was wrong.
Higher Education Minister Simon Harris
described the practice as “sinister” and
“bizarre” when he was asked about Sinn
Féin’s fake polling company, the Irish Market
Research Agency (IMRA).
Meanwhile, Foreign Affairs Minister Simon
Coveney insisted there “wasn’t anything
sinister” about his supporters carrying out
fake polls. The party’s Dublin Bay South
candidate James Geoghegan even admitted he
posed as an independent market researcher
when he was setting up Renua. And that’s just
Fine Gael.
Sinn Féin claimed they have been “upfront”
about their fake polling, but the reality is they
have refused to answer questions on when
their members last posed as IMRA pollsters.
Eoin Ó Broin, who at times seems to be the
only member of Sinn Féin, admitted he used
fake polling to get elected to the Dáil. Matt
Carthy made a brief appearance on the news,
but everyone else in Sinn Féin seems to be
enjoying the Dáil recess and the reopening
of restaurants. Sinn Féin leader Mary Lou
McDonald certainly hasn’t surfaced to explain
why her members posed as fake pollsters.
Meanwhile, Fianna Fáil and the Green Party
were forced into neck-breaking U-turns. Both
parties initially claimed innocence and
insisted they would never engage in covert
polling of voters, only to reverse their
positions and admit their members had.
They put their hands up only after Sinn
Féin’s internal manual was published and Fine
Gael fessed up. Fine Gael was slow to own up,
but they did get out before the others – even if
it was kicking and screaming.
The reality is the political parties knew
what they were doing was underhanded and
would not be appreciated by the voters they
were fooling into giving them their personal
political preferences.
It was an embarrassing little secret – and an
electoral strategy that helped some politicians
to get elected.
Given the childish games politicians play
when on the floor of the Dáil, perhaps it is to
be expected that they played make-believe to
get there in the first place.
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Major parties are
scrambling in the
controversy over
fake polling firms
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Everyone has
a right to know
who’s at the door

E

VERYONE has a right to know
who is calling at their front door.
Especially if the person calling to
your door is asking you a series
of personal questions about your
concerns, your employment, your political
preferences or even your age.
At the very least you should have the right to
know who the person asking these questions
works for. You also have a right to know where
this information is going to end up.
After that you can make your own mind up
on whether to divulge whatever information is
being requested.
When a Sinn Féin, Fine Gael or Fianna
Fáil activist called to your door, you didn’t
always get this guarantee. The controversy
surrounding Sinn Féin’s internal voter
database, the Abú system, showed the party
saw no issue with secretly collecting personal
information on members of the public.
Sinn Féin did not believe it was obliged to tell
voters it was storing their names, addresses
and voting intentions on a secret database in
Germany.
Similarly, the party thought it was OK for
their members to pose as pollsters working for
a fictional polling company so as to ask voters
questions about their political preferences
ahead of elections.
After details of Sinn Féin’s covert polling
activities emerged, Fine Gael leader Leo
Varadkar was forced to admit his party paid
students to pose as fake pollsters to glean
information from voters.
The Tánaiste said Fine Gael volunteers also
carried out door-to-door research while not
being upfront with the people who opened
those doors about who they were or who they
worked for. He said it hasn’t happened since
2016 but was short on details about when it did
happen.
Fianna Fáil spectacularly back-tracked
on their original claims of innocence to
admit their members also posed as market
researchers surveying unsuspecting voters.
The party said it hasn’t happened since 2007.
The other parties said they have never
engaged in such underhand behaviour, but
social media was awash with personal stories
from people claiming they had been involved
in covert polling.
The ‘sure, everybody does it’ excuse rings
hollow in an era of transparency where people
know more about their rights and expect
honesty from those who lead them.
Deception and deceit are not traits most
voters look for in a political party when they
are marking their ballot papers.
The public are constantly warned about
scammers calling to their homes. Older people
live in fear of being taken advantage of by a
mystery caller to their door in the late evening.
What political parties did when covertly
collecting data on voters is clearly not in the
same category as those types of scams.
But parties still sought to deceive members
of the public for political gain and the
trappings of office.
The Data Protection Commissioner (DPC)
is currently carrying out an audit of how all
political parties store data they hold on their
members and the public.
Questions about parties conducting secret
opinion polls were not on the DPC’s agenda,
but they may well be now.

Fine Gael, Fianna Fáil and Sinn Féín used method
Philip Ryan, Senan Molony
and Hugh O’Connell
THE country’s three main
political parties are scrambling to address the fallout
from revelations about their
use of fake market research
companies to survey unsuspecting members of the public.
After it emerged that Sinn
Féin instructed members to
pose as pollsters from a fictional opinion poll company,
Tánaiste Leo Varadkar was
forced to admit that Fine Gael
paid students to act as independent researchers.
Mr Varadkar’s comments on
RTÉ Radio One’s Drive Time
were broadcast at around
the same time his Cabinet
colleague, Higher Education
Minister Simon Harris, was
branding Sinn Féin’s tactics
as “sinister” and “bizarre” on
Newstalk.
Last night Fianna Fáil also
backtracked and admitted
their members posed as
researchers to covertly survey
voters. Last Saturday, when
asked by the Irish Independent
if the party posed as private
pollsters, Fianna Fáil said:
“No. The party does not and is
not aware of any members or
candidates doing so.”
However, following the revelations about Sinn Féin’s
electoral practices and Mr
Varadkar’s admission, Fianna
Fáil issued a second statement last night, saying they

Controversy:
Left, Fianna
Fáil’s Marc
MacSharry
has called on
Micheál Martin
to resign over
the issue.

“outsourced polling to private,
independent providers” since
2007.
The spokesperson added:
“Prior to 2007, we did on
occasion use party members
to undertake polling, and on
those occasions they did pose
as market researchers.
“This was to supplement private providers also used. This
practise was ended around
2007,” she added.
Fianna Fáil TD Marc
MacSharry last night called
on Taoiseach Micheál Martin
to resign over the fake polling
controversy.
He wrote to Mr Martin asking him to “remove all senior
staff” and then resign after it
emerged Fianna Fáil members
had posed as pollster to survey
voters.
The outspoken TD called for
a Garda investigation when it
first emerged Sinn Féin was
instructing members to pose
as private researchers. And
when it emerged Fine Gael

also engaged in the practice,
Mr MacSharry wrote to the
Taoiseach asking him to make
a statement on the matter.
The Data Protection Commission (DPC) also weighed
into the debate over the use of
fictional polling companies,
saying it planned to contact
Sinn Féin over their electoral
practises, as outlined in the
party’s electoral toolkit for
activists.
When asked if the other parties will be contacted, a DPC
spokesperson said: “As part
of the DPC’s ongoing audit of
political parties which commenced recently, all political
parties have been asked to
account for the source of each
field of personal data they
process concerning electors/
voters.”
The controversy was sparked
by revelations in the Irish Independent about Sinn Féin activists being instructed to pose
as pollsters working for a fake
polling company called the

Irish Market Research Agency
(IMRA).
Party members were given
fake ID badges and a backstory
to recite if asked about the fictional research company.
Sinn Féin housing spokesperson Eoin Ó Broin defended
the practice in a series of
broadcast interviews yesterday, and said the other parties
were involved in similar covert
polling.
Mr Ó Broin also admitted
secretly surveying his constituents using a fake polling
company before his first election to the Dáil in 2016.
At around 1pm yesterday, the

EU says patience is ‘wearing thin’ with UK as
News
Brian
Lenihan:
the face of
austerity,
but a man
recalled
with
fondness
by many
Liam
Collins
23

John Downing
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THE EU has warned the UK
government that “patience is
wearing very thin” over a lack
of progress in resolving a dispute over the North’s special
trade status after Brexit.
However, the lead EU negotiator, Maros Sefcovic, brushed
aside suggestions Brussels
was contemplating a fallback
plan to restrict Ireland’s access
to the border-free single market if a compromise cannot be
found with London.
He said these reports, which

emerged yesterday, were “not
true” and officials in Brussels
also supported that view.
Mr Sefcovic also noted that
US President Joe Biden, due
in England later today for a G7
leaders’ summit to be chaired
by British Prime Minister
Boris Johnson, was taking a
keen interest in the issue.
Earlier, Mr Biden’s security
adviser, Jake Sullivan, renewed President Biden’s warning about Northern Ireland’s
special status and said it was
up to the EU and UK to jointly
resolve the impasse.
“But whatever way they

Lead EU negotiator Maros
Sefcovic added warning

find to proceed must at its
core fundamentally protect
the gains of the Good Friday
Agreement and not imperil
that,” Mr Sullivan told the BBC.
Four hours of talks in London between Mr Sefcovic and
UK chief negotiator David
Frost ended without any sign
of real progress. Mr Frost said
there was “no breakthrough –
but no breakdown”.
Talks are set to continue.
However, Brussels officials
said the row could escalate
if, as signalled, the UK helps
itself from June 30 to another
grace period extension on
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Power-hungry
data centres
‘undermine’
public’s efforts
on climate
Caroline O’Doherty

ENVIRONMENT CORRESPONDENT

Tánaiste was asked at a press
conference if he was aware of
Fine Gael employing similar
tactics.
He said Fine Gael have only
used private polling companies since he became party
leader.
Just a few hours later on RTE
Radio One’s Drive Time, Mr
Varadkar said his party “quite
frankly” did pose as non-existent polling companies to survey voters.
“Volunteers would have been
asked to do surveys door-todoor, or students would have
been paid to do it and it would
have been done on a similar

Mixed
messages:
Leo Varadkar
and Simon
Harris offered
differing views
when asked
if Fine Gael
used fake
pollsters;
right, Sinn
Féin’s Eoin
Ó Broin said
other parties
were involved
in the practice.

FAILURE to halt the spread of
data centres will undermine
the climate action efforts of
the general public, a Dáil committee has heard.
TDs reacted after the Irish
Independent reported energy
regulator proposals to restrict
new centres amid escalating
warnings about their drain on
the national electricity supply.
Social Democrats TD Jennifer Whitmore told the
committee
dealing
with
amendments to the Climate
Bill that she was “staggered”
by the warning from EirGrid
that if all the data centres
seeking power connections
were supplied, their electricity usage would equate to
70pc of our entire national
consumption.
“This is a runaway horse that
we have no control over,” she
said.
Ms Whitmore proposed an
amendment to the bill seeking
a 100pc target for renewable
electricity generation by 2030.
Current policy is for 70pc
of electricity to come from
renewables by that date.
Ms Whitmore said unless
power usage from data cen-

basis – anonymised for the
purposes of polling,” the Fine
Gael leader said.
At around the same time,
while appearing on Newstalk’s
The Hard Shoulder, Minister Harris said he had never
encountered the practice during his time in Fine Gael.
“I think it sounds a bit sinister and they need to answer
for it,” he said in reference to
Sinn Féin.
The Green Party said they
have never posed as market
researchers to do polling.
Sinn Féin did not respond to
queries about when the fake
polling strategy was last used.

‘This is a runaway
horse that we have
no control over’

talks continue to avoid Brexit trade war
arrangements, this time in
relation to chilled meats, such
as sausages and mince.
These items circulating
between the North and Scotland, England and Wales,
would be subject to rigorous
EU single market checks from
that date.
The North’s special trade
status after Brexit – granting trade access to both the
EU and Britain – ensures no
return of a north-south border
and also protects the single
market from the six counties
becoming a “back door” for
irregular products.

‘British
must act
to protect
the
North’

However, it does involve
some checks on the North’s
imports from England, Scotland and Wales, which are at
the root of the latest impasse.
Mr Sefcovic said the EU is
ready to compromise over
flashpoint issues such as medicines, VAT on second-hand
cars, livestock movements,
steel tariffs and other items.
“But we cannot undo the core
of the protocol,” he said, adding a warning about EU trade
retaliation if compromises are
not agreed.
A legal case taken by Brussels
against London after a first

unilateral extension of grace
periods in April is due before
the EU Court in September.
Mr Frost accused the EU of
inflexibility.
DUP leader Edwin Poots said
the
British
government
must “act unilaterally to protect Northern Ireland” if the
EU continued to ignore the
problems. He repeated calls
for the North’s trade measures
to be scrapped.
Sinn Féin’s Michelle O’Neill
said the UK government
must “fulfil their international
treaty obligations and work
with the EU for solutions”.

Comment
Spending
is the right
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the gears
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the global
economy
roaring
again
Joseph
E Stiglitz
27

tres was capped, they would
use all the additional renewable power generated from new
wind farms being planned.
“We want people to use electric vehicles – but if they are
using energy that’s not coming from renewables because
we are powering data centres,
that will undermine those
individual efforts to do the
right thing.”
Independent Deputy Denis
Naughten described the situation as “perverse”.
“I am not against data centres but they should be directly
connected with employment
in this country.
“Quite a few are speculative
and we should not be facilitating them.”
Minister of State at the
Department of the Environment, Ossian Smyth, said
Ms Whitmore’s amendment
could not be accepted as the
bill already provided for overall renewable energy targets.

‘Staggered’: Social Democrats
TD Jennifer Whitmore
Her amendment was one of
239 brought before the committee. Those made by the
Government were passed but
all others were either defeated
or ruled out of order.
Climate Action Minister
Eamon Ryan had warned
at the outset that it was not
intended to accept any of
them.
As a result, dozens were
withdrawn to be reintroduced
at the bill’s next stage, which is
report stage in the Dáil.
Many of those amendments
seek stronger commitments
to just transition, a greater role
for the Oireachtas in making
and approving climate action
decisions, separate emissions
reduction targets for agriculture and greater recognition
of the biodiversity crisis.
“It’s going to be a long report
stage,” said Fine Gael’s Richard Bruton.
Climate Action Minister Mr
Ryan is hoping to get the bill
passed before the summer
recess so that it can be used
to develop the first ‘carbon
budget’ before the end of the
year.
The bill creates the structure for carbon budgets to be
drawn up, which will limit the
amount of greenhouse gas
emissions the country can
produce over a given period
of time.
It also makes it a legal
requirement to halve national
emissions by 2030 and reach
net zero by 2050.
During the committee stage,
controversy arose over the use
of the ‘money message’ mechanism to block some amendments by claiming they would
be a cost to the Exchequer, and
the ruling out of order of other
amendments for reasons some
TDs disputed.
Several TDs have said they
will raise the out of order
decisions with the Ceann
Comhairle.
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Varadkar’s team used
fake pollsters to help
get him elected in 2011
:: Bertie contradicts Martin
as the controversy grows
:: Gardaí have been asked
to examine the revelations
Hugh O’Connell
and Philip Ryan
TÁNAISTE Leo Varadkar’s campaign used
students posing as representatives of a fictitious polling company with fake business
cards as part of his Dáil re-election bid, the Irish
Independent can reveal.
He is the latest politician to become embroiled
in the controversy that has engulfed Sinn Féin,
Fine Gael, Fianna Fáil and the Greens.
It comes as former Taoiseach Bertie Ahern
contradicted Micheál Martin, who said that
before 2007, Fianna Fáil members undertook
polling while pretending to be market researchers. “To be honest, I don’t think that’s correct,”
Mr Ahern said.
In the run-up to the 2011 General Election, Mr
Varadkar’s campaign used volunteers and
students drawn from Young Fine Gael branches
in universities to carry out polling in his Dublin
West constituency, where he was seeking
re-election to the Dáil.
An Garda Síochána has been asked to examine the revelations.
In a letter to Garda Commissioner Drew
Harris, Fianna Fáil TD Marc MacSharry said he
was “appalled” to learn established parties,
including his own, were involved in what he
described as “deception”.
Full report: Page 6

Arnotts
and Brown
Thomas
‘up for sale’
Eoghan Moloney
BROWN Thomas and Arnotts,
two of Ireland’s iconic department stores, are believed to be
for sale as part of a €4.65bn
deal alongside British department store chain Selfridges.
The Weston family, owner of
the Selfridges Group, is
believed to be considering the
£4bn deal following an
approach from a potential
buyer.
The Weston family have
asked Credit Suisse to advise
on the future of the business
– which includes Brown
Thomas and Arnotts stores, as
well as the flagship emporium
on London’s Oxford Street –
according to people familiar
with the matter, who asked not
to be named because the deliberations had not yet been
made public.
The holdings outside the UK
and Ireland wouldn’t be
included in the proposed sale,
according to the sources.
A spokesman for Selfridges
declined to comment on the
potential sale.
Credit Suisse also declined to
comment.
Discussions were at an early
stage and might not lead to a
transaction, sources said.
The proposed sale of Brown
Thomas and Arnotts would
mean uncertainty for the close
to 900 workers employed
across both chains.
Full report: Page 4

Striking right note: Outdoor live music returns to stage
The slow return to normality resumed as revellers in socially distanced pods partied to James Vincent
McMorrow in what was Ireland’s first post-lockdown concert in the sunshine at the Iveagh Gardens in
Dublin yesterday evening. PHOTO: MARK CONDREN Full report: Pages 2-3
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Staff who refuse jab can’t
be kept out of workplace
:: Workers also have right
to keep vaccine status
private, say legal experts

SF still used
covert polls
two years ago

Ellie Donnelly
STAFF will be able to return to the workplace
even if they refuse the Covid vaccine – and
won’t have to tell their employer or colleagues
whether they have received the jab, according
to legal experts.
Employees enjoy powerful rights to privacy
and to bodily integrity – including a right to
reject medical treatment.
This could mean that companies will not be
able to segregate those who refuse to get the
jab, nor can they demand to know the vaccine
status of an employee.
The situation is set to create a significant
business risk, and a legal headache, as firms
plan for the phased return of workers from
August.
Donal Hamilton, senior associate at Dublin
law firm McCann FitzGerald, said: “It’s a voluntary decision of each employee whether or not
they decide to take the vaccine, that essentially
reflects the legal position.”
Full report: Pages 4-5

SINN Féin activists posed as
fake pollsters to survey voters less than two years ago.
Despite Sinn Féin housing
spokesperson Eoin Ó Broin
saying the covert practice
was ditched in 2016, it has
now emerged the party
carried out a fake poll in
November 2019.
Sinn Féin is refusing to say
if fake polling was carried
out ahead of the general
election last year.
Full report: Page 12
Recommended retail price of the Irish Independent in
ROI is €3.20 (£1.80 in Northern Ireland)
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Back and blue: Leinster fans celebrate a try scored by Jimmy O’Brien during the Guinness PRO14 Rainbow Cup
match against Dragons at the RDS Arena in Dublin last night. For the first time in 15 months, supporters were
allowed into sports grounds across the country. PHOTO: RAMSEY CARDY / SPORTSFILE See pages 4-5 and Sport
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Sinn Féin used fake pollsters less than
:: Ó Broin insists his comments
were only about his campaign
Philip Ryan
and Hugh O’Connell
SINN Féin activists posed as
fake pollsters to covertly survey unsuspecting voters less
than two years ago.
Despite Sinn Féin housing
spokesperson Eoin Ó Broin
saying the controversial practice was ditched in 2016, it has
now emerged the party carried
out a fake poll ahead of the

Dublin Mid West by-election
in November 2019.
Sinn Féin is refusing to say
whether fake polling was carried out ahead of the party’s
landmark general election
last year.
However, several sources
have said they were aware of it
happening.
During an interview on RTÉ
Radio 1 this week, Mr Ó Broin
was specifically asked how

long Sinn Féin’s fake polling
practice continued. “It would
have gone from 2010, I think,
up until 2015 or 2016,” he told
News at One.
He said the party got more
resources as it grew in size
and now “relies exclusively on
private polling companies”.
Asked whether it was used
during his first successful
election, Mr Ó Broin added:
“We would have used it in
advance of my 2016 election
but not subsequent elections
in Mid-West.”
However, Mr Ó Broin admitted yesterday that Sinn Féin
activists were still involved

in fake polling ahead of the
November 2019 by-election, in
which Mark Ward was elected
to the Dáil.
In response to queries
from the Irish Independent,
Mr Ó Broin said: “We did a
local informal poll in 2019 in
advance of the by-election but
haven’t done any local polling
in the constituency since.”
When asked to explain the
discrepancy between his two
statements, the frontbench
Sinn Féin TD said he was
referring to his own elections
during the RTÉ interview.
He did not explain how this
could be the case when it

was pointed out to him
that the original question
posed was about the party.
A source who took part in the
polling for Dublin Mid-West
under the guise of the party’s
fake polling company, called
the Irish Market Research
Agency (IMRA), in late 2019
said they were given sample
ballot papers that they asked
voters to fill out in order of
preference.
Constituents were also asked
to rank issues that were important to them such as housing
or health.
Sinn Féin activists also
polled people on their views

about the party leaders. No
names or details were taken,
apart from their gender and
age group which ‘pollsters’
had to guess, the source said.
Sinn Féin has refused to
answer questions about the
use of fake polling in the 2020
general election.
The party has answered queries on other issues relating
to its polling activities but
questions about its use of the
covert surveys in its biggest
election victory have gone
unanswered.
In response to queries about
the party’s election manual,
which detailed how members

personal security in homes
and technological advances.
The past quarter century
has seen significant reforms
in the political landscape,
not least the taxpayer
providing significant funding
to political parties and
Independents alike, which
can be specifically spent on
research polling, if they so
wish. The shock and denials
being expressed by senior
politicians in Fine Gael,
Fianna Fáil, Sinn Féin and
the Green Party at the polling
practice is laughable.
And it stretches credibility
that Labour wasn’t doing any
of this polling. People Before
Profit TD Paul Murphy came
out with credit as he fronted
up and explained why he did
such polling.
Internal polling by party
members is one of the oldest
tricks in the book. The
Shinners made the really

stupid mistake of actually
writing down one of the
oldest tricks in the book.
The party’s obsession with
centralising all its activities
resulted in its ‘Sinn Féin
Election Department Election
Toolkit’, which blew the lid on
the fake polling racket when
it was exposed this week by
Irish Independent Political
Editor Philip Ryan.
The dark arts of politics
are like Fight Club. The
first rule is you don’t talk
about it. Dodgy polling and
its applications go under
the radar with convention
rigging, unauthorised
leaflets, spreading rumours
about rivals and unorthodox
fundraising. Politics is a dirty
game. The public would be
genuinely shocked at some of
the shenanigans.

reputation in parties as they
are open to manipulation.
The most notorious
example was a Fianna Fáil
poll, masquerading as a
professional poll, ending
up in a local newspaper in
the 2002 General Election.
The coverage was viewed
as influencing the outcome
as it predicted a Fianna
Fáil candidate was the only
contender capable of being
elected in that area. It became
a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Party HQs also use alleged
polls to push candidates
off tickets, sometimes
with justification. When
Fianna Fáil’s Larry Butler
accidentally won a selection
convention for Dún
Laoghaire in 1997, party HQ
rapidly conducted a poll
showing he was getting little
support among the voters.
The poll was used to persuade
him off the ticket, to be

Confessions of a
phoney pollster and
a guide to other
political dark arts
Sinn Féin made the stupid mistake
of writing down the oldest tricks in the
political book, says Fionnán Sheahan

A

LL it took was to
mention the college. “Hello, we’re
from UCC and
we’re conducting
political polling.” Bingo. You
were in the door, brought
into the living room, offered
tea and people would tell you
their political opinions, support patterns and candidate
views.
And it was technically
correct, we were students, but
it wasn’t academic research.
It was for Fine Gael.
The recollection is sketchy
25 years later, but I can
remember being brought
out to somewhere in north
Cork – Millstreet or Kanturk
or Newmarket – to poll the
hotbed Cork North-West
constituency. The time
of the bail referendum of
November ’96 rings a bell, but
I wouldn’t swear on it, and it
could have been the Cabinet
confidentiality referendum in
October ’97, maybe.
The purpose wasn’t to
nefariously track voters on
a database, but to measure
the party strength in the area
and candidate recognition.
The polling was low-key and
the number of houses visited

was small enough. Party
polling was commonplace
and helped inform candidate
selection and campaign
strategy locally. No fake
names, IDs or companies
were involved. And no cash
payments for the pollsters
either, although there might
have been a few pints paid for.
Given the personal
experience, it seemed
utterly inconceivable that
Leo Varadkar didn’t pose
as a pollster himself. When
he was a Young Fine Gael
member in Trinity College
Dublin, he was a teacher’s pet
of Fine Gael headquarters.
Sure enough, a party activist
distinctly remembers polling
with him in Liffey Valley,
Clondalkin and Lucan
areas on the morning of
September 22, 2001. It stood
out as the day of Ireland’s first
rescheduled game of the Six
Nations rugby championship
away to Scotland, postponed
due to foot-and-mouth.
Then Fine Gael TD Austin
Currie was running in
the new constituency of
Dublin Mid-West, moving
from Dublin West. The
future Tánaiste, a certain
other future Dublin TD, a

number of Young Fine Gael
and Castleknock Fine Gael
branch members in Dublin
West, were carrying out the
door-to-door polling.
The polling was coordinated
by two members of Fine Gael
headquarters staff.
“We were told: ‘Under no
circumstances let anyone
know you were from Fine
Gael. Tell them you are kind
of like MRBI.’ In case anyone
asked, we were given a card
with a telephone number on
it, which would be answered
all weekend. I assumed
the phone was linked to 51
Upper Mount Street [Fine
Gael headquarters],” the
activist said. “Anyway, the
polling showed Austin
was f***ed.” Mr Currie, the
former Presidential election
candidate, lost his seat in the
2002 Fine Gael meltdown.
The past and future
taoiseach has first-hand
knowledge of how it worked.
The surprising aspect of this
week was parties creating
fake companies with fake IDs
and fake business cards and
the extent to which this fake
polling was still going on.
Times have changed
around data protection laws,

Predatory polling
Internal polls have a bad
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two years ago despite denial
should pose as fake pollsters,
Sinn Féin said: “The document you are referring to is
many years old and these days
we generally use professional
companies for this service.”
The document details how
Sinn Féin members should
go door-to-door wearing fake
ID badges suggesting they
were from a fictional market
research company.
They were told to tell voters
the IMRA was based in Dublin and they were “casually
employed” by the agency for
one day of work.
Since details of Sinn Féin’s
polling tactics emerged, Fine

Questioned:
Sinn Féin
housing
spokesman
Eoin Ó Broin.

Gael, Fianna Fáil and the
Green Party admitted their
members also misrepresented themselves as pollster
to glean the opinions of voters.
Tánaiste Leo Varadkar’s campaign team carried out a fake
poll before his successful election campaign in 2011.
Students were given fake
business cards with the name
“Political Research Association
of Ireland” (PRAI) to show at
the doors if asked to identify
where they were from. The
party said the practice ended
in the 2016.
Finance Minister Paschal
Donohoe and Foreign Affairs

PHOTO: GARETH
CHANEY

Minister in
plea over
hearing on
mother and
baby report

Minister Simon Coveney also
admitted to using fake polls.
Fianna Fáil was forced to
back-track on the party’s initial
stance and admit its activists
posed as private researchers to
poll voters. The party said the
practice ended in 2007.
People Before Profit TD Paul
Murphy said his supporters
also posed as researchers to
carry out polls. He said the
polling took place before he
joined People Before Profit
and the party had not engaged
in the practice.
Labour continues to insist
it is unaware of any members
involved in fake polling.

Philip Ryan

GROUP POLITICAL EDITOR

results in all-out war. During
the 2007 General Election,
a Fianna Fáil TD sent in a
carload of canvassers into his
colleague’s area. Big mistake.
The lads were spotted and
stopped on their way out of
the town by the rival TD and
his irate supporters, who
surrounded the car. The
angry TD leaned in, grabbed
the driver’s head in his
hand and smacked it off the
steering wheel.
The rest of the fellas in the
car nearly wet themselves and
thought they’d get a hiding.
They didn’t come back again.

replaced by Mary Hanafin.
In 2011, Fine Gael HQ tried
to bully a candidate who had
won a convention, beating a
family dynasty competitor. A
dismal poll was plucked out
of a hat by party officials, only
for the selected candidate
to present his own genuine
professionally conducted poll
showing he was going well.
“So take your poll and f*** off,”
he told the party hierarchy.
That candidate is now a
minister.
Convention rigging
It doesn’t really apply in Sinn
Féin because its candidates
‘just happen’ to be picked
by acclamation without a
contest when given the nod
by party HQ. But in Fine Gael
and Fianna Fáil, the onemember, one-vote system
results in branches being
stuffed with what’s known
as ‘paper members’ who

are joined up solely to vote
at conventions. Ahead of a
particularly competitive Fine
Gael selection convention
in Clare for the 2011 General
Election, party membership
swelled to well over 1,500 with
the comment being: “There’s
more Fine Gael members
than Fine Gael voters in some
villages.” Fianna Fáil used
to have a cumann delegate
system, which resulted in
TDs stacking branch officer
boards with their acolytes
to pin down the convention
votes. On one occasion in the
1990s, a distraught candidate
got zero votes at a convention
on Dublin’s northside.
Consoling the defeated
candidate, the then MEP, the
late Niall Andrews, told him:
“It’s better to get no votes. If
you got one vote, every f***er
in the room would tell you
they were the one who voted
for you.”

To the polls:
Leo Varadkar
heading in
to vote in
a Dublin
15 polling
station in
2012.
PHOTO: DAVID
CONACHY

Vote swapping
They start ’em young.
The party’s youth wings
national conferences were
traditionally blatantly fixed
by block voting by college
branches. When he was in
Young Fine Gael, the now
Independent TD Denis
Naughten had a legendary
ability to strike deals to get
candidates elected to the
national executive. On one
occasion, he arranged not
just the first five candidates
across the line, but ensured
a candidate finished last. A
touch of class.
Divide conquering
When a party has two
candidates in a constituency,
the party HQ and director of
elections will often seek to
assign them specific territory
during the formal campaign
and their running mate is
not allowed canvass there. It

Eve dropping
The 48 hours before polling
is a very nervous time for a
candidate with the danger
of a running mate putting
out an official-looking leaflet
asking party supporters to
vote a particular way.
Two days before the 2007
General Election, the late
John Bailey dropped a leaflet
in Dún Laoghaire saying
the Fine Gael organisation
wanted him to get the No 1
preferences “to maximise the
vote” in the area.
A countermanding order
was issued by party HQ.
One of the greatest political
operations ever was carried
out that night though in
Dublin Central. Fianna Fáil’s
Mary Fitzpatrick put out a
late leaflet asking for the
vote, without mentioning
her running mates, Bertie
Ahern and Cyprian Brady.
Oh God. The Drumcondra
Mafia retaliated with a
printing premises run by a
Goodfella working all night
to get a leaflet ready for the
early morning. The 5am drop
said to vote No 1 Ahern, No 2
Brady and No 3 Fitzpatrick.
They blitzed the constituency
and Ahern romped home
with his surplus sweeping
in Brady, who got only 939
first preferences, but twice as
many transfers from Ahern as
Fitzpatrick.
Rumour spreading and
funny fundraising
Certain dark arts are tricky
to legally shed light upon so
we’ll have to draw a discreet
veil across those for fear of a
solicitor’s letter.

News
Richard
Curran:
Solutions
must be
found to
tackle
global
inequality
and the
paltry tax
super-rich
pay
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THE Commission on Mother
and Baby Homes has been criticised for refusing to attend an
Oireachtas committee hearing
to discuss its report.
Former commission chair
Yvonne Murphy wrote to the
Oireachtas Committee on
Children to say it would not
be appearing because members feared its work could be
“put in peril” by appearing
before members “whose rush
to judgment without due
process is already a matter of
record”.
Children’ s Minister Roderic
O’Gorman said the commission’s decision was “disappointing” and he urged it to
reconsider its position.
“Attendance before the
Joint Oireachtas Committee
would have offered a further
opportunity to clarify recently
generated uncertainty, along
with deeper questions regarding how the information
contained in the confidential committee testimonies
contributed to the general
findings of the commission’s
report,” Mr O’Gorman said.
“The Government is very
conscious of the need to
ensure that the lived experiences of the 550 who attended
before the confidential committee are clearly heard and
understood as part of our
history. I have stated that I
believe survivors, and this
belief must be demonstrated.”
The minister said he wa s
working on proposals to formally recognise testimony
given to the commission’s
confidential committee.
Mr O’Gorman noted the
commission said evidence
given to its confidential committee had not been discarded
as had been suggested after
Prof Mary Daly’s controversial appearance at a webinar
organised by Oxford University.
The Irish Times reported that
in her letter to the committee
former Justice Murphy said
the accounts given by survivors were “very much taken
into account by the commission” and were reported “in a
manner that preserved confidentiality in the lengthy confidential committee report”.
“It is not true to say that the
testimonies of the women
were ‘discounted’ or ‘discarded’ by the commission”
she said. “Prof Daly did not say
this. Others did.”
Ms Murphy also said the
commission stood over its
report “which speaks for
itself and must be read in its
entirety”.

https://www.independent.ie/irish-news/cabinet-to-sign-off-on-legislation-togive-pay-increase-to-three-super-junior-ministers-39386865.html

The Cabinet is expected to sign off on legislation which will provide pay increases for three
super junior ministers.
ublic Expenditure Minister Michael McGrath drafted legislation which allows the
Government give pay hikes to three rather than two ministers of State who sit at the cabinet
table.
The current legislation allows for an extra €16,288-a-year allowance in addition to the
minister of State salary of €124,439 for two members of Cabinet.
The three ministers of State who set to benefit from the law of change are Fianna Fáil’s Jack
Chambers, who is chief whip, Fine Gael’s Hildegarde Naughten, who is minister of State for
roads, and Green Party Senator Pippa Hackett who is a junior minister in the Department of
Agriculture.
The last government was unable to give a pay increase to former Minister of State for Higher
Education Mary Mitchell O’Connor as legislation only permitted increases for two junior
ministers.
Disability Minister Finian McGrath and Defence Minister Paul Kehoe were already in receipt
of the allowance.

Meanwhile, Mr McGrath was forced to defended the Government's plans for hiring a team of
special advisers after a claim that it's "fast becoming a circus".
Sinn Féin TD Mairéad Farrell raised the issue in the Dáil amid reports that Taoiseach
Micheál Martin, Tánaiste Leo Varadkar and Green Party leader Eamon Ryan will be hiring
17 special advisers between them.
She highlighted proposals being considered by the government to cut the top rate of the
Covid-19 Pandemic Unemployment Payment as she said: "where cutbacks are concerned
these do not appear to apply to well-paid government advisers."
Ms Farrell asked Mr McGrath for the number of special advisers to be hired across all
government departments and the salaries they would get.
Mr McGrath said his Department is to issue guidelines on the arrangements for the staffing of
ministerial offices, a process that happens at the start of every new Dáil.
He said Cabinet ministers get two special advisers and junior ministers that don't attend
Cabinet get one.
He said the Taoiseach, Tánaiste and party leaders in government can hire more.
Salaries for the advisers of Cabinet ministers range from €87,325 to €101,114 and those
appointed by Ministers of State get between €67,659 and €78,816.
Those appointed usually start at the lower end of the scale but Department secretaries general
can approve higher points on the scale "where they are satisfied that this is justified".
The same salary restrictions don't apply to advisers hired for the Taoiseach or Tánaiste.
Mr McGrath said no special advisers have been formally appointed yet.
Some are already working for the new team of ministers but they can only be formally
appointed once the new guidelines are approved by government.
Mr McGrath said that all details will be published on the Department of Public Expenditure
and Reform website.
Ms Farrell argued that when ministers have "entire departments to assist with their work, it
seems less than prudent to be spending taxpayers’ money on costly advice sourced from
elsewhere."
She claimed Mr Martin is to have a chief of staff, deputy chief of staff, three special advisors
and an economic advisor while Mr Varadkar is to have an aide-de-camp and "five or six
advisers". She said Mr Ryan is to have "four or five advisers".
"This is fast becoming a circus," Ms Farrell claimed.

C
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EU big fund battle is finally over – but
Irish fight for a share is just beginning
New normal:
European
Commission
President
Ursula von
der Leyen
and European
Council
President
Charles
Michel do an
elbow bump
at the end of
the summit.

ANALYSIS

John
Downing

A

FTER five days of
bitter
haggling
EU leaders have
all dubbed their
€1.8tn
funding deal “historic”. But how
relevant is it for ordinary
people? And how much will
Ireland get?
Let’s answer a few basic
questions.

PHOTO:
STEPHANIE
LECOCQ/
REUTERS

Echoes from this marathon
EU leaders’ summit were
often sour. Is the outcome
really “historic”?
Yes. For once over-used talk
of “history” is justified. Three
big things are happening here
as a first. The EU as an entity
is going to the world money
markets itself to borrow. This
combined EU fire-power is
being used to give non-repayable grants and low-interest loans to countries worst
hit by Covid-19. It’s big stuff:
the EU Covid-19 fund totals
€750bn. Grants amount to
€390bn and loans €360bn.
What is the relevance to
ordinary citizens?
It is hoped this will stave off
mass long-term recession. In
the wake of coronavirus the
EU’s 460 million citizens faced
the biggest economic downturn in the bloc’s 63-year existence with massive job losses.
EU leaders are determined
this economic pump-priming using the EU’s combined
resources can head off a major
economic crisis. Already,
international money markets
have responded positively, the
euro values are up, and borrowing rates for Italy, which
was among the worst hit, have
dipped to a new low rate.

What is the story about the
EU’s seven-year €1.07tn
budget?
To give continuity the EU leaders agree funding in blocks of
seven years and the next one
starts in January 2021 lasting
until December 2027. This
budget deal was very late for
various reasons. Detailed
rules for schemes like science research, farming and
regional and social grants,
take a long time to be written
and approved. The devil will
be in the details of many of
these plans for member states,
including Ireland. There are
real fears that rural development and farm funds will be

hit and it’s the big challenge
for Taoiseach Micheál Martin
and his Government.
What were the summit rows
about? Will they have longterm damaging fall-out?
North European states, led
by the Netherlands, fought to
impose tough fund rules and
reduce grant amounts with
more emphasis on repayable
loans. Many states also wanted
human rights clauses on funding for countries like Hungary
and Poland.
Compromises saw the overall grants cut from €500bn to
€390bn. Any member state
can object if a funded coun-

try breaks economic rules –
but an investigative process
here is time-limited to three
months. On the human rights
issue, a number of countries
constituting
“a
qualified

There are fears about
the traditional EU
grant programmes
majority” under EU rules can
trigger investigations. These
rows were to be expected. The
issues are vital for all involved
and compromises had to
meet 27 countries’ special

demands. Normal business
should and can resume.
Where was Ireland amid
these summit rows?
Basically not with the frugal
north Europeans. The Taoiseach said the EU coronavirus
fund had to be big and more
based on grants than loans.
He said large EU loans to
member states would only
add to the debt problem. On
the seven-year budget plan
he defended rural and farm
funds especially.
So, how much can Ireland
hope to get?
It’s not decided yet – but some

details are evident. When the
draft plan was first announced
by the EU Commission, Ireland’s potential take was put
at a disappointing €3bn and
criticised by former public
expenditure minister Brendan
Howlin, who has long experience of EU negotiations. Irish
ministers and diplomats
have been fighting that ever
since. A big problem was the
allocations, which gave Italy
and Spain the lion’s share,
were based on economic
data done before coronavirus
hit. Ireland’s economy was
doing well at that stage.
The Taoiseach will hope two
new things should increase
Ireland’s share. First is a new
€5bn Brexit emergency fund
for countries and sectors worst
hit by the UK’s departure. Second is the holding back of
30pc of funds until 2021 and
2022 to see how badly national
economies are hit.
What about traditional EU
farm, regional and social
funds which have benefited
Ireland for decades?
The Taoiseach insisted farm
funds will be safeguarded
with €300m extra guaranteed
for Ireland. But amid the haggling and moving funds about
to meet various demands,
there are fears about these
“traditional” EU grant programmes. This is where the
real fight will be for Ireland.
What reaction has the Taoiseach got at home?
All sectors are poring over
the details and Mr Martin’s
summit report to the Dáil
will be closely watched. Farm
union leaders have warned of
rural and farm fund cuts. IFA
president Tim Cullinan said
these 9pc fund cuts contradict
Brussels’ demands on climate
change and the environment.
ICMSA president Pat McCormack said coronavirus supports cannot be funded by
farm cuts. Farm union leaders
have warned EU cuts must be
paid up from national coffers.

Three junior ministers’ salaries set to be topped up by €16,288
Philip Ryan and
Cormac McQuinn
THE Cabinet is expected to
sign off on legislation for pay
increases for three super junior ministers.
Public Expenditure Minister Michael McGrath drafted
legislation allowing pay hikes
to three rather than two ministers of State who sit at the
cabinet table.
Current legislation allows for
an extra €16,288-a-year allow-

ance in addition to the minister of State salary of €124,439
for two members of Cabinet.
The three set to benefit are
Fianna Fáil’s Jack Chambers,
who is chief whip, Fine Gael’s
Hildegarde Naughten, minister of State for roads, and
Green Party Senator Pippa
Hackett, a junior minister in
the Department of Agriculture.
The last government was
unable to give a pay increase
to former Minister of State

for Higher Education Mary
Mitchell O’Connor as legislation only permitted increases
for two junior ministers.
Disability Minister Finian
McGrath and Defence Minister Paul Kehoe were already in
receipt of the allowance.
Meanwhile, Mr McGrath
was forced to defended the
Government’s plans for hiring
a team of special advisers after
a claim that it’s “fast becoming
a circus”.
Sinn Féin TD Mairéad Far-

rell raised the issue in the
Dáil amid reports Taoiseach
Micheál Martin, Tánaiste Leo
Varadkar and Green Party
leader Eamon Ryan will hire
17 special advisers between
them.
She highlighted proposals being considered to cut
the top rate of the Covid-19
pandemic
unemployment
payment, saying: “Where cutbacks are concerned these do
not appear to apply to wellpaid government advisers.”

Ms Farrell asked Mr
McGrath for the number of
special advisers to be hired
across all government departments and their salaries.
Mr McGrath said his department is to issue guidelines on
the arrangements for the staffing of ministerial offices.
He said Cabinet ministers
get two special advisers and
junior ministers that don’t
attend Cabinet get one.
He said the Taoiseach,
Tánaiste and party leaders in

government can hire more.
Salaries for Cabinet ministers’
advisers range from €87,325 to
€101,114 and those appointed
by Ministers of State are paid
between €67,659 and €78,816.
Those appointed usually
start at the lower end of the
scale but Department secretaries general can approve
higher points “where they are
satisfied that this is justified”.
The same salary restrictions
don’t apply to advisers hired
for the Taoiseach or Tánaiste.
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Ryan likely to win Greens’
vote as low turnout shows
‘little appetite for change’

COMMENT

John Downing

POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT

A good ‘nice cop’
win would help
steady coalition

Senan Molony

POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT

EAMON RYAN is widely
expected to be confirmed
tonight as leader of the Green
Party for another term.
Backers are expecting him to
prevail by at least a two-to-one
margin over his rival, deputy
leader Catherine Martin.
Both are serving in the new
Cabinet.
A sluggish return of votes –
only two-thirds of ballots were
returned by lunchtime on closing date yesterday – is seen as
signifying little appetite for a
change of leader.
Despite a long lead-in, some
1,943 prepaid envelopes had
been returned, representing
a 66.22pc turnout, although
the final percentage could rise
slightly.
For the vote on the Programme for Government,
ballots were issued to 1,991
members with 1,904 returned,
with the majority sent back
promptly for a turnout of
over 90pc. “The return rate
will be lower on the leadership election,” a party spokeswoman admitted yesterday.
She said members were
asked to register for the Programme for Government vote,
whereas all eligible members
were sent a ballot for the
leadership.
“If it’s slow, it suggests there
isn’t a headlong charge to get
rid of Eamon,” said a party
official.
Ms Martin is believed to have
significant levels of support in
Northern Ireland, which contributes 600 members to the
nearly 3,000 members of the
all-island party.
But the early indications are
being read as highly favourable to Mr Ryan on all sides.
Eligible voters are those
members in good standing
who have completed a sixmonth probationary period
on joining the party.
At the time of issuing ballots
there were 2,336 eligible members in the Republic of Ireland
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Green light?: Climate Action Minister Eamon Ryan is tipped to remain leader. PHOTO: ROLLINGNEWS.IE
and 598 in Northern Ireland,
practically a 4:1 ratio.
Neither Mr Ryan nor Ms Martin has offered comment on the
turnout, but one of her supporters admitted the portents
were not good.
The count begins today with
an announcement expected
at 7pm. National co-ordinator Bláithín Gallagher, who
chaired the hustings, will invite
a three-minute concession
speech from the runner-up, followed by a five-minute speech
from the victor.
Ms Martin raised eyebrows
by challenging her party leader
directly after she and he had
been the only Green Party TDs

initially elected to the last Dáil
– before increasing their representation six-fold in this one.
But many party members,
Ms Martin included, felt the
number could have been even
more – had not Mr Ryan performed badly in the election TV
debates, as reflected in subsequent polls of public opinion.
Defenders of Mr Ryan counter, however, that the massive
momentum was always with
Sinn Féin in that campaign,
which was the major factor
restraining Green growth.
The party also experienced
some soul-searching when the
election left it as kingmakers
in an alternative to a Sinn Féin

government, with many conscious that the party was effectively hoodwinked by Fianna
Fáil when last in government,
never managing to pass a single piece of climate change
legislation from 2007 to 2011.
The doubters warned that the
subsequent vote collapse experienced by the party would be
replicated through another
‘deal with the Devil’, the name
of a book about that torrid
Green experience. But others
successfully maintained that
the climate emergency was
such that the party could not
pass up the opportunity to
have its hands on the levers of
power at such a critical time.

Coveney ‘did not recall’ Cabinet debate on junior ministers’ pay
Philip Ryan
FOREIGN Affairs Minister
Simon Coveney has said he did
not know a Cabinet meeting
he attended signed off on legislation that will increase the
number of ministers of State
who are entitled to a €16,000
allowance.
Mr Coveney said he “did not
recall” the Cabinet debate

which cleared the way for
the Government to pay three
rather than two super junior
ministers the extra payment.
“I don’t know is the answer.
That’s legislation I haven’t
seen, I haven’t spoken about,
haven’t debated,” he said.
The Department of Public Expenditure and Reform
confirmed Minister Michael
McGrath brought the legisla-

tion to pave the way for the pay
increases to Cabinet yesterday
evening. Once passed by the
Dáil, ministers of State Hildegarde Naughton and Pippa
Hackett, along with Chief
Whip Jack Chambers, will all
receive the pay increase for
juniors who sit at Cabinet. Ms
Hackett is a senator while the
other two are TDs.
The Green Party did not

respond to requests for comment on whether Ms Hackett
believed it to be appropriate
for a senator to seek an additional pay increase after
receiving a €38,000 allowance
on being appointed to Cabinet.
Fianna Fáil stopped former
higher education minister
Mary Mitchell O’Connor from
receiving the pay increase in
the last Dáil.
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ILL the Green Party leadership election provide a way
to keep the party’s coalition
dissenters on board? Or will
it fuel a dangerous Green
anti-Government rump?
Those are the questions many of the Green
Party’s Government partners in Fianna Fáil
and Fine Gael have been taking from this
marathon, but well-mannered contest
between the leader, Eamon Ryan, and his rival
and deputy leader, Catherine Martin.
It is largely forgotten now that last time
the Green Party entered government in
2007 it had also had a leadership contest. It
was caused by its leader, Trevor Sargent,
keeping an election promise and quitting
the leadership rather than take the party
into coalition with Fianna Fáil whom he had
castigated.
And on July 17, 2007, four weeks after 86pc
of Green members backed government
with Fianna Fáil, the result showed a 2:1
majority for the pro-coalition party chairman
John Gormley over the vehemently anticoalition contender and former MEP Patricia
McKenna. At the time, Gormley insisted the
leadership vote was not about the Greens
being in coalition as that question had already
been well and truly settled.
But the one-in-three vote for the perennial
dissident, McKenna, was seen as a kind of
choke-chain being placed by party members
on the Greens’ parliamentary party lest
they become too cosy with their Fianna Fáil
coalition partners.
Many details are different 13 years later – but
a similar dynamic is at play today.
So, will it be the Greens’ “coalition nice cop”
Eamon Ryan? Or can the party’s “coalition
nasty cop” – Catherine Martin – cause a major
upset?
The reality is that Ryan will win this one by
some distance. He took a very battered party in
2011, when they had no State funding and just
three councillors, and devoted the next nine
years to its re-generation.
By February 2020 the party had 49
councillors and 12 TDs, making him its most
successful leader ever. This contest, required
by rule, should be a technical exercise long
ago resolved.
But politics are sometimes complex
and the Green Party really is different.
Catherine Martin has a considerable bank
of members’ support and has put in a very
strong campaign. Martin is also a formidable
candidate, and she was along for much of
the party re-building having taken over as
deputy leader in June 2011. Her stance during
the weeks of coalition talks was seen as more
strident and her leadership campaign echoed
that with warnings of a potential withdrawal
from government.
Her supporters suggest that the bar she
has to rise above here is the 24pc of party
members who voted against coalition last
month. Prominent members of the “No
coalition” campaign were her most vocal
supporters.
So, the only issue here may be how many of
the “soft pro-coalition vote” she can muster. If
it is high the coalition partners will take note.
Any way you look at it, just like that forgotten
leadership election in 2007, this contest is still
about coalition.
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Pay hikes
for super
juniors are
branded as
‘disgusting’
Senan Molony
and Philip Ryan
A GOVERNMENT decision
to change laws to allow pay
hikes for ministers of State
days before they go on their
summer holidays has been
branded “disgusting” and
“greedy”.
The
Coalition
pushed
through the legislative change
to allow three ministers of
State to get a €16,229 allowance for attending Cabinet
meetings.
The move means Fianna Fáil
TD Jack Chambers, who is the
Chief Whip, and Fine Gael’s
Hildegarde Naughton, who is
Minister of State for Transport,
will have taxpayer-funded salaries totalling €151,204 a year.
Meanwhile,
the
third
so-called super junior minister, Pippa Hackett, who is
a failed Green Party General Election candidate, will
receive €123,186 as a senator. All three will receive
the top-up after their parties
voted for the change of law –
one day after the Government
announced swiping cuts to
New Chief Whip:
Fianna Fáil TD Jack
Chambers was
given a pay hike
the Pandemic Unemployment
Payment.
Furious Opposition TDs
branded the allowance as an
insult to frontline workers who
received an applause rather
than pay increase from the
Government for their efforts
during the Covid health crisis.
Sinn Féin TD David Cullinane said the move was
“beyond shameful” and without justification. “Anybody
who votes for this can not look
a staff nurse in the eye anymore. You are pulling a stroke
here. You were quick to clap
those frontline workers, but
this is a slap in their face. The
brass neck of that is galling.”
Paul Murphy, the Rise TD,
said the move came “at a time
when in one in four people in
this country is unemployed at
a time of great crisis”.
“You look at the actions of
this Government – cuts to
the Pandemic Unemployment Payment, a vote to gut

a motion in support of the
Debenhams workers, and
a miserly decision to only
extend the eviction ban to
August – yet a majority in this
Dáil will vote through a pay
increase for an already very
well-paid person,” he added.
Sinn Féin Mayo TD Rose
Conway Walsh said it was the
most devious thing she had
witnessed in politics to date.
There was a “circle of greed”
between Fianna Fáil, Fine
Gael and the Greens and it was
absolutely shameful.
Meanwhile, Public Expenditure
Minister
Michael
McGrath claimed he cannot
recall his party preventing the
last government from changing legislation to give three
ministers of State a €16,000
taxpayer-funded top-up.
It comes after Foreign Affairs
Minister Simon Coveney said
he could not remember the
Cabinet signing off on the pay
hike legislation despite sitting
at the meeting only hours
earlier.
Mr McGrath tried to dismiss
suggestions his party blocked
the exact same super junior
minister top-up until he was
read an official Fianna Fáil
press statement which specifically said it would stop any
law passing through the Dáil
allowing for the additional
allowance.
Asked about Fianna Fáil preventing former super junior
minister Mary Mitchell O’Connor from receiving the payment, Mr McGrath dismissed
the question saying: “It wasn’t
brought before the Oireachtas
the last time.”
He also raised questions
about the accuracy of media
reports which said Fianna Fáil
was blocking the pay hike by
the last government. However,
he was then made aware of a
Fianna Fáil press release saying the party will “block any
effort to fund addition super
junior position”.
“I don’t recall that being
discussed is the straight
answer and it was never put
the before the Oireachtas,” Mr
McGrath added.
Despite his party preventing
Ms Mitchell O’Connor from
receiving the payment, the
minister said it is now “appropriate” that all three ministers
of State in his Government
should receive the payment.

The rise and rise of Green Party
Philip
Ryan

:: From Offaly
county council
to a role as
super junior

P

IPPA HACKETT has
had a short but very
charmed political
career. This time
last year, she was
an Offaly county councillor
after getting just 584 first
preference votes in the local
elections.
It was a good day for the
Greens and Hackett sneaking
in on the seventh count in a
rural constituency was one
of the more notable results of
the day.
If she had hung around in
the council long enough she
would have earned around
€17,000 a year along with a
generous expenses regime.
But she was never destined

Promotion:
Pippa
Hackett
(right) with
party leader
Eamon Ryan
at Leinster
House earlier
this month.
PHOTO: GARETH
CHANEY/COLLINS

to be a councillor for long.
Another big win for the
Greens last May was the
election of Senator Grace
O’Sullivan to the European
Parliament.
O’Sullivan’s move to
Brussels meant there was a
Seanad seat to be filled and
the other parties agreed to
allow the Greens choose a
new senator rather than a
hold an election. They’re
a magnanimous bunch in
there. Eamon Ryan decided
his rising star was the ideal
candidate for the Seanad
where she would be entitled
to a €68,111 salary.
Naturally, she snapped
Ryan’s hand off with the offer

Supermarkets to pass on VAT
Allison Bray

The Week
If we really
want this
virus to
disappear,
open up all
the pubs
Larissa
Nolan
34

SUPERMARKET chains Lidl
and Aldi have vowed to pass
the temporary 2pc cut in VAT
rates onto their customers
from next month.
The Government announced
that it will cut the current 23pc
VAT rate to 21pc from September to February as part of its
July stimulus plan, announced
on Thursday, to help kickstart
the economy.
And while the higher band of
tax is not applicable to staple
food purchases – excluding

sweets, and high-fat and highsugar items like ice cream and
fizzy drinks – the reduction in
tax will apply to all items taxed
at the higher rate, the supermarkets announced.
They include such items as
homewares, gardening and
DIY supplies that both supermarkets sell in their so-called
‘middle aisles’ as special offers.
The tax was raised from 21pc
to 23pc by former finance minister Michael Noonan at the
height of the last recession in
2011. At the time, some leading grocery chains, including

Many
will use
the tax
drop to
help
offset
losses

Tesco, Aldi, Lidl and Marks
& Spencer announced they
would not charge their customers the higher rate.
Yesterday,
Lidl
Ireland
claimed it was the first retailer
in Ireland to announce that
it would pass the tax savings
directly onto the consumer.
Lidl Ireland’s chief executive
John Paul Scally said: “Passing
on the VAT reduction savings
to our customers from the
earlier date of August 1 means
we’re proudly putting even
more money back in our customers’ pockets.”
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top-up pay for ministers
“Childcare workers feel
incredibly let down. Frontline workers are struggling to
make ends meet.
“I don’t think it’s a coincidence we have a sector that’s
98pc female and the vast
majority are under the living
wage and struggling.
“Yet those who make the
big decisions are well able to
reward themselves.”
The Irish Medical Organisation (IMO) said it strongly
criticised the Government for
passing legislation last week
to facilitate pay increases for

‘Priority
is to pay
some
ministers
more
while
health
workers
get a
round of
applause’

the three newly appointed
ministers of state.
The IMO said the fact the
legislation was passed within
weeks of the formation of
the new Government had
“shocked” many consultants in
hospitals who continue to earn
more than 30pc less than their
colleagues purely based on the
date of their employment. The
pay disparity was introduced
by the government in 2012.
Professor Matthew Sadlier,
of the IMO consultant committee, said: “The new Government doesn’t want people

Coalition takes
keen interest in
wage equality – at
least around the
Cabinet table

in the same super junior roles
earning different salaries, yet
they’re quite happy to oversee exactly the same injustice
amongst hospital consultants.
“This type of hypocrisy poisons the morale of hospital
consultants and is directly
linked to the recruitment and
retention crisis which has
left over 500 consultant posts
vacant.
“It is telling the Government priority is to pay some
ministers more while healthcare workers get a round of
applause.”

ANALYSIS

Philip
Ryan

Government
unwilling to pay
allowance for
civil servants to
work at home
Ken Foxe and
Charlie Weston

except for legally’
Happy
family:
Ailbhe
O’Nolan and
AnneMarie
Whelan with
their son Finn

focuses on giving rights to a
birth mother.
Male same-sex couples
have no legal rights, and
neither do a heterosexual
couple who choose
surrogacy where the woman
does not carry the baby.
“Our system is still centred
on the birth mother being
the primary carer in every
instance,” said Ms Whelan.
“It isn’t just for LGBT
couples, it isn’t just for gay
men, but even heterosexual
couples have no right to
have an intending mother,
who does not carry the child,
she has no right to go on the
birth cert.”
She added that more work
needs to be done to protect
parents who use fertility
treatments to start their
families.

THE Government was fearful of the cost implications
of sanctioning a €3.20 workfrom-home allowance during
the pandemic.
Emails reveal some civil
servants complained they
were being hit with enormous
mobile phone and broadband
bills.
The Department of Public
Expenditure had been contacted by the Revenue Commissioners asking whether
employees could be reimbursed for costs incurred from
having a home office.
“The type of expenses may
include wi-fi, phonecalls, electricity, equipment costs [if
equipment was purchased by
them, accommodation etc],” a
Revenue official said.
In emails discussing a
response, Public Expenditure
officials said it needed to be
made clear there would be no
standard allowance available
for such costs. “Clearly, we
won’t be paying these in the
crisis,” said one civil servant
in an email.
In a later email, the department said civil service staff
should be reminded they
were not authorised to incur
any expenses without prior
approval from their manager.
However, it said it was open
for people to make a claim to
Revenue at the end of the year
for costs incurred in setting up
a home office.
The Data Protection Commissioner also contacted the
department saying it had been
receiving a growing number
of queries about extra costs

and “limits on access” due to
remote working.
The Central Bank also looked
for clarity on payment of an
allowance and also flexibility where parents were unable to work due to childcare
arrangements.
Later emails reveal discussions were taking place
over what would happen if
employees had to buy specific
equipment to allow them to
work from home.
One senior official wrote:
“We’re clear that public service
employers will not be paying
the €3.20 daily allowance to
staff.
“However, I think the question of reimbursing staff who
make investments in equipment, have to use the data plan
on their personal smartphone
to carry out work, etc, is still
open.”
A colleague responded: “I
think this is an issue we’ll have
to move carefully on given
work from home arrangements are going to be the
norm for the foreseeable.”
A spokeswoman for the
department said an FAQ had
been published making clear
a daily allowance would not be
paid and how it was open for
people to make claims to the
Revenue.
“Any claim in this regard is
solely a matter for the individual concerned,” she said.
Meanwhile, unions have said
workers should not be forced
to carry the cost of working
remotely for their employers.
The Irish Congress of Trade
Unions called for the voluntary
payment that employers can
make to staff working from
home to be made mandatory.
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EO VARADKAR
seemed upset by the
mere suggestion the
€16,288 super junior
minister top-up the
Government rushed through
the Dáil before its six-week
summer holiday would seem
unfair on those still dealing
with the devastating impacts
of the coronavirus.
During an interview on
RTÉ, he ranted on about
the things the Government
was doing for schools and
businesses when broadcaster
Áine Lawlor had the audacity
to question him about the
appropriateness of the
payment while thousands are
still unemployed.
Meanwhile, on Newstalk,
Finance Minister Paschal
Donohoe said the pay
increase for ministers – two
of whom are already paid
nearly €135,000 – should
be taken in the context of

of State for Roads Hildegarde
Naughton are both earning
the grand sum of €154,264, if
the figures published by the
Oireachtas are to be believed.
Their pay packages include
their €96,189 TD salary, plus
a €38,787 minister of state
allowance, in addition to their
€16,288 Cabinet top-up.
Poor old Pippa Hackett gets
only €123,186, because she is
forced to survive on a €68,111
senator’s salary. As Minister
of State for Land Use and
Biodiversity, she does get the
other two allowances.
But surely a Government
so dedicated to pay equality
would find a way to bridge the
€30,000 gap between Hackett
and her two colleagues?
Perhaps there is still time in
the coming days to push an
amendment through the Dáil
to right this wrong.
After all, Michael McGrath
and his ministerial colleagues
are determined to ensure
there is pay equality. Well,
around the Cabinet table
anyway.
Unions have been quick
to point out many of their
members in schools and
hospitals are still earning
less than colleagues who are
doing the same work as them
because of Government cuts

Paschal Donohoe backtracked faster
than the speed of top-up legislation
going through the Dáil
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the €5bn stimulus package
announced last week.
Host Gavan Reilly rightly
questioned this bizarre
statement and Donohoe backtracked faster than the speed
of top-up legislation going
through the Dáil.
Housing Minister Darragh
O’Brien showed up on the
same show and tied himself
in knots as he stuttered
through an attempt to
explain the need to fast-track
legislation so that three,
rather than two, ministers of
State could get the payment.
Last week, Public
Expenditure Minister
Michael McGrath suggested
the real reasons for the
speedy legislative process
was because of the concern
in the Government about pay
equality at the Cabinet table.
This would be more
believable if all three of the
ministers of State were all
now on the same salary.
But they are not. Chief Whip
Jack Chambers and Minister

that were introduced during
the last recession.
Now, as we sit on the cusp
of an even greater economic
implosion, teachers, nurses
and doctors are naturally
delighted to see the new
Government has taken such
a keen interest in the issue of
pay equality.
They will be heartened by
the speed at which the Fianna
Fáil, Fine Gael and Green
Party can legislate for equal
pay and conditions with
public-sector pay talks set to
take place later this year.
Despite the economic
wreckage caused by Covid19, the Government will
naturally want to reward
medics who were asked to put
their lives at risk during the
national health emergency.
After all the good work
done on Cabinet pay equality,
surely they will not expect
medics to work in the same
emergency department doing
the same job on different
salaries? Unthinkable.

Simon Coveney interview on junior minister top up controversy

https://www.independent.ie/videos/simon-coveney-questioned-on-pay-increase-legislation-forjunior-ministers-39388607.html

https://www.independent.ie/irish-news/health/major-overhaul-of-vaccine-roll-out-to-see-peoplevaccinated-based-on-their-age-40256574.html

People are to be vaccinated based on their age under a major overhaul of the National
Vaccination Programme being discussed by Cabinet.
Ministers are planning to ditch the current framework of vaccinating people based on ages
and professions and instead offer people vaccines solely based on their age.
The new plan will not come into force until all over 64s, vulnerable people and those with
underlying health conditions are vaccinated. This includes children and young people living
in long term care facilities.
However, once these groups are vaccinated, the programme will be based on a person’s age.
A memo on the decision was brought to Cabinet by Health Minister Stephen Donnelly on
foot of advice from the Deputy Chief Medical Officer Ronan Glynn and National
Immunisation Advisory Committee
At Cabinet, ministers are understood to have raised concerns about the potential for political
backlash from teachers, gardaí and other essential workers who will now not be prioritised
for vaccines.
However, the Government believes this will be a more equitable way of administering
vaccines and will lead to less calls from lobby groups to have their members vaccinated.

It is hoped the new programme will be simplified and more streamlined than the scheme first
proposed.
The move follows how the vaccine is being administered in the UK where Prime Minister
Boris Johnson’s programme is more advanced than in Ireland.
“It will be fairer and will hopefully get more public buy in,” a Government source said.
The original National Vaccination Programme involves 15 various cohorts of people based
on age and profession.
Cohort 10 was due to be key workers in essential jobs who cannot avoid a high risk of
exposure and cohort 11 was people working in education sector.
However, people in these sectors would be vaccinated according to their age under the new
plan.
People will be asked to register for their vaccine on the HSE’s online portal when it is their
age group’s time to be vaccinated.

